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Political Science (Selected New Titles)

LIT

Southeast Asian Urbanism
Hans-Dieter Evers
and Rüdiger Korff

Hans-Dieter Evers; Rüdiger Korff� � �
Southeast Asian Urbanism

The Meaning and Power of Social Space
Southeast Asian Urbanism is based on the results of over two decades of field re-
search on cities and towns of Thailand, Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philip-
pines and Singapore. The connections between micro and macro processes, between
grassroots interactions and urban structures, between social theory and empirical data
are analysed to provide a vivid picture of the great variety of urban forms, the social
creativity in the slums of Bangkok, Manila or Jakarta, the variety of cultural symbol-
ism and the political and religious structuration of urban space.
The book is written in the tradition of German or European sociological research
from Marx and Weber to Habermas and Bourdieu. The work on Southeast Asian
urbanism was carried out within the research programme of the Sociology of Devel-
opment Research Centre of the University of Bielefeld in Germany, but also during
teaching and research assignments at Chulalongkorn University, the National Uni-
versity of Singapore, the Science University of Malaysia, the National University of
Malaysia, Andalas University, Padang, the Population Studies Centre at Gadjah Mada
University, the University of Indonesia, the University of the Philippines and the In-
stitute of Southeast Asian Studies, Singapore.
The book will be of interest to urban anthropologists, political scientists and sociol-
ogists, to students of Southeast Asian history, culture and society, to urban planners
and policy makers.
Hans-Dieter Evers is Professor of Development Studies at the University of Bielefeld.
H. R. Korff is Professor at the Faculty of Development Science at the National Uni-
versity of Malaysia.
Market, Culture and Societyvol. 7, 276 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4021-2

Peter J. M. Nas� � � �
The Indonesian Town Revisited

The Indonesian Town Revisitedreflects the growing interest in new towns and the
urban sprawl around Jakarta, the economic crisis and its effects on the construction
sector. Further a new direction in research is related to the growing interest in mid-
dle range cities. Some well-established topics are also covered, such as kampung
improvement, urban conservation and migration.
Peter J.M. Nas is researcher at Leiden University, The Netherlands
Southeast Asian Dynamicsvol. 1, 408 pp., 40,90€, br., ISBN 3-8258-6038-8

Günther Schlee (ed.)�
Imagined Differences

Hatred and the construction of identity
The book addresses key concepts of modern anthropology like “difference” and “iden-
tity” in the light of ethnographic evidence from various local settings stretching from
Morocco to Indonesia. As the antagonistic and destructive aspects of social identi-
fication are also discussed, the book is a contribution to conflict theory, it provides
elements of orientation in a world marked by a proliferation of ethnic movements and
of nationalisms which become more narrow and more aggressive.
Günther Schlee is Director of the Max Planck Institute for Anthropology at Halle.
Market, Culture and Societyvol. 5, 296 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3956-7

Armando Salvatore (ed.)
Muslim Traditions and Modern Techniques of Power

This volume deals with historical and contemporary articulations of the relation of
tension between the civilizing impetus of Muslim traditions, and modern forms, fields
and techniques of power. These techniques are associated with the process of state-
building, as well as with the related constraints of disciplining, normative cohesion,
control of the territory and monitored social differentiation.
Armando Salvatore is a Senior Research Fellow at the Robert Schuman Center for Ad-
vanced Studies, EUI (European University Institute), Florence and at the Institute of
Social Sciences, Humboldt University, Berlin.
Yearbook of the Sociology of Islamvol. 3, 336 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4801-9

Thomas Bierschenk; Georg Stauth (Eds.)
Islam in Africa

Contents: S. A. Nageeb,Stretching the horizon: a gender-based perspective on every-
day life and practices in the Islamic sub-culture of Sudan; U. Günther & I. Niehaus,
Islam in South Africa: The Muslims’ contribution in the struggle against apartheid
and the process of democratisation; A. Piga,A Neo-traditionalist Islamic associations
and the Islamist press in contemporary Senegal; M. Singleton,Conversion to Islam in
19th century Tanzania as seen by a native Christian; A. N’Gaide, Islam, charismatic
preachers and religious orders in high colonial Casamance; M. Pesek,Sulayman b.
Nasr al-Lamki and German colonial policies towards Muslim communities in German
East Africa; Q. Gausset,The spread of Islam in Adamawa; T.Tamari,Islamic higher
education in West Africa; G. Abdoulaye,The graduates of the Islamic Universities in
Benin.
Thomas Bierschenk is Professor at the University of Mainz.
Georg Stauth is researcher at the University of Mainz.
Yearbook of the Sociology of Islamvol. 4, 240 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-6196-1
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Jörn Dosch; Manfred Mols (eds.)
International Relations in the Asia-Pacific

New Patterns of Power, Interest, and Cooperation
The book deals with the changing pattern of international relations in the Asia-Pacific
region at the turn of the century with particular reference to the roles of the United
States, ASEAN, Japan, China and Australia. Attention is also given to multilateral
cooperation fora such as APEC, ARF and CSCAP. The first part consists of an evalu-
ation of international relations theories and their meaning for the analysis of structures
and actors in the Asia-Pacific. In the second part renowned experts present detailed
case studies. The analysis is not based on a single theoretical approach but employs
different perspectives.
Jörn Dosch, Asia/Pacific Research Center, Stanford University.
Manfred Mols, Institute of Political Science, University of Mainz.
Perspectives in Political Sciencevol. 11, 272 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3946-x

Ferhad Ibrahim; Gülistan Gürbey (eds.)
The Kurdish Conflict in Turkey

Obstacles and Chances for Peace and Democracy
The kidnapping and condemnation of the PKK Leader Abdullah Ocalan represent
a turning point in the development of the Kurdish problem in the Middle East. Al-
though the Turkish state achieved a strategic victory, the Kurdish conflict is yet to be
politically solved. The question whether the Turkish state elite will be willing in this
new context to change its repressive policy against the Kurds and assume a new politi-
cal orientation remains open.
In the current volume social scientists from different disciplines analyse the various
dimensions and aspects of the Kurdish conflict. At the core of the interest are the
controversy on the political implementation of violence, the relevance of the inter-
national law for the conflict, the regional and foreign relations of the PKK, and the
chances and obstacles of a peaceful democratic conflict resolution.
Gülistan Gürbey teaches at the Middle Eastern Study Section, Department of Political
and Social Science at Free University of Berlin.
Ferhad Ibrahim teaches at the Middle Eastern Study Section, Department of Political
and Social Science at Free University of Berlin.
Confrontation and Cooperation in the Near and Middle Eastvol. 4, 216 pp., 17,90€,
pb., ISBN 3-8258-4744-6

Ulf Engel; Robert Kappel (Eds.)
Germany’s Africa Policy Revisited

Interests, images and incrementalism
Although Germany has been a major international player in Africa ever since its read-
mission to international politics after 1955, suprisingly little has been written about
this topic– and even less reliable knowledge has been established. “Germany’s Africa
policy revisited” firstly poses the need for a review of Germany’s relations with the
African continent over the past decades. Secondly it presents a challenge to fill in
some of the factual gaps which characterize the state of research so far. Thirdly, it
calls for scrutiny of some of the theoretical and methodological undercurrents of this
past research. The authors that collaborated on this exercise represent a fair mix of
academics and practitioners. Their interest and personal involvement in the subject is
longstanding.
Ulf Engel is associate professor of Politics in Africa at the Institute of African Studies
(University of Leipzig),
Robert Kappel is professor of Politics and Economics in Africa at the same institute.
Politics and Economics in Africavol. 4, 224 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5985-1

Klaus Segbers; Kerstin Imbusch (eds.)
The Globalization of Eastern Europe

Teaching International Relations Without Borders
Globalization and fragmentation, weakly controlled flows of information and knowl-
edge, increasing cleavages in societies undergoing rapid change, flows of migrants,
services and capital, bypassing the control of national governments, life styles and
consumption patterns produced by electronic media and advertising – all these de-
velopments already have a significant impact on post-Soviet regions. And all kind of
actors – decision makers, journalists, experts, students – perceive the environment be-
yond their respective national borders increasingly as the “playground” they have to
take into account, and as a framework for action.
The chapters in this volume address various questions on inter- and transnational re-
lations, thereby offering a framework for reflection and for analysis of macro-trends
around policy fields relevant for the countries in Central and Eastern Europe.
Klaus Segbers is Professor of Political Science at the Free University of Berlin.
Politics: Recent Researchvol. 1, 600 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4729-2
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Rudolph J. Rummel
Statistics of Democide

Genocide and mass murder since 1900
‘Statistics of Democide’ has two purposes. First, it links all the relevant estimates,
sources, and calculations for each of the case studies in Death by Government (‘De-
mozid’ – der befohlene Tod. Massenmorde im 20. Jahrhundert), and all additional
cases of lesser democide for which data have been collected. The value of this is the
listing of each source, its estimate, and comments qualifying the estimate. From these
others can check and evaluate Rummel’s totals, refine and correct them, and build on
this comprehensive set of data. These data are presented and annotated for pre-20th
century democide for the megamurderers and for the United States and lesser mur-
derers. All data sources referenced in the democide tables are listed in the references.
The methodological underpinnings for this collection have been given in Rummels
previous work, i. e. Death by Government.
Second, having finished collecting all these data and completing the major case stud-
ies Rummel finally could systematically testthe assumed inverse relationship between
democracy and democide. That is the substance of this book. Rummel details the
tests and summarizes them.
Conclusion is that the diverse tests are positive and robust, that the less liberal democ-
racy and the more totalitarian a regime, the more likely it will commit democide. The
closer to absolute power, the more a regime’s disposition to murder one’s subjects or
foreigners multiplies. As far as this work is concerned, Rummel concludes: “it is em-
pirically true that Power kills, absolute Power kills absolutely.”
R. J. Rummel is Professor Emeritus of Political Science, University of Hawaii.
Academic paperbacks: Sociologyvol. 13, 544 pp., 65,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-4010-7

Jürgen Kuhlmann; Jean Callaghan (Editors)
Military and Society in 21st Century Europe

A Comparative Analysis
After the Cold War came to an end, European countries in both East and West faced
the common question of how their military organizations and those of their neighbors
would respond to shifts in international relations affecting their economies, their per-
ception of globalized threats, and cross-national security management. This volume
seeks, by empirically measuring social indicators, to assess the current state of civil-
military relations in a number of countries in Eastern Europe (Bulgaria, Czech Re-
public, Hungary, Romania, Russia) as well as the state of relations in several of their
Western European counterparts (France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands). The country
studies describe and analyze the differing positions of the military in their specific na-
tional settings.
George C. Marshall European Center for Security Studiesvol. 1, 384 pp., 35,90€, pb.,
ISBN 3-8258-4449-8

Jürgen Rose; Johannes Ch. Traut (Editors)
Federalism and Decentralization

Perspectives for the Transformation Process in Eastern and Central Europe
The Marshall Center research project on “Federalism and Decentralization in Eastern
and Central Europe” was designed to cooperatively explore ways to promote the de-
centralization of formerly centralized political structures in Central and East European
States, and to present models of federalism that could help introduce or strengthen
federal structures in these countries. The various contributions identify the constitu-
tional, legal, cultural, social, and economic preconditions for the successful implemen-
tation of federal state structures, particularly in Eastern and Central European states.
George C. Marshall European Center for Security Studiesvol. 2, 384 pp., 45,90€, hc.,
ISBN 3-8258-5156-7

Cees Wiebes
Intelligence and the War in Bosnia

1992 – 1995
Cees Wiebes is Senior Lecturer at the University of Amsterdam.
Studies in Intelligence Historyvol. 1, 488 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-6347-6
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Anthropology (Selected New Titles)

Klaus Antoni; Hiroshi Kubota; Johann Nawrocki; Michael Wachutka (eds.)
Religion and National Identity in the Japanese Context

The subject ofReligion and National Identity in the Japanese Contextfocuses upon
the relationship between religion and socio-cultural or socio-political aspects in the
history of religions in Japan.
Religious and ideological justifications in the course of forming a political and na-
tional identity, and the mutual relation between political, national and cultural issues
can be noticed in every region of the world before the onset of secularization pro-
cesses, but also in modern nation-states today. In Japan as well, just like in most
modern societies, political, cultural and religious elements are closely interrelated. In
a comparative approach the sixteen papers in this volume elucidate the intellectual
undercurrent in Japanese history of putting positive perspectives on national achieve-
ments and cultural-religious uniqueness into service of establishing and refurbishing a
national identity.
Klaus Antoni is Professor of Japanese Studies at the University of Tübingen.
BUNKA – Tuebingen intercultural and linguistic studies on Japanvol. 5, 304 pp.,
25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-6043-4

G. I. Jones
The Trading States of the Oil Rivers

A Study of Political Development in Eastern Nigeria (1963). New
introduction by John C. McCall, Dept of Anthropology at Southern Illinois

University at Carbondale, ILL.
G. I. Jones first went as a colonial officer to eastern Nigeria in 1926, before becoming
a university lecturer in social anthropology at Cambridge after the second World War.
He continued writing on the History and culture of the peoples of eastern Nigeria un-
til his death in 1995.
Classics in African Anthropology, 288 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4777-2; hc.,
45,90€, ISBN 3-8258-4778-0

Ina-Maria Greverus; Sharon Macdonald; Regina Römhild; Gisela Welz;
Helena Wulff (editors)
Shifting Grounds

Experiments in Doing Ethnography
Ina-Maria Greverus is Professor at the Institut für Kulturanthropologie und Europäis-
che Ethnologie at the University of Frankfurt.
Gisela Welz is Professor at the Institut für Kulturanthropologie und Europäische Eth-
nologie at the University of Frankfurt.
Anthropological Journal on European CulturesBd. 11, 208 S., 20,90€, pb.,
ISSN 0960-0604, ISBN 3-8258-6113-9

Erich Kolig; Hermann Mückler (Eds.)
Politics of Indigeneity in the South Pacific

Recent problems of identity in Oceania
This book contributes to a field of growing interest in socio- political and anthro-
pological circles: indigeneity as a form of selfrepresentation and resistance against
existing forms of state dominance. Developments in indigenous minorities over re-
cent decades in the interpretation of their own traditional history as a source of self-
confidence form the core of the discussion. Revival of tradition, re-tribalization and
the loss of confidence in national governments are causing increasing problems. The
South Pacific (including Australia) is on the eve of a new era: the 21stCentury is
opening chances to overcome deep-rooted obstacles and prejudices. At the same time,
dangers are emerging in societies where democratic values are often interpreted by in-
digenous groups as foreign influences which should be replaced by traditional modes
of representation. With examples drawn from Australia, New Zealand, Fiji and New
Caledonia, the book provides a comprehensive overview of a region in transition.
Contributors: Michael Goldsmith, Erich Kolig, Jaqueline Leckie, Hai B. Levine, Ken-
neth Maddock, Hermann Mückler, Marie Pineau-Salaün, Toon van Meijl
Hermann Mückler is Professor at the Institute for Anthropology at the University Vi-
enna.
Erich Kolig is Senior Lecturer in Social Anthropology at the University of
Otago/Neuseeland.
Novara: Contributions to Research on the Pacificvol. 1, 192 pp., 20,90€, pb.,
ISBN 3-8258-5915-0

Klaus-Peter Köpping (ed.)
Encountering the Divine

Ludic Transformation in Myth and Ritual
Klaus-Peter Köpping is Professor for Social Anthropology at the University of Heidel-
berg.
Performances – Intercultural Studies in Ritual, Play and Theatrevol. 3, 264 pp.,
25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5695-x
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Karl Wohlmuth; Elke Grawert; Robert Kappel; Markus Wauschkuhn;
Hans-Heinrich Bass; Bankole Oni; Achim Gutowski

Africa’s Reintegration into the World Economy
Volume 8 of the African Development Perspectives Yearbook focusses on the causes
of Africa’s inadequate integration into the world economy, and on the strategies to
regain an international status for Africa’s production and trade sectors. Cases of
successful integration of companies and countries into the world market as well as
lessons for a better integration are the main thrust of the book.
Karl Wohlmuth is Professor of Economics at the University of Bremen.
African Development Perspectives Yearbookvol. 8, 992 pp., 50,90€, pb.,
ISBN 3-8258-4781-0

Isaac Schapera�
Everyday Life in Old Botswana

A Photographic Record. With an introduction by
John L. Comaroff and Jean Comaroff

“Everyday Life in Old Botswana” presents for the first time selected photographs
Prof. Schapera took during his research inthe 1930s. Schapera’s pictures cover a
wide range of daily work such as potmaking, thatching, treshing and cattle herding.
Traditional medicine, rainmaking ceremonies and political meetings at the Kgotla
are other well illustrated topics. In addition the book includes pictures taken by
Rev. Reyneke of the boys’ initiation during the same period. Essays on the historical
background conclude the edition. The selection of the photographs is supervised by
Prof. Schapera. Thus the book stands as an authentic addition to his well established
and highly acclaimed work on Botswana.
Isaac Schapera is a professor emeritus of the London School of Economics.
Royal Anthropological Institute,200 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3016-0

Friedrich Stenger
White Fathers in Colonial Central Africa

A Critical Examination of V. Y. Mudimbe’s Theories on Missionary Discourse
in Africa

F. W. Stenger, a member of the Missionaries of Africa [White Fathers], received his
Ph. D. from the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London. He is
lecturer at Tangaza College, Catholic University of East Africa in Nairobi, Kenya.
Contributions to Mission Studies and Intercultural Theologyvol. 14, 240 pp., 25,90€,
br., ISBN 3-8258-5129-x

Jan Hoorweg; Dick Foeken; R. A. Obudho (eds.)
Kenya Coast Handbook

Culture, resources and development in the East African littoral.
With a Preface by Prof. Ali A. Mazrui

This handbook is an indispensable tool for anyone with a professional interest in the
East African Coast. The book contains 26 chapters divided over 6 sections: Introduc-
tion, General background, People and history, Economic resources, Human resources,
and Development issues. The book also contains a large bibliography and statistical
information.
Jan Hoorweg and Dick Foeken are senior researchers at the African Studies Centre,
Leiden, The Netherlands.
R. A. Obudho is professor of Urban and Regional Planning, University of Nairobi,
Kenya.
African Studies Centre, 560 pp., 51,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-3937-0

Ulrich Braukämper
Islamic History and Culture in Southern Ethiopia

Collected Essays
The essays focus on the following topics:
Islamic principalities in Southeast Ethiopia between the 13th and the 16th Cen-
turies; – Medieval Muslim Survival as a Stimulating Factor in the Re-Islamization
of Southeastern Ethiopia;– The Sanctuary of Shaykh Husayn and the Oromo-Somali
Connections in Bale;– Notes on the Islamization and the Muslim Shrines of the
Härär Plateau;– The Islamization of the Arsi-Oromo.
The essays are based on the study of written records and on field research in southern
parts of the country carrid out during the first half of the 1970s.
Ulrich Braukämper is Professor for Anthropology at the Georg August University of
Göttingen.
Göttingen Studies in Ethnologyvol. 9, 208 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5671-2

Ivo Strecker; Baye Yimam (Eds.)
Cultural Contact, Respectand Self-Esteem in Ethiopia

Ethiopia with its great variety of languages, nationalities, cultural heritage and social
memories, constitutes an area where people carry many diverse mental and emotional
maps in their heads and hearts. Here, the future of all parties involved lies, just as in
the international arena with which the Unesco resolution is concerned, in a fruitful
transformation of existing cultural and social differences.
Ivo Strecker is Professor at the University of Mainz.
304 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-6122-8
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History (Selected New Titles)

Natalie Fryde
Why Magna Carta?
Angevin England revisited

This book suggests that Magna Carta was not simply the product of the evil rule of
King John but the culmination of unease with the Angevin government which went
back to the reign of Henry II. It analyses the reasons for this unease, the expressions
of discontent and the ways which the Angevins dealt with them. Royal opponents
who, early on, began looking favourably to the Capetian court are also discussed as
are the methods which the Capetian kings of France used to exploit the situation to
their best advantage.
Natalie Fryde is Professor at the University of Darmstadt.
European Research on the Medievalvol. 1, 272 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5657-7

Edmund Spevack
Allied Control and German Freedom

American Political and Ideological Influences on the Framing of the West
German Basic Law (Grundgesetz)

Although there is a virtual consensus among historians, political scientists, and legal
scholars that the West German Basic Law (Grundgesetz) has been one of the great
successes of recent European constitutional history, providing many decades of sta-
bility and the rule of law, a public myth, in effect ever since 1949, holds that it was
a totally indigenous German achievement. The present study is the first book-length
attempt to describe and evaluate the specific political and ideological influences, direct
and indirect, of the United States on the origins, development, and implementation of
the Basic Law.
Edmund Spevack was from 1997 to 1999 Research Fellow at the German Historical
Institute in Washington, D. C.
History vol. 36, 592 pp., 40,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-5534-1

Siegfried Moses
Jewish Post-War Claims (Tel Aviv 1944)

With an introduction by Professor Dr. Paul Kirchhof and a bio-bibliographic
annotation by Rachel Heuberger. Edited by Wolf-Dieter Barz.

Introductory part and appendix translated by Eli Moses
Siegfried Moses, a German Jewish lawyer who had made his home in what was then
British Mandated Palestine, was already in the early 1940’s tentatively seeking the le-
gal bases for reparation to be demanded of Germany.
Ius vivensBd. 6, 184 S., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5024-2

Manfred Hildermeier�
The Russian Socialist Revolutionary Party Before the First

World War
The Socialist Revolutionary Party played an important role in the history of the Rus-
sian revolutionary movement. The author seeks to explain why this party—which
continued the tradition of the 1870s—did not ultimately prevail in an agrarian coun-
try like the Tsarist empire. Using a wealth of printed sources and, for the first time,
drawing upon materials from the archive of the Central Committee of the PSR, this
study provides a detailed analysis of the theoretical foundations of the party as well as
its organisational structure and political practice during the first Russian Revolution.
Manfred Hildermeier ist Professor am Seminar für Mittlere und Neuere Geschichte
der Universität Göttingen.
Studies in East European Historyvol. 7, 392 pp., 65,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-4259-2

Peter Krüger; Paul W. Schröder (Eds.)
in cooperation with Katja Wüstenbecker�

“The Transformation of European Politics, 1763 – 1848”
Episode or Model in Modern History?

This book takes up a question raised about the nature of the European international
system in the late eighteenth-early nineteenth centuries by Paul W. Schroeder’s
pathbreaking and controversial work, “The Transformation of European Politics,
1763 – 1848” (1994). Schroeder’s central claim was that the European states system
underwent a fundamental transformation in the revolutionary, Napoleonic, and Vienna
eras from a system of competitive, conflictual power politics based purely on a shift-
ing balance of power to a more consensual, stable, and peaceful set of relations based
on legality, acknowledged rights and obligations, and shared norms. The contributors
to this volume, while examining this claim, primarily extend the debate to the entire
history of European and world international politics from the early seventeenth century
to the present.
If this transformation was real, they ask, was it only a temporary episode, or does it
represent an example of other transformations or structural changes in international
politics over the centuries down to the present day, and a possible model for change in
the future?
Peter Krüger is Professor at the University Marburg.
Paul W. Schröder is Professor emeritus of History at the University of Illinois/USA.
Research on Modern Historyvol. 5, 408 pp., 35,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-6121-x
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Michael Kunzler

THE CHURCH’S LITURGY

LIT

Michael Kunzler��
The Church’s Liturgy

Throughout all changes of time and across all cultural differences, the liturgy of the
Church is only possible as a response to the service which God has always rendered.
The Divine Service is first of all an expression of God’s service to the Church, of his
work for his own son’s many sisters and brothers; only then is the capable of celebrat-
ing the liturgy as a response to God’s action. The idea of life-creating, even deifying
communication, between God and man is the central theme of the book. The first part
deals with God’s descent towards man, the catabatic dimension of the liturgy as God’s
invitation to man to enter the divine fullness of life. The second part ist concerned
with man’s acceptance of this invitation, with man’s ascent to God, the anabatic di-
mension of the liturgy. Those two parts from the general liturgiology, the following
four parts are dedicated to special liturgicalsubjects: the celebration of the Eucharist,
the sacraments and the benedictions, the liturgy of the Hours and other common ser-
vices, the ecclesiastical year. The object of this publication, beyond a simple transfer
of information, is to arouse and confirm the love of the liturgy, of God’s service to the
multitude, and the service of the many believers for the greater glory of God.
Michael Kunzler is Professor at Paderborn Theological Faculty and 1999 Visiting pro-
fessor at Pontifical Lateran University at Rome.
AMATECA – International Manuals of Catholic Theologyvol. 2, 520 pp., 45,90€, pb.,
ISBN 3-8258-4854-x

Maaike de Haardt; Anne-Marie Korte (eds.)
Common Bodies

Everyday Practices, Gender and Religion
The gendered body in its common, everyday activities and references is the central fo-
cus of this book. Recognizing the highly abstract and often ‘disembodied’ character
of contemporary discussions on ‘the body’ in relation to gender, subjectivity and dis-
course, the authors of this anthology start their inquiries at a more mundane level by
studying ‘common bodies’: human bodies and bodily practices in daily situations of
(domestic) work and care, of sex, love and violence, and of prayer and ritual. From
this angle of ‘corporeal agency’ they discuss the meaning of religion, religiosity, tran-
scendence and/or Divinity.
Maaike de Haardt is Catharina Halkes/Unie NKV Professor of Religion and Gender
at the Catholic University of Nijmegen.
Anne-Marie Korte is Professor of Women’s Studies in Theology at the University of
Utrecht.
Theological Gender-Studies in Europevol. 6, 192 pp., 17,90€, pb.,
ISBN 3-8258-5578-3

Hans-Georg Ziebertz et al.
Religious Individualization and Christian Religious Semantics
In the western world, there is a change in religion. Some researchers speak of a gen-
eral secularisation in the sense of a decline of religion in general. Other researchers
claim that religion, represented by the dominant churches in particular, are losing im-
portance. A third group are discovering religious vitality to be an inherent dimension
of modernity. The analytical profit might be the greatest if empirical researchers suc-
ceed in achieving some sort of balance between functional and substantial dimensions
of religion. This is what the authors of this book want to do. It is in this balance that
the task of practical theology lies: to reflect on the tension between traditional Chris-
tian religion and actual religious practice and to open up perspectives for action in the
pastoral practice and teaching.
Authors: Anton A. Bucher (Austria), Leslie J. Francis (Great Britain), Michael
Krüggeler (Switzerland), Bert Roebben (The Netherlands), Johannes A. van der Ven
(The Netherlands) and Hans-Georg Ziebertz (Germany)
Empirical Theologyvol. 8, 144 pp., 17,90€, br., ISBN 3-8258-4960-0

Hans-Georg Ziebertz (Ed.)
Imagining God

Empirical Explorations from an international perspective
Is the question of God still relevant for our time? Empirical studies from an interna-
tional perspective show the fact that there are both indications of God’s importance
and disappearance. The articles deal with questions related to the content, structure
and function of images of God. The studies document the actual variety and forms
of religious practice and highlight the issues of God present – out of necessity from
an ecumenical and interdisciplinary point of view. If and how the question of God is
aske d is not only of denominational interest, but is also of a cultural importance for
the individual and public life in Europe. The empirical studies in this collection were
discussed at the “Würzburg Research Days – Practical Theology” in December 2000.
Contributors: R.Campiche (Lausanne/CH), J.Dreyer (Pretoria/SA), M.Engelbrecht
(Bayreuth/D), U.Feeser (Bonn/D), L.J.Francis (Bangor/UK), Z.Gross (Ramat Gan/IL),
B.Kalbheim (Würzburg/D), Y.Katz (Ramat Gan/IL), T.Kläden (Bonn/D), E.Klinger
(Würzburg/D), E.Pace (Padua/I), W.Pasierbek (Krakow/PL), H.Pieterse (Preto-
ria/SA), A.Prokopf (Würzburg/D), U.Riegel (Würzburg/D), F.Schweitzer (Tübin-
gen/D), M.Tomka (Budapest/H), J.A.van der Ven (Nijmegen/NL), H.-G. Ziebertz
(Würzburg/D).
Hans-Georg Ziebertz is Professor of Practical Theology/Pedagogics of Religion at the
University of Würzburg, Germany.
Empirical Theologyvol. 9, 288 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5425-6
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Philosophy (Selected New Titles)

Angela Kallhof (ed.)
Martha C. Nußbaum: Ethics and Political Philosophy

Lecture and Colloquium in Münster 2000
The philosophical writings of Martha C. Nussbaum, Professor of Law at the University
of Chicago, are distinguished by their synthesis of different research areas and by their
treatment of current, socially controversial issues. In her ethical and political philos-
ophy, Nussbaum gives detailed readings of works from ancient Greece and Rome, in-
terpreting classical texts with a view to their relevance for contemporary questions.
Her “capabilities-approach”, developed through herwork on Aristotle, has become an
established part of political philosophy and of the ethics of the good life. Spurred by
her involvement with international organizations, Nussbaum has also employed her
philosophical program to confront and investigate ways of solving problems of social
justice. In this volume, Nussbaum’s work is examined in the context of current philo-
sophical debates, with discussions other thinking on the relationship of literature and
ethics, on feminism, on the politics of international development, and on the idea of
cosmopolitanism.
Angela Kallhoff holds a teaching position at the Department of Philosophy at the Uni-
versity of Münster.
Münster Lectures on Philosophyvol. 4, 168 pp., 12,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4881-7

Riccardo Dottori (Ed./Hrsg.)
Normativity and Legitimacy/Normatività e Legittimazione

Proceedings of the II Meeting Italian-American Philosophy – New York 1999
This volume contains the Proceedings of the Second Meeting Italian-American Phi-
losophy, that took place in New York from 12 to 15 October 1999, together with two
contributions given during the First Meeting. It is the first volume of a Yearbook for
Philosophical Hermeneutics, The Dialogue, actually aiming to promote the dialogue
between analytic and hermeneutic philosophy.
Normativity and legitimacy are the two key concepts which have been at the base of
the confrontation between the thought of the Frankfurt School and most of the Amer-
ican philosophy. They can offer the possibility for further discussions and develop-
ments within the fields of aesthetics, logic, and language philosophy, epistemology,
ethics, philosophy of law and politics. They also represent the ground on which the
two different aspects of contemporary philosophy, that one of hermeneutic dealing
with historical legitimacy, and the one of analytics dealing with rational determination
of norms, could together establish a productive dialogue.
Riccardo Dottori ist Professor für Philosophie in Rom.
The Dialogue/Das Gespräch/Il Dialogo – Yearbook of Philosophical Hermeneutics
vol. 1, 352 pp., 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5017-x

Antje Gimmler; Christian Lenk; Gerhard Aumüller (Ed.)
Health and Quality of Life

Philosophical, Medical, and Cultural Aspects
How could one define health and disease? On what presuppositions, and ought we
look for such definitions? Does quality of life inherit a subjective or objective evalua-
tion? Are health and quality of life culture dependent concepts? Under the conditions
of technologically advanced medicine and the common tendency towards a hedonistic
lifestyle such questions come into focus. Hence, one question is of special relevance:
which role does health play in our quality of life? The contributions of this interdisci-
plinary volume aim at the clarification of the various concepts in use.
Antje Gimmler, Associate Professor for Social Theory at the University of Aalborg,
Denmark.
Christian Lenk, Research Assistant at the Department for Ethics and History of
Medicine at the University of Goettingen, Germany.
Gerhard Aumüller, Professor of Anatomy andCell Biology, Philipps-University Mar-
burg, Germany.
Practical Ethics – Controversiesvol. 9, 224 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5739-5

Hans Lenk; Matthias Maring (eds.)
Advances and Problems in the Philosophy of Technology

The Proceedings of the Karlsruhe Academic Session (1997) of the International
Academy of the Philosophy of the Sciences cover the topic of philosophy of tech-
nology. Half a dozen of other pertinent topical papers have been added in order to ex-
tend the topics dealt with and to reach a rathercomprehensive overview of this multi-
ramified field. Nowadays philosophy of technology is not only confronted with new,
anthropological and social as well as political problems to deal with, but also with
methodological problems of the mutual interactions between science and technology,
with problems of reliability and viability of technology assessment, e. g. with risks,
environmental and social impact assessments. The importance and necessity of a phi-
losophy and a practice-oriented ethics of technology will drastically rise and grow in
the near future.
Hans Lenk ist Profesor am Institut für Philosophie der Universität Karlsruhe.
Matthias Maring ist Privatdozent am Institut für Philosophie der Universität Karl-
sruhe.
Philosophy of Technologyvol. 5, 472 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5149-4
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Education (Selected New Titles)

Christoph Wulf
Anthropology of Education

Educational anthropology constitutes a new and important field of education. It deals
with central educational concepts from an anthropological perspective. As historical
and cultural anthropology it takes into account the historicity and culturality of educa-
tion.
The book focuses on major issues of education:
The Problem of Human Perfectibility an the Difficulty of Human Change – Mimesis in
Education, Culture and Anthropology – Global and Intercultural Education – Educa-
tional Anthropology: A New Perspective on Education.
Christoph Wulf is Professor of Edcucational Anthropology and member of the Interdis-
ciplinary Center for Historical Anthropology at the Freie Universität Berlin.
History and Theory of Anthropologyvol. 2, 184 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5681-x

Agnieszka Bron; Michael Schemmann (eds.)
Language – Mobility – Identity

Contemporary Issues for Adult Education in Europe
With the first volume of Bochum Studies in International Adult Education we are
launching a new series of publications from the Chair of Adult Education at the Ruhr-
University of Bochum.
BSIAE addresses not only researchers, university teachers and students of adult educa-
tion but also those from related disciplines. While not explicitly addressing practition-
ers, except for providing them with up-to-date research overviews, each issue will also
address politicans and policy makers.
Each volume will be organised around one topic or issue which is of interest, impor-
tance or of particular relevance for adult education in general. This particular topic
will be considered from various points of view, i. e. comparative, historical, gender,
socio-political and cultural.
The first volume of BSIAE intends to look closely at the topcis Language – Mobil-
ity – Identity and attempts to discuss these issues from the point of view of adult edu-
cation. The intention of this volume is to create a compilation of different viewpoints
and critical analyses on the three topics which together form an overview of their in-
terrelation and their relevance for European development, adult education and adult’s
learning.
Agnieszka Bron is Professor for Adult Education at the University of Bochum.
Bochum Studies in International Adult Educationvol. 1, 240 pp., 20,90€, pb.,
ISBN 3-8258-4364-5
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� GERMAN AND AMERICAN

HIGHER EDUCATION
Educational Philosophies and Political Systems

Edited by Helmbrecht Breinig, Jürgen Gebhardt, and Berndt Ostendorf

Helmbrecht Breinig; Jürgen Gebhardt; Berndt Ostendorf (Ed.)
German and American Higher Education

Educational Philosophies and Political Systems
In the current debate about educational reform, this volume tries to correct miscon-
ceptions about the university systems on both sides of the Atlantic. Leading experts
from both countries address basic differences between the egalitarian German and the
diversified and hierarchical American system and discuss the following topics:
structure and governance of universities: the role of legislatures and governments,
boards, university administrations, and faculties;– models of costs and funding, in-
cluding the question of tuition;– functions, rights and duties of professors and teach-
ing staff; – diversity and minority representation among faculty and students;– stu-
dent access, expectations and performance;– teaching vs. research, with a glance at
the role of research-supporting endowments.
Helmbrecht Breinig is Professor and Chair of American Studies at the University of
Erlangen-Nürnberg and director of the BAA.
Jürgen Gebhardt is Professor and Chair of Political Science at the University of
Erlangen-Nürnberg and member of the board of directors of the BAA.
Berndt Ostendorf is Professor and Chair of American Studies at Munich University
and deputy director of the BAA.
Publications of the Bavarian American Academyvol. 2, 200 pp., 24,90€, br.,
ISBN 3-8258-4943-0

Agnieszka Bron; Michael Schemmann (Eds.)
Civil Society, Citizenship and Learning

Agnieszka Bron is Professor for Adult Education at the University of Bochum.
Bochum Studies in International Adult EducationBd. 2, 320 S., 20,90€, br.,
ISBN 3-8258-5324-1

Philipp Grollmann; Felix Rauner (Eds.)
Professionals in Vocational and Technical Education –

International Perspectives
Professional Situation and Life-long Learning of Teachers and Instructors in

Technical and Vocational Education
Felix Rauner is Professor at the University of Bremen.
Work, Learning and Innovationvol. 1, ca. 350 pp., ca. 35,90€, br.,
ISBN 3-8258-6297-5
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Law – Literary Science and Linguistics (Selected New Titles)

Thomas Hoeren; Jochen Stauder (Eds.)
International Sources of Electronic Commerce Regulation

European Legislation: Trademark Directive, Software Directive, Satellite and Cable
Directive, Data Protection Directive, Database Directive, Distance Selling Directive,
Data Protection in the Telecommunications Sector Directive, Transparency Directive,
Conditional Access Directive,Electronic Signatures Directive, E-Commerce Directive,
Electronic Money Institutions Directive, Regulation on Jurisdiction, Recognition and
Enforcement, Copyright in the Information Society Directive (Common Position with
the approved amendments), Distance Marketing of Consumer Financial Services Di-
rective (Amended Proposal).
International Legislation: ICANN Private Uniform Domain Name Dispute Reso-
lution Policy and UDRP Rules, WIPO Copyright Treaty, WIPO Performances and
Phonograms Treaty, UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce.
US Legislation:Child Online Protection Act, Digital Millennium Copyright Act, Anti-
cybersquatting Consumer Protection Act.
Publications on Information, Telecommunication and Media LawBd. 8, 296 S.,
20,90€, br., ISBN 3-8258-5514-7

Thomas Lundmark; Wayne J. Carroll
Business Associations in the Common Law World

Written by Anglo-American lawyers with decades of practical experience between
them, this book introduces students and practitioners to the economic objectives, legal
principles, and practical considerations thatcharacterize the partnerships, corporations,
and other business associations who control a major part of the wealth in the “Anglo-
sphere” of the United States, United Kingdom, Ireland, and the Commonwealth coun-
tries. Having no physical existence as such, these entities are nevertheless treated as
legal “persons” by the law. This book brings these businesses in their various forms to
life, revealing how they are formed, operated, regulated, taxed, sued, and dissolved.
Thomas Lundmark is Professor of Law at the University of Münster.
Introduction to Lawvol. 3, 152 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4994-5

Thomas Lundmark
Common Law Tort & Contract

Thomas Lundmark is Professor of Law at the University of Münster.
Introduction to LawBd. 1, 232 S., 17,90€, br., ISBN 3-8258-3739-4

Rudolf Freiburg; Jan Schnitker (Ed.)
“Do you consider yourself a postmodern author?”

Interviews with Contemporary English Writers
This book presents a collection of twelve interviews with eminent English contem-
porary writers held during a period of four years. The book allows an illuminating
insight into a very lively and thought-provoking literary culture, stirred not only by
recent ideas of postmodernism but also by the manifold issues of nationality, culture,
and gender subjected to permanent redefinitions towards the end of the twentieth cen-
tury. The interviews cover topics such asthe relationship between writer and public,
the role of the literary tradition, the relevance of contemporary literary theory for the
production of literature, images of nationality, intertextuality, changes in the attitude
towards language and meaning, and the reception of literary texts by critical reviewers
and literary critics.
All the interviewers have worked for theECCEL (Erlangen Centre for Contemporary
English Literature).
Rudolf Freiburg, who holds the chair of English Literature, and Jan Schnitker teach
English Literature at the English Department of the Friedrich-Alexander University
Erlangen-Nürnberg.
Erlangen Studies in English and American LiteratureBd. 1, 248 S., 20,90€, br.,
ISBN 3-8258-4395-5

Rocío G. Davis; Sämi Ludwig (Eds.)
Asian American Literature in the International Context

Readings on Fiction, Poetry, and Performance
In their different and yet complementary perspectives, all of the essays inAsian Amer-
ican Literature in the International Context: Readings on Fiction, Poetry, and Perfor-
mancereiterate the universal lesson of pluralism. They are divided into sections that
deal with biraciality and biculturality, interethnic negotiations, poetic creations, narra-
tive experiments, and (re)constructing self. The wide variety of approaches reflects the
contributors’ training in different cultures and across cultures. It showcases refreshing
new perspectives in reading that combine the views of literary scholars from three dif-
ferent continents. This collection creates a space for discussion and commentary, of
heightened appreciation and increased creativity, a forum that turns the discipline of
Asian American Studies into a truly intercultural debate.
Rocío G. Davis lehrt am Modern Languages Department der University of Navarre in
Pamplona (Spanien).
Sämi Ludwig lehrt am English Department der Universität Bern (Schweiz).
Contributions to Asian American Literary Studiesvol. 1, 272 pp., 25,90€, pb.,
ISBN 3-8258-5710-7
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Law – Literary Science and Linguistics (Selected New Titles)

Justine Tally
The Story of Jazz

Toni Morrison’s Dialogic Imagination
Ever since its publication in 1992,Jazz, probably Toni Morrison’s most difficult novel
to date, has elicited a wide array of critical response. Many of these analyses, while
both thoughtful and thought-provoking, have provided only partial or inherently in-
conclusive interpretations. The title, and certain of the author’s own pronouncements,
have led other critics to focus on the music itself, both as medium and aesthetic sup-
port for the narration.
Justine Tally is Professor of American Studies at the University of La Laguna, Tener-
ife, Spain, where she specializes in African American literature. She is author of nu-
merous scholarly articles and of Paradise Reconsidered: Toni Morrison’s (Hi)stories
andTruths (1999).
FORECAAST – Forum for European Contributions to African American Studiesvol. 7,
168 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5364-0

Fritz Gysin; Christopher Mulvey (Eds.)
Black Liberation in the Americas

The recognition that Africans in the Americas have also been subjects of their destiny
rather than merely passive objects of European oppression represents one of the ma-
jor shifts in twentieth-century mainstream historiography. Yet even in the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, slave narratives and abolitionist tracts offered testimony to
various ways in which Africans struggled against slavery, from outright revolt to day-
to-day resistance.
Fritz Gysin is Professor at the Universty of Bern.
Christopher Mulvey is Professor at King Alfred’s College, Winchester.
FORECAAST – Forum for European Contributions to African American Studiesvol. 6,
280 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5137-0

Gerhard Steingress (Ed.)
Songs of the Minotaur Hybridity and Popular Music

in the Era of Globalization
A comparative analysis of Rebetika, Tango, Rai, Flamenco,

Sardana, and English urban folk
336 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-6363-8

Patrick B. Miller; Therese Frey Steffen; Elisabeth Schäfer-Wünsche (eds.)
The Civil Rights Movement Revisited

Critical Perspectives on the Struggle for Racial Equality in the United States
The crusade for civil rights was a defining episode of 20th century U.S. history, reshap-
ing the constitutional, political, social, and economic life of the nation. This collection
of original essays by both European and American scholars includes close analyses of
literature and film, historical studies of significant themes and events from the turn-of-
the century to the movement years, and assessments of the movement’s legacies. Ulti-
mately, the articles help examine the ways civil rights activism, often grounded in the
political work of women, has shaped American consciousness and culture until the out-
set of the 21st
Patrick Miller: Professor of History at North Eastern Illinois University, Chicago, Ill.,
USA.
Elisabeth Schaefer-Wuensche teaches American Studies at the University of Duessel-
dorf, Germany.
Therese Steffen: Professor of English at the University of Basel, Switzerland.
FORECAAST – Forum for European Contributions to African American Studiesvol. 5,
224 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4486-2

Mar Gallego
Passing Novels in the Harlem Renaissance
An Alternative Concept of African American Identity

This book offers an analysis of the unique and significant contribution of “passing”
novels to the literary and intellectual debate of the Harlem Renaissance, especially to
the search for a definition of a concept of African American identity. The analysis re-
veals the presence of a subversive component in these novels, turning them into useful
tools to explore the “passing” phenomenon in all its richness and complexity.
The present study intends to contribute to the ongoing revision of the parameters con-
ventionally employed to analyze “passing” novels by drawing attention to the enormous
significance this subgenre entails for the establishment of a coherent and more inclusive
African American literary canon.
Max Gallego is researcher in Huelva/Spain.
FORECAAST – Forum for European Contributions to African American Studiesvol. 8,
224 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5842-1
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Political Science

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Politics: Recent Research

Klaus Segbers; Kerstin Imbusch (eds.)
The Globalization of Eastern Europe
Teaching International Relations Without Borders
Globalization and fragmentation, weakly controlled flows of informa-
tion and knowledge, increasing cleavages in societies undergoing rapid
change, flows of migrants, services and capital, bypassing the control
of national governments, life styles and consumption patterns produced
by electronic media and advertising – all these developments already
have a significant impact on post-Soviet regions. And all kind of ac-
tors – decision makers, journalists, experts, students – perceive the en-
vironment beyond their respective national borders increasingly as the
“playground” they have to take into account, and as a framework for
action.
The chapters in this volume are produced by experts in the so called
transformation countries in Eastern Europe. They address various ques-
tions on inter- and transnational relations, thereby offering a framework
for reflection and for analysis of macro-trends around policy fields rel-
evant for the countries in Central and Eastern Europe. The product
certainly mirrows the specific environment of researchers, teachers
and students in these countries. At the same time, it reflects a pro-
cess of intensive discussion on the state of IR literature worldwide.
Furthermore, this book demonstrates how useful teaching tools for uni-
versities and institutes not only in Eastern and Central Europe can be
produced.
vol. 1, 2000, 600 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4729-2

Research Reports on International Politics
published for the Center for Transatlantic Foreign and
Security Studies (Department of Political and Social

Sciences, Freie Universität Berlin) by Ingo Peters

Ingo Peters (Ed.)
New Security Challenges: The Adaptation of
International Institutions
Reforming the UN, NATO, EU and CSCE since 1989
Copublished with St. Martin’s Press, New York
vol. 21, 1996, 216 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2538-8

Jonathan P. G. Bach
Between Sovereignty and Integration
German Foreign Policy and National Identity after 1989
“An excellent piece of work: sophisticated, consistently well-
informed, well organized and clearly written. It moves the debate
on sovereignty and national identity into a distictly different key than
that defined by such outstanding authors as David Campbell: the con-
text provided by significant historiographical conflicts over the meaning
and direction of foreign policy. That this is done for the German case,
rather than the by now all too familiar American one, also shifts the
debate away from current ground.” (John Agnew, Professor of Geogra-
phy, University of California, Los Angeles)
Copublished with St. Martin’s Press, New York
vol. 23, 1999, 232 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3869-2

Klaus Günter Deutsch
The Politics of Freer Trade in Europe
Three-level games in the Common Commercial Policy
of the EU, 1985–1997
vol. 25, 1999, 344 pp., 35,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-4143-x

Peter Barschdorff
Facilitating Transatlantic Cooperation after the Cold
War
An Acquis Atlantique
Copublished with Palgrave, New York
vol. 28, 2001, 256 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5434-5

Perspectives in Political Science
edited by Prof. Dr. Manfred Mols (Universität Mainz)

Jörn Dosch; Manfred Mols (eds.)
International Relations in the Asia-Pacific
New Patterns of Power, Interest, and Cooperation
vol. 11, 2000, 272 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3946-x

Contributions to the History and Development
of International Relations

edited by Peter J. Opitz (Universität München)
in cooperation with Mir A. Ferdowski und Dietmar Herz

Heike Schröder
Negotiating the Kyoto Protocol
An analysis of negotiation dynamics in international
negotiations
vol. 9, 2001, 208 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5446-9

Contributions to Political Science
edited by

Prof. Dr. Dr. h. c. Hans-Adolf Jacobsen

Claus M. Müller
Relaunching German Diplomacy
The Auswärtiges Amt in the 1950’s
vol. 7, 1996, 328 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2697-x

Pan-European Conference
on International Relations

Frank R. Pfetsch (Ed.)
International Relations and Pan-Europe
Theoretical Approaches and Empirical Case Studies.
Publication of the proceedings of the Inaugural Pan-European
Conference in International Relations, held in Heidelberg,
Germany, September 16 – 22, 1993
2. Aufl. 1994, 800 pp. pp., 75,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-945-2

George C. Marshall European Center
for Security Studies

Jürgen Kuhlmann; Jean Callaghan (Editors)
Military and Society in 21st Century Europe
A Comparative Analysis
Table of Contents:
Foreword,Robert Kennedy, Director of the George C. Marshall Euro-
pean Center for Security Studies;
Introduction, Jean Callaghan, Christopher Dandeker, and Jürgen
Kuhlmann;
PART I: BASIC PAPERS
Martin Shaw,The Development of ‘Common-Risk’ Society: A Theo-
retical Overview;Christopher Dandeker,The Military in democratic
Societies: New Times and new Patterns of Civil-Military Relations;
Wilfried von Bredow,Re-Nationalization of Military Strategy? New
Challenges for the Armed Forces in a changing global Environment;
PART II: SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES — COUNTRY PA-
PERS
Jean Callaghan, Christo Domozetov, Valery Ratchev,Bulgarian Armed
Forces after the 1997 Elections: Opportunities for and Challenges to
genuine Reform;Marie Vlachová and Stefan Sarva,Civil-Military Rela-
tions in a modern Society: The Czech Case;Janoz Szabó,Transform-
ing the Defense Sector in a new Democracy: Facts and Tendencies of
the Relations between Armed Forces and Society in Hungary;Adriana
Stanescu,Romania: A delayed Modernization;Vladimir Rukavishnikov,
The Military and Society in Post-Communist Russia: At the Threshold
of the 21st Century;Paul Klein and Jürgen Kuhlmann,Coping with the
Peace dividend: Germany and its Armed Forces in Transition;Bernard
Boëne and Didier Danet,Francd: Farewell to the Draft and all that;
Marina Nuciari and Giuseppe Caforio,Italy and its Military: Toward a
new Deal;Jan van der Meulen, Axel Rosendahl Huber, and Joseph L.
Soeters,THE Netherlands’ Armed Forces: An Organization preparing
for the next Century;
PART III: LESSONS LEARNED: THE CIVIL-MILITARY COMPLEX
Bernard Boëne, Wilfried von Bredow, and Christopher Dandeker,The
Military in Common-Risk Societies: Elements of Comparison among
nine countries of Western, Central and Eastern Europe
vol. 1, 2000, 384 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4449-8

Jürgen Rose; Johannes Ch. Traut (Editors)
Federalism and Decentralization
Perspectives for the Transformation Process in Eastern
and Central Europe
The Marshall Center research project on “Federalism and De-
centralization in Eastern and Central Europe” was designed to
cooperatively explore ways to promote the decentralization of
formerly centralized political structures in Central and East Eu-
ropean States, and to present models of federalism that could
help introduce or strengthen federal structures in these coun-
tries. It was developed by the research department of the Mar-
shall Center in cooperation with two reputable institutes, the
European Center for Research on Federalism at the University
of Tübingen and the German Institute for Research on Federal-
ism at the University of Hannover.
The key mission of the George C. Marshall European Center
for Security Studies, “to forge democracy through understand-

ing and trust,” was promoted through this research effort by
bringing together more than twenty authors from North Amer-
ica, Western and Eastern Europe for cooperative research work.
Copublished with Palgrave, New York vol. 2, 2001,
384 pp., 45,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-5156-7

Jean Callaghan; Mathias Schönborn (Editors)
Warriors in Peacekeeping
Points of tension in complex cultural encounters. A
comparative study based on experiences in Bosnia
vol. 3, Fall 2002, ca. 472 pp., ca. 45,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-5172-9

Development Studies

Democracy and Development
edited by Rainer Tetzlaff and Cord Jakobeit

(Universität Hamburg)

Emeka Nwokedi
Politics of Democratization
Changing Authoritarian Regimes in sub-Saharan Africa
vol. 18, 1995, 264 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2419-5

Birgit Pickel
Coloured Ethnicity and Identity
A Case Study in the former coloured areas in the Western
Cape/South Africa
vol. 28, 1997, 128 pp., 15,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3418-2

Politics and Economics in Africa
Series Editors: Robert Kappel and Ulf Engel

(Universität Leipzig)

Jedrzej Georg Frynas
Oil in Nigeria
Conflict and Litigation between Oil Companies and Village
Communities
“Oil in Nigeria is destined to become a standard reference work on
the Niger Delta and a template for future legal studies. Its relanvace
extends beyond Nigeria and it deserves a wide readership.” (African
Affairs)
“An important study of the interplay among multinationals, local legal
systems, and activists for human rights and the environment.” (Foreign
Affairs)
“I would highly recommend this book to everyone interested in under-
standing the complex story of the oil industry in Nigeria, the role of
both the state and the oil companies and the impact of oil exploration
on local communities in the Niger Delta.” (Journal of Modern African
Studies)
“The autor’s approach is lateral and the narratives made clear with il-
lustrations and conclusions, are compelling and revealing.” (Social &
Legal Studies)
“This carefully researched book . . . is of interest not only to specialists
in Nigeria, but to anyone seeking to understand how international rela-
tions of diplomacy and business have adapted to the brave new world
of privatisation.” (Stephen Ellis, African Studies Centre Leiden)
vol. 1, 2000, 288 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3921-4

Ulf Engel; Robert Kappel (Eds.)
Germany’s Africa Policy Revisited
Interests, images and incrementalism
Although Germany has been a major international player in Africa ever
since its readmission to international politics after 1955, suprisingly lit-
tle has been written about this topic– and even less reliable knowledge
has been established. “Germany’s Africa policy revisited” firstly poses
the need for a review of Germany’s relations with the African conti-
nent over the past decades. Secondly it presents a challenge to fill in
some of the factual gaps which characterize the state of research so far.
Thirdly, it calls for scrutiny of some of the theoretical and methodolog-
ical undercurrents of this past research. The authors that collaborated
on this exercise represent a fair mix of academics and practitioners.
Their interest and personal involvement in the subject is longstanding.
With contributions by Friederike Diaby-Pentzlin, Ulf Engel, Ernst
Hillebrand, Rolf Hofmeier, Robert Kappel, Volkmar Köhler, Reinhart
Kössler, Stefan Mair, Henning Melber, Andreas Mehler, Peter Molt,
Volker Vinnai, and Jürgen H. Wolff.
vol. 4, 2002, 224 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5985-1

African Studies

Stefan Brüne; Joachim Betz; Winrich Kühne (eds.)
Africa and Europe: Relations of Two Continents
in Transition
vol. 2, 1994, 272 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-714-x

Werner Biermann
Tanganyika Railways – Carrier of Colonialism
An Account of Economic Indicators and Social Fragments
vol. 9, 1996, 150 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2524-8

E. Adriaan B. van Rouveroy van Nieuwaal; Werner Zips (eds.)
Sovereignty, Legitimacy, and Power in West African
Societies
Perspectives from Legal Anthropology
Africa has been given persistently the negative image of the lost conti-
nent: political turmoil, economic failures, hunger, disease, irresponsible
and irrational warlords and corrupt regimes.
Such a bias calls for a critique. The authors seek to analyse power
divisions and struggles over sovereignty and legitimacy in African so-
cieties from a historical point of view. Possibilities for peaceful social
relations are taken as much into account as internal frictions between
state and “traditional authorities”. In a striking difference to the le-
gitimacy claims of single-rooted states, political legitimacy in many
African states derives from two sources: the imposed European colo-
nial states and the pre-colonial African polities. State and traditional
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authorities (systems of chieftaincy) depend on each other’s contributions
in striving towards the goals they both desire to achieve in the fields of
development, stabledemocraticgovernance and human rights.
“Indigenous” institutions are not necessarily inferior to state institu-
tions. The opposite might be true in view of the capacity of the tra-
ditional institutions not just to decide internal disputes, but actually to
solve them and thus contribute to social cohesion. Such a perspective
is highly relevant for a variety of concrete social relations of which
gender relations are one important aspect.
vol. 10, 1998, 264 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3036-5

Hans van den Breemer; Bernhard Venema (eds.)
Towards Negotiated Co-management of Natural
Resources in Africa
Within the field of management of natural resources, this book focuses
on the various approaches of policy formulation and implementation.
The question central to this book is how to co-operate with people, the
various categories of residents as well as non-residents, in the rural ar-
eas: in a top-down, a participatory or a contractual (co-management)
way. On the basis of a comparative analysis of 12 case studies in the
book, these three approaches are thoroughly discussed and their internal
and external constraints examined.
The book starts with an editorial chapter, discussing the recent admin-
istrative and political developments in Africa as well as the new oppor-
tunities, which they offer for policies in the field of environment, and
development. The question is brought up whether the recent processes
of decentralization, democratization, and empowerment of local orga-
nizations have indeed created new opportunities or that they have only
superficially changed the political culture of the countries concerned.
In the concluding chapter of the book, the approaches are contrasted to
each other as logical models, each with its own potentiality and limi-
tations. Conclusions are formulated why the top down approach must
result in improvization to escape from failure, and why the participa-
tory approach risks to end up into a mixed balance. Special attention
is given to the conditions and the prospects for the contractual or co-
management approach, which has been introduced into Africa only
recently. Under certain conditions, this approach seems rather promis-
ing.
vol. 12, 1999, 368 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3948-6

Publications of the
Centre for Regional Development Research,

Universität Gießen
Editorship: Dr. Reinhard Kaufmann

Thomas Braunschweig; Nikolaus Gotsch
Cocoa Biotechnology Research and Issues in
Competitiveness: Guidelines for Assessing Potential
Economic Impact
A Study Prepared for the International Service for National
Agricultural Research (ISNAR), The Hague, the Netherlands
vol. 75, 1998, 107 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2974-x

Hans-Rimbert Hemmer; Reinhard Kaufmann (eds.)
Children and Youth in Developing and Transition
Economies – Problems and Chances
Interdisciplinary Symposium Giessen/Raulschholzhausen,
October 30–31, 1997
vol. 76, 1998, 178 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3772-6

Near and Middle East Studies

Confrontation and Cooperation
in the Near and Middle East

edited by
Prof. Dr. Ferhad Ibrahim (Freie Universität Berlin)

Ferhad Ibrahim; Gülistan Gürbey (eds.)
The Kurdish Conflict in Turkey
Obstacles and Chances for Peace and Democracy
The kidnapping and condemnation of the PKK Leader Abdullah Ocalan
represent a turning point in the development of the Kurdish problem in
the Middle East. Although the Turkish state achieved a strategic vic-
tory, the Kurdish conflict is yet to be politically solved. The question
whether the Turkish state elite will be willing in this new context to
change its repressive policy against the Kurds and assume a new politi-
cal orientation remains open.
CONTENTS:
Hamit Bozarslan,“Why the armed Struggle?” Understanding the Vi-
olence in Kurdistan of Turkey;Michael Gunter,The Kurdish Ques-
tion and International Law;Gülistan Gürbey,Peaceful Settlement of
Turkey‘s Kurdish Conflict through Autonomy;Amr Hamzawy,Con-
temporary Arab Academic and Journalistic Perceptions of the Kurdish
Problem; Ferhad Ibrahim,The “Foreign Policy” of the PKK: Regional
Allies and Enemies;Robert Olson,Turkey‘s Relations with Syria since
Gulf War: The Kurdish Question and the Water Problem;Baskin Oran,
Linguistic Minority Rights in Turkey, the Kurds, and Globalization;
Norman Peach,International Law and the Kurdish Struggle for Free-
dom; Heidi Wedel;Migration and Displacement – Kurdish Migrants in
Instanbul in the 1990s
vol. 4, 2000, 216 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4744-6

Asian Studies

Southeast Asian Dynamics
edited by Christoph Antweiler (Unversität Trier)

Peter J. M. Nas� � � �
The Indonesian Town Revisited
vol. 1, Fall 2002, ca. 408 pp., ca. 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-6038-8

Novara
Contributions to Research on the Pacific

edited by Hermann Mückler for Österreichisch-Südpazifische
Gesellschaft (OSPG)

Erich Kolig; Hermann Mückler (Eds.)
Politics of Indigeneity in the South Pacific
Recent problems of identity in Oceania
vol. 1, 2002, 192 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5915-0

Southeast Asia
Development – Problems – Perspectives

Annabelle R. Gambe�
Overseas Chinese Entrepreneurship and Capitalist
Development in Southeast Asia
The study aims at finding an explanation to the economic development
of Southeast Asia. To achieve this end, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand
and the Philippines have been chosen as the foci of the study.
To explain the region’s recent success, the study is guided by the hy-
pothesis that overseas Chinese entrepreneurship, exercised by a group
belonging to a discriminated ethnic minority, is an indispensable com-
ponent of the capitalist development of Southeast Asia.
Overseas Chinese businesses dominate nearly all branches of the econ-
omy of their respective countries of residence. On a regional scale,
they are acknowledged to control two-thirds of the region’s retail trade.
The hypothesis of the study is validated by the empirical findings. Fur-
thermore, the study has arrived at the conclusion that Southeast Asia
is host to a type of entrepreneurship – Overseas Chinese entrepreneur-
ship – that evolved and developed throughout the centuries and proven
for its resiliency and risk-taking abilities. It did not create the boom in
the region, however. Liberal government policies, the inflow of huge
foreign capital, and the availability of cheap and skilled labor among
the indigenous population are among the more crucial factors that facil-
itated this transformation.
vol. 9, 2000, 192 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4386-6

Conflict and Peace Studies

Studies in Peace Research
edited by Dr. Gert Krell (Frankfurt),

Dr. Horst Fischer (Bochum)
and Prof. Dr. Gottfried Niedhart (Mannheim)

Barbara Munske
The Two Plus Four Negotiations From a German-
German Perspective
An Analysis of Perception
vol. 9, 1995, 200 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2071-8

Contributions to Research on Conversion
edited by Prof. Dr. Ulrich Albrecht

(Freie Universität Berlin)

Wolfgang Pfaffenberger; Petra Opitz (Ed.)
Adjustment Processes in Russian Defence Enterprises
within the Framework of Conversion and Transition
vol. 2, 1994, 105 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2028-9

Kiel Peace Research Series
edited by Christian Wellmann

The Schleswig-Holstein Institute
for Peace Research – SHIP

Christian Wellmann (Ed.)
The Baltic Sea Region: Conflict or Cooperation
Regionmaking, Security, Disarmament and Conversion.
Proceedings of the TAPRI-PFK-Workshop, Kiel,
Dec. 6 – 8, 1991
vol. 1, 2. Aufl. 1994, 250 pp., 15,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-311-x

Hanne-Margret Birckenbach
Preventive Diplomacy through Fact-Finding
How international organisations review the conflict over
citizenship in Estonia and Latvia
vol. 6, 1997, 420 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2864-6

Martin Grundmann (Ed.)
Transformation and Arms Conversion in the Baltic Sea
Region and in Russia
One of the central problems of the socio-economic transformation in
Central and Eastern Europe is the regional concentration of the arms
industry. Yet, to make use of its technological and economic potential
it is necessary to begin a process of conversion from military to civil
production.
The authors of this book show that arms conversion is a multi-
dimensional problem. Conversion is seen as a significant part of the
transformation process.
The first section of the book discusses both macro-structures and
micro-conditions of arms conversion. The second section presents re-
search results from Central and Eastern European countries and vari-
ous industrial branches. Concluding articles on first hand experience
and non-governmental interests involved make the book a fundamental
reader on arms conversion.
vol. 7, 1996, 232 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2747-x

Christian Wellmann (ed.)
From Town to Town
Local Authorities as Transnational Actors
vol. 8, 1998, 272 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3249-x

Vadim Poleshchuk
Advice not welcomed
Recommendations of the OSCE High Commissioner to Estonia
and Latvia and the response
The first OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities, Max van
der Stoel, is widely recognised as one of the architects of peace and
stability in the Baltic region. However, his involvement into the in-
terethnic reconciliation in Estonia and Latvia was formally limited to
the recommendations made to the respective governments. The book
contains an overview of the High Commissioner’s urgent advice, an
analysis of the appropriate changes in domestic legislatlon from 1993
to 2000, and finally the practical effects of the recommendations. The
book contributes to more realistic and balanced studies of the role and
potential of influential international organisations.
vol. 9, 2001, 120 pp., 12,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5700-x

Bremen Publications on Conversion
edited by Prof. Dr. Wolfram Elsner

(Bremen official of industrial defence conversion)
Editorial assistant: Dipl.-Ök. Marion Salot

Wolfram Elsner (Ed.)
International Restructuring and Conversion of the
Arms Industries and the Military Sector
Industrial, Regional and Sociocultural Aspects. Proceedings of
the International Conversion Conference, Bremen, April 2001
The decade of the nineties saw a rapidly changing political world, a
sudden and severe change of political conditions for the state-dependent
industries, sectors and regions and, consequently, increased research on
and resuming of this unique experience. The present volume, there-
fore, represents settled experience, sector analyses, spatial and company
case studies and perspectives for proactive change management in the
coming decade. The conference brought to the fore not only recent al-
ternative views from European and U. S. perspectives but also a clear
message for all relevant agents to openly face and proactively address
the structural challenges in the field in this decade. There is no justi-
fication for a reluctant or reactive approach to the issues of peace, dis-
armament and corresponding industrial and regional restructuring. The
present volume is a major source for an ongoing debate on the political
and economic issues of peace, (dis-)armament, and related structural
change in “21”.
vol. 11, 2002, 482 pp., 25,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-5761-1
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European Politics

Europe 2000
edited by Prof. Dr. Karl Hahn, Prof. Dr. Peter Nitschke,
Martina Husemann-Lüking, Kerstin Kellermann, Georg

Breuer and Karsten Roesler at the Department for
German and European Interdisciplinary Studies at the
Institute for Political Science, University of Münster

Lucia Mariani; Matteo Mascia; Martina Vagacovà (Ed.)
New Europe: Transformation and Environmental
Issues
vol. 15, 1998, 424 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3382-8

New Ways of Democracy
edited by Prof. Jean-Paul Harpes (Luxemburg)

Jean-Paul Harpes; Lukas K. Sosoe (ed.)
Demokratie im Focus/La Democratie en
Discussion/Democracy Reconsidered
Dokumentation des Kolloquiums NEUE WEGE DER
DEMOKRATIE (Luxemburg 14. – 17. 12. 1995)
vol. 1, 2001, 344 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4687-3

Eastern European Studies: History, Economics,
Politics

edited by Wolfgang Eichwede, Frank Golczewski
and Günter Trautmann�

Gerrit Stratmann
Donor Coordination of Economic Assistance to Eastern
Europe
Mechanisms and Origins of Sectoral Governance in
International Relations. With a preface by Hartmut Elsenhans
A major restriction to Western aid efforts has been a lack of coordina-
tion. The study on hand explores into the determinants of successful
cooperation between bi- and multilateral donor agencies at the example
of Western aid to Eastern Europe in the period from 1990 to 1996. In
raising the assumption that networking between international organiza-
tions cannot be stimulated by appealing to norm-oriented behavior but
is contingent upon the existence of common interests, the idealist view
of international relations is seriously challenged. Comparing different
assistance sectors – energy, telecoms, mass privatization, agriculture,
statistics, central banking, environment and education – it is shown that
donor coordination is a form of collective action initiated by donors
in response to sectoral market failure which is perceived as significant
because it threatens the non-attainment of basic goals or inflicts own
projects with high costs or risks.
vol. 27, 2000, 288 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4550-8

Political Science

Studies in Political Science
Focus on Asia and Africa

edited by
Prof. Dr. Paul Kevenhörster (Universität Münster)

Sandra Düsing
Traditional Leadership and Democratisation in
Southern Africa
A Comparative Study of Botswana, Namibia, and Southern
Africa
What are the impacts of ethnically based, traditional political institu-
tions on democratic state and nation building in Southern Africa and
how do heterogeneous sources of legitimacy affect the prospects of
long term democratic regime consolidation? What are the impacts of
“traditionalism” employed for purposes of party-political mobilisation?
An indicator for the political influence of traditional leadership in
Southern Africa is the fact, that a considerable number of democrati-
cally elected politicians in high office originate from aristocratic fam-
ilies, representing hereditary traditional leadership structures for cen-
turies. This is evident for the charismatic founding President of the
New South Africa, Nelson Mandela, as well as for his adversary, the
Prime Minister-in-office, Mangosuthu Buthelezi. The careful reconsid-
eration of this “state behind the state” has been identified as crucial
in this study to make any realistic assessments of the prospects for
sustainable democratisation in Southern African countries in the near
future.
vol. 6, 2002, 408 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5065-x

Berlin Studies in Political Science
Series at the Otto-Suhr-Institute, Freie Universität Berlin

edited by Prof. Dr. Elmar Altvater,
Prof. Dr. Barbara Riedmüller, Prof. Dr. Peter Steinbach,

Prof. Dr. Martin Jänicke, Prof. Dr. Brigitte Young

Felix Knüpling
Democracies and War
An Investigation of Theoretical Explanations
That democracies do not wage war against each other is now a well-
documented pattern of international politics. However, our theoretical
knowledge of this called democratic peace is limited. We do not know
what is so special about democracies that impedes them from fighting
fellow democracies, even though they fight wars against (perceived)
non-democracies. This volume contributes to the debate by way of
classifying and synthesizing different theoretical accounts of democratic
peace at the analytical level of the state and the international system.
It digs deep into the workings of the democratic political system and
the orientations of its foreign policy-leaders that culminate in collective
action on the international arena. A central theme is that processes of

integration - taking place both within as well as among democracies -
lead to the formation of a common identity: Democracies “construct”
their “friends” and “foes”, basing their judgment on the way other
states resolve their domestic conflicts. This argument is supported by
a discussion of conceptual, methodological and epistemological prob-
lems of democratic peace. The volume concludes with a presentation
of policy-recommendations and a short summary in German.
vol. 4, 2000, 152 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4782-9

Research

Political Science

Tesfaye Tafesse
Villagization in Northern Shewa, Ethiopia:
Impact Assessment
vol. 32, 1995, 160 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2618-X

Mehdi Parvizi Amineh
Towards the Control of Oil Resources in the
Caspian Region
This book provides an introduction to the current struggle for con-
trol of the energy reserves in the Caspian region (Russia, Iran, Turk-
menistan, Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan). An intense competition has
arisen between the following various actors for control of these energy
reserves: the advanced industrialised countries (especially the United
States, and Europe) and their backed Transnational Corporations on the
one hand, and the main regional powers (Russia, Turkey, Iran, and also
China and Pakistan) on the other. This struggle is a characteristic of
the post-Cold War competition for the control and security of the most
needed natural resources, oil and gas, which are concentrated in only a
few regions in the world. This makes the Caspian region to one of the
most important geo-political areas in the post-Cold War era.
The question of the routes for exporting oil and gas from this land-
locked area is central to the export of the Caspian energy resources. It
evolves around various conflicts between the different forces involved
in the Central Asian and the Caucasian regions.
Co-published with St. Martin’s Press, New York.
vol. 60, 1999, 264 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4327-0

Adeolu Durotoye
Nigerian-German Relations
The Role of Political Culture
vol. 76, 2002, 232 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5783-2

Daniel Maselli; Beat Sottas (eds.)
Research Partnership for Common Concerns
Proceedings of the International Conference on Scientific
Research Partnership for Sustainable Development – North-
South and South-South Dimensions, Berne, March 5 – 7, 1996
vol. 82, 1996, 192 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2987-1

Amal Jamal
Mobilization under Control
The PLO and the Palestinian Population in the West Bank and
Gaza-Strip
vol. 84, Fall 2002, ca. 296 pp., ca. 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3019-5

Elkhan Nuriyev
The Post-Soviet Caucasus within new Geopolitical
Environment
Toward Conflict or Peace?
vol. 85, Fall 2002, ca. 256 pp., ca. 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-6216-x

Migration Studies

Studies in Migration and Minorities
edited by Dietrich Thränhardt

Dietrich Thränhardt (Ed.)
Europe – A New Immigration Continent
Policies and Politics in Comparative Perspective
vol. 1, 2. Aufl. 1996, 288 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-362-4

Dieter Haselbach (ed.)
Multiculturalism in a World of Leaking Boundaries
vol. 7, 1998, 328 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3664-9

SOCIOLOGY

Academic Paperbacks
Sociology

Rudolph J. Rummel
Statistics of Democide
Genocide and mass murder since 1900
“Professor Rummel and some of his colleagues engaged in what we
today know as the theory of the Democratic Peace. For, in my view,
this important work has produced a paradigm shift in serious academic
thinking about the true causes of international conflict. Professor Rum-
mel’s nomination in 1996 for the Nobel Peace Prize was a logical con-
sequence of his tremendous contributions in this field.. . . Statistics of
Democide: Genocide and Mass Murder Since 1900, constitutes the
most comprehensive collection of scholarly data on democide currently
available, and provides the detailed statistical foundation upon which
Professor Rummel’s other works have been based. With this volume,
scholars will be able not only to examine Professor Rummel’s remark-
able conclusions in greater detail, but also to build upon Professor
Rummel’s work and ultimately contribute even further to our under-
standing of these issues.”John Norton Moore, Walter L. Brown Profes-
sor of Law and Director, Center for National Security Law School of
Law, University of Virginia.
vol. 13, 1998, 544 pp., 65,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-4010-7

The London School
of Economics & Political Science

LSE Books

Eileen Barker (Ed.)�
LSE on Freedom
Copublished with Transactions Publishers, USA
1996, 384 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2842-5

Meghnad Desai (Ed.)�
LSE on Equality
Copublished with Transactions Publishers, USA
1996, 308 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2841-7

Helen Sasson; Derek Diamond (Eds.)�

LSE on Social Science
Copublished with Transactions Publishers, USA
1997, 264 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3017-9

Sociology of Development

Market, Culture and Society
edited by Hans-Dieter Evers, Rüdiger Korff,

Gudrun Lachenmann, Joanna Pfaff-Czarnecka,
Günther Schlee, and Heiko Schrader

Heiko Schrader
Changing Financial Landscapes in India
and Indonesia
Sociological Aspects of Monetization and Market Integration
Copublished with St. Martin’s Press, New York
vol. 2, 1997, 400 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2641-4

Han-pi Chang
Taiwan: Community of Fate and Cultural Globalization
vol. 3, 1997, 296 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3559-6

Detlev Holloh
Microfinance in Indonesia
Between state, market and self-organization
vol. 4, 1998, 280 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3909-5

Günther Schlee (ed.)�
Imagined Differences
Hatred and the construction of identity
The book addresses key concepts of modern anthropology like “differ-
ence” and “identity” in the light of ethnographic evidence from various
local settings stretching from Morocco to Indonesia. As the antagonis-
tic and destructive aspects of social identification are also discussed, the
book is a contribution to conflict theory, it provides elements of orien-
tation in a world marked by a proliferation of ethnic movements and of
nationalisms which become more narrow and more aggressive.
vol. 5, 2002, 296 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3956-7

Hans-Dieter Evers; Rüdiger Korff� � �
Southeast Asian Urbanism
The Meaning and Power of Social Space
Southeast Asian Urbanism is based on the results of over two decades
of field research on cities and towns of Thailand, Sri Lanka, Indone-
sia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Singapore. The connections between
micro and macro processes, between grassroots interactions and urban
structures, between social theory and empirical data are analysed to
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provide a vivid picture of the great variety of urban forms, the social
creativity in the slums of Bangkok, Manila or Jakarta, the variety of
cultural symbolism and the political and religious structuration of urban
space.
The book is written in the tradition of German or European sociolog-
ical research from Marx and Weber to Habermas and Bourdieu. The
work on Southeast Asian urbanism was carried out within the research
programme of the Sociology of Development Research Centre of the
University of Bielefeld in Germany, but also during teaching and re-
search assignments at Chulalongkorn University, the National University
of Singapore, the Science University of Malaysia, the National Univer-
sity of Malaysia, Andalas University, Padang, the Population Studies
Centre at Gadjah Mada University, the University of Indonesia, the
University of the Philippines and the Institute of Southeast Asian Stud-
ies, Singapore.
The book will be of interest to urban anthropologists, political scientists
and sociologists, to students of Southeast Asian history, culture and
society, to urban planners and policy makers.
vol. 7, 2000, 276 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4021-2

Heiko Schrader
Lombard Houses in St. Petersburg
Pawning as a Survival Strategy of Low-Income Households?
The book is an outcome of a research project on pawnshops in Saint
Petersburg, which took place in 1999/2000 in cooperation with the
Center of Independent Social Research. It relates to the function of
pawnshops in the life strategies of low-income households. The re-
search investigated different topics with various methods: a reconstruc-
tion of the history of Russian pawnshops based on secondary mate-
rials and government reports; a description of the current pawnshop
landscape in Saint Petersburg based upon secondary material and own
information; a questionnaire of 100 pawnshop customers focusing on
demographic data of the respondents and their households, the living
conditions, the income situation, the importance of pawnshops in their
life strategies, the use of credit, alternative sources of credit, defaults,
and the like; five pre-structured deep interviews of pawnshop customers
who already had lombard experience in Soviet times to work out dif-
ferences and similarities, as well as the psychological component of
pawning; open pre-structured interviews with pawnshop directors on
their companies’ business, their target group and the pawnshop market;
and finally a profile of one successful private firm in the market and
the biography of its chairman. In addition to an institutional analysis
the book aims at a description of the milieu of pawnshop customers,
which is shaped by an ongoing crisis of the Russian economy and soci-
ety.
vol. 10, 2001, 192 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5109-5

Spektrum
Berlin Series on Development Studies

edited by Prof. Dr. Georg Elwert, Prof. Dr. Volker Lühr,
Prof. Dr. Ute Luig and Prof. Dr. Manfred Schulz

(Freie Universität Berlin)

Omar Abdelgabar
Mechanised Farming and Nuba Peasants
An Example for Non-sustainable Development in the Sudan
vol. 48, 1997, 208 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3498-0

Uwe Kracht; Manfred Schulz (Eds.)�
Food Security and Nutrition
The Global Challenge
The persistence of an unacceptably high level of hunger and malnu-
trition worldwide presents a serious challenge to the world on the
threshold of the third millenium. Although enough food is produced
to feed mankind, about 840 million people go hungry; among them are
185 million pre-school children that are severely underweight for their
age. Since an additional 80 million people have to be fed each year,
achieving food security is a central global challenge, if not the most
important development issue.
The aim of the reader is to analyze actual problems in the field of food
security and nutrition and to discuss present and future strategies to
overcome hunger. Food security is a complex subject. In order to mas-
ter this complexity, we distinguish between four dimensions of anal-
yses: Theoretical-analytical, empirical-descriptive, normative-political,
institutional.
Contributors: Cesar Deben Alfonso, Peter Ay, Friederike Bellin-Sesay,
Peter von Blankenburg, Joachim von Braun, John C. Caldwell, William
D. Clay, Mark Cohen, Bernd V. Dreesmann, Günter Dresrüsse, Asbjorn
Eide, Geog Elwert, Javier Ekboir, Bernhard Glaeser, Albert Hoegner,
M. Anwar Hussain, Noriko Kashiwagi, Uwe Kracht, Klaus Lampe,
Klaus M. Leisinger, Uma Lele, Benjamin Ariel Marte, Elisabeth
Meyer-Renschhausen, Hans Pfeifer, Theo Rauch, George E. Rossmiller,
Frances Sandiford-Rossmiller, David E. Sahn, Lazare Séhouéto, Detlef
Schwefel, Hans Schoeneberger, Bernd Schubert, Manfred Schulz, Is-
mail Serageldin, Manohar Sharma, D. John Shaw, Gerd Spittler, Pieter
van Steekelenburg, Friedhelm Streiffeler, Parto Teherani-Krönner, Peter
Uvin, Gerhard Wenzel, Gabriele Zdunnek, Manfred Zeller.
Co-published with St. Martin’s Press, New York.
vol. 50, 1999, 696 pp., 65,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-3166-3

Cultural Identity and Political
Self-Determination in Global Society

edited by Prof. Dr. Christian Sigrist (Münster) in
cooperation with Prof. Dr. Josephus D. M. Platenkamp

(Münster), Dr. Do-Yul Song (Berlin) and
Prof. Dr. Bernhard Streck (Leipzig)

Uta Klein; Christian Sigrist (Ed.)
Prospects of Israeli – Palestinian Co-Existence
vol. 2, 1996, 248 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2850-6

Maliha Zulfacar
Afghan Immigrants in the USA and Germany
A Comparative Analysis of the Use of Ethnic Social Capital
vol. 3, 1998, 272 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3650-9

Rabee Owais
The Socio-Cultural Change of the Settled Bedouins in
the District of Jenin
Vorliegende Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit einem speziellen Fall sozio-
kulturellen Wandels bei palästinensischen Beduinengruppen, die im
Jenin-District in der West Bank am Jordan-Fluß seßhaft geworden sind.
Der Prozeß der Seßhaftwerdung wurde entscheidend von der politischen
Situation, der israelischen Besatzung des Jenin-Distriktes, die sich z. Z.,
im Frühjahr 2002, dramatisch zugespitzt hat, vorangetrieben. Es kam
zu radikalen Veränderungen in der traditionellen Beduinengesellschaft,
die im wirtschaftlichen, familiären, kulturellen, religiösen und politis-
chen Leben der Beduinen bis heute zu beobachten sind.
vol. 8, 2002, 168 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5617-8

Opportunities for Development Politics
edited by Manfred Glagow (Universität Bielefeld)

Manfred Glagow; Henning Lohmann; Sibylle Nickolmann;
Kirsten Paul; Sabine Paul
Non-Governmental Organizations in Malawi
Their Contribution to Development and Democratization
vol. 1, 1997, 192 pp., 12,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3030-6

Bremen African Studies Series
edited by the Informationszentrum Afrika (IZA), Bremen

Dirk Hansohm
Small Industry Development in Africa
Lessons from Sudan
vol. 2, 2. Aufl. 1994, 260 pp., 15,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-223-7

Aisha Abdel Rahim
The Edible Oil Industry in Sudan and Egypt
A case study of industrialisation in African LLDCs
vol. 11, 1994, 180 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-390-x

Joe Lugalla
Adjustment and Poverty in Tanzania
vol. 12, 1996, 136 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2007-6

Hans H. Bass (Ed.)
Enterprise Promotion and Vocational Training in
Nigeria’s Informal Sector
A joint publication of the Frederick-Ebert-Foundation Lagos,
Nigeria and the Small Enterprise Promotion and Training
Programme (SEPT) of the University of Bremen, Germany
vol. 13, 1995, 250 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2149-8

Tesfatsion Medhanie
Eritrea & Neighbors in the ‘New World Order’
Geopolitics, Democracy and ‘Islamic Fundamentalism’
vol. 15, 1995, 144 pp., 15,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2193-5

Susanna Adam
Competence Utilization and Transfer in Informal
Sector Production and Services in Ibadan/Nigeria
vol. 16, 1995, 208 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2375-X

Dereje Alemayehu
The Crisis of Capitalist Development in Africa
The Case of Côte d’Ivoire
vol. 18, 1997, 256 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3014-4

Social Research on Africa
edited by Werner Biermann

(Universität-Gesamthochschule Paderborn)

Werner Biermann
Tanganyika Railways – Carrier of Colonialism
An Account of Economic Indicators and Social Fragments
vol. 1, 1996, 150 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2524-8

Werner Biermann; Humphrey P. B. Moshi (eds.)
Contextualizing Poverty in Tanzania
Historical Origins, Policy Failures and Recent Trends
Co-published with Dar es Salaam University Press.
vol. 2, 1997, 208 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3027-6

Werner Biermann
The Tanzanian Economy 1920 – 1985: Colonial
Valorization, Reconstruction, and Crisis
vol. 4, 1998, 232 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2525-6

Carl Peez; Josef Raudnitz
Maria-Theresien-Thaler
Edited with an introduction by Werner Biermann
The following account by Carl Peetz and Dr. Josef Raudnitz, two high-
ranking Austrian officials, portrays the ‘biography’ of a money that
accompanied the apogee of commerce particularly in East Africa. Both
authors served in the Austrian-Habsburg civil service where they held
seniors posts with the consular service and the fiscal administration,
respectively. Writing in the ‘90s of the 19th century, they – under-
standably – deplored the empire’s economic decay. The story of the
Maria Theresa Taler, therefore, should also inform on former glory and
missed opportunities. Whatever fascinating this account is, it seems
appropriate to restict the presentation to eastern Africa in particular.
vol. 5, 1998, 128 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3765-3

Werner Biermann (ed.)
African Crisis Response Initiative – the new U. S.
Africa Policy
A Documentation, edited and commented by Werner Biermann
vol. 6, 1999, 184 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4155-3

Yearbook of the Sociology of Islam
edited by Helmut Buchholt and Georg Stauth

Georg Stauth (ed.)
Islam – Motor or Challenge of Modernity
Contributors: Mona Abaza, Mohammed Arkoun, Friedemann Büttner,
Fanny Colonna, Shmuel N. Eisenstadt, Peter Heine, Armando Salvatore,
Reinhard Schulze, Georg Stauth, Karin Werner, Sami Zubaida
vol. 1, 1998, 224 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3276-7

Helmut Buchholt; Georg Stauth (eds)
Investigating the South-South Dimension of Modernity
and Islam
Circulating Visions and Ideas, Intellectual Figures, Locations
Table of Contents: 1 Speculations on South-South Connections,
Modernity and Islam,Mona Abaza;2 Behind the Veil: Islam in
Malaysia and Tunesia,Asma Larif-Beatrix;3 Local Islam and Is-
lamization between the Middle East and Southeast Asia,Georg Stauth;
4 From the Cape to to Istanbul: Transnational Networks and commu-
nal Conflicts,Roman Loimeier;5 Satyagraha. Ghandi’s Influence on
an Egyptian Feminist,Synthia Nelson;6 Islam and Socialism: Per-
spectives from Autonomous Social Science and Occidentalism,Syed
Farid Alatas; 7 Islam and National Reconstruction between the Mid-
dle East and Southeast Asia: Three Intellectual Figures,Mona Abaza;
8 The Secular Author and the Religious Readers: Rushdie, Nasrin
and the Muslims in Bangladesh,Habib Khondker;9 Female Agency
and Networking in a Sudanese Village,Ruth Klein Hessling;10 Pub-
licising Religion, Differentiation and De-Differentiation: Alevits be-
tween Berlin and Anatolia,Refika Sariönder;11 Visions, Claims, and
Utopia: re-negotiating social space for Muslims in Patani/Southern
Thailand,Alexander Horstmann;12 Sowohi and Joguru: The Guar-
dien of “Islam”. The understanding of local Islam on Tidore/North
Maluku/Indonesia,Lany Probojo.
vol. 2, 2000, 240 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4583-4

Armando Salvatore (ed.)
Muslim Traditions and Modern Techniques of Power
This volume deals with historical and contemporary articulations of the
relation of tension between the civilizing impetus of Muslim traditions,
and modern forms, fields and techniques of power. These techniques
are associated with the process of state-building, as well as with the
related constraints of disciplining, normative cohesion, control of the
territory and monitored social differentiation. The contributions con-
ceptualize Muslim traditions as deriving their legitimacy, authority, as
well as normative and organizing power from being embedded in the
discourses and institutions of Islam, which constitute one major center
within world history, by now also encompassing Muslim communities
within Western societies.
vol. 3, 2001, 336 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4801-9

Thomas Bierschenk; Georg Stauth (Eds.)
Islam in Africa
Contents: S. A. Nageeb,Stretching the horizon: a gender-based per-
spective on everyday life and practices in the Islamic sub-culture of
Sudan; U. Günther & I. Niehaus,Islam in South Africa: The Mus-
lims’ contribution in the struggle against apartheid and the process
of democratisation; A. Piga, A Neo-traditionalist Islamic associations
and the Islamist press in contemporary Senegal; M. Singleton,Conver-
sion to Islam in 19th century Tanzania as seen by a native Christian;
A. N’Gaide, Islam, charismatic preachers and religious orders in high
colonial Casamance; M. Pesek,Sulayman b. Nasr al-Lamki and Ger-
man colonial policies towards Muslim communities in German East
Africa; Q. Gausset,The spread of Islam in Adamawa; T.Tamari,Islamic
higher education in West Africa; G. Abdoulaye,The graduates of the
Islamic Universities in Benin.
vol. 4, Fall 2002, ca. 240 pp., ca. 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-6196-1
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Medical Sociology
edited by Johannes Siegrist (Düsseldorf)

Millard Waltz
Social Isolation and Social Mediators of the Stress
of Illness
vol. 2, 1994, 258 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-417-5

James P. Henry
Cultural Change and High Blood Pressure
With a Postscript 1995. Edited by Johannes Siegrist
vol. 6, 1997, 148 pp., 19,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-2285-0

ECONOMICS

Empirical Economic Research
edited by Prof. Dr. Joachim Frohn

(Universität Bielefeld)

Ulrike Ludden
Technical Analysis and Foreign Exchange Markets
vol. 4, 1999, 96 pp., 15,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4266-5

Ralph Friedmann; Lothar Knüppel; Helmut Lütkepohl (Eds.)
Econometric Studies
A Festschrift in Honour of Joachim Frohn
Contributors:
Stefan Boedeker, Ralf Brüggemann, Giorgio Calzolari, John-ren Chen,
Carl Chiarella, Christian Dustmann, Peter Flaschel, Reiner Franke,
Ralph Friedmann, Heinz P. Galler, Joachim Grammig, Hansjörg Haas,
Gerd Hansen, Uwe Hassler, Olaf Huebler, Reinhard Hujer, Lothar
Knüppel, Hans-Martin Krolzig, Helmut Lütkepohl, Laura Magazzini,
E.-O. Maschke, Fabrizia Mealli, Peter Naeve, Michaela Niefert, Not-
burga Ott, Ralf Pauly, M. Pfannes, Gerd Ronning, Kristina Rust, Walter
Sanddorf-Köhle, Hans Schneeweiß, Peter Schönfeld, Willi Semmler,
Arthur van Soest, Rainer Stäglin, Götz Trenkler, Jürgen Wolters
vol. 8, 2001, 440 pp., 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5599-6

Economic Studies
edited by

Prof. Dr. Wiltrud Terlau und Prof. Dr. Reiner Clement
(FH Rhein-Sieg)

Jochen A. Jungeilges
The Robustness of Model Selection Rules
vol. 20, 1992, 264 pp., 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-161-3

Lothar Funk (ed.)
The Economics and the Politics of the Third Way
Essays in Honour of Eric Owen Smith
vol. 30, 1999, 216 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4340-8

African Development Perspectives Yearbook
Research Group on African Development Perspectives

Universität Bremen

Industrialization Based on Agricultural Development
vol. 2, 1992, 800 pp., 50,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-234-2

Energy and Sustainable Development
vol. 3, 1994, 650 pp., 50,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-227-x

Frank Messner; Karl Wohlmuth (eds.)
Active Labour and Employment Policies
vol. 4, 1997, 504 pp., 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2150-1

Hans H. Bass; Robert Kappel; Frank Messner;
Markus Wauschkuhn; Karl Wohlmuth (eds..)
Regional Perspectives on Labour and Employment
vol. 5, 1997, 500 pp., 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3101-9

Karl Wohlmuth; Hans H. Bass; Frank Messner (eds.)
Good Governance and Economic Development
vol. 6, 1999, 696 pp., 51,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4215-0

Karl Wohlmuth; Achim Gutowski; Elke Grawert;
Markus Wauschkuhn (Eds.)
Empowerment and Economic Development in Africa
vol. 7, 1999, 760 pp., 45,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4330-0

Karl Wohlmuth; Elke Grawert; Robert Kappel;
Markus Wauschkuhn; Hans-Heinrich Bass; Bankole Oni;
Achim Gutowski
Africa’s Reintegration into the World Economy
The marginalisation of Africa with regard to international trade, inter-
national investment, international technology flows and international
firm cooperation is the outcome of historical factors, especially of the
colonial period, but also of the policies pursued after independence.
Africa’s marginalisation is also the result of highly inadequate eco-
nomic reforms during the 1980s that failed to stimulate internationally
competitive production of goods and services in primary production, in
manufacturing and in services.
Volume 8 of the African Development Perspectives Yearbook focusses
on the causes of Africa’s inadequate integration into the world econ-
omy, and on the strategies to regain an international status for Africa’s
production and trade sectors. Cases of successful integration of compa-
nies and countries into the world market as well as lessons for a better
integration are the main thrust of the book. It is now time to demon-
strate that world market integration is in reach for African producers,
especially when considering the rich history of trading within Africa
and between Africa and other world economic regions.

Content: Africa and Globalisation; Policies to Reintegrate Africa into
the World Economy; Country Cases of Africa responding to Globalisa-
tion Trends; Globalisation and Gender in Africa; Regional Development
and Globalisation; News and Booknotes.
vol. 8, 2001, 992 pp., 50,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4781-0

Institute for Global Economy
and International Management

edited by Prof. Dr. Alfons Lemper, Prof. Dr. Axel Sell
and Prof. Dr. Karl Wohlmuth (Universität Bremen)

Feng Wei
China’s Financial Sector Reform in the Transition to a
Market Economy
Key issues and policy options
The book is a problem-oriented study of China’s financial sector in
the transitional process since 1979. It provides deep and precise in-
sights into the characteristics andproblems of China’s financial sector
with respect to investment finance, the central banking and commercial
banking systems, the financial market, and the legal and institutional
framework of bank supervision in China. More importantly, the book
has also proposed workable strategies for resolving two acute problems:
interest rate liberalization and solving the issue of non-performing loans
in China’s banking system. The recent financial crisis in Asia is also
a subject of the book, especially as regards its effects on the banking
sector, stock markets, and extemal financial market liberalization in
China. Furthermore, a projection is made about the trends in Chinese
economic policies, particularly the interest rate policy, the exchange
rate policy, and the fiscal policy, and about the perspectives of China’s
financial sector reform.
This book is a valuable reference for academic researchers, investors,
business managers, and policy-makers who are concemed with China’s
banking and financial system.
vol. 6, 2000, 328 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4555-9

Toshihiko Hozumi; Karl Wohlmuth (Eds.)
Schumpeter and the Dynamics of Asian Development
This book is the result of a cooperation between Aichi University in
Toyohashi, Japan and Bremen University, Germany. Research groups of
the two universities were responsible for the scientific preparation of a
conference, which took place in Bremen in September 2 – 4, 1998. The
research groups then went on redrafting the contributions and prepar-
ing for the production of the book. It highlights impressively the work
of the research groups on issues of dynamic development and crisis
in Asia, relating therein dynamic growth and the crisis in Asia to the
theories of J. Schumpeter.
vol. 7, 2000, 408 pp., 45,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4977-6

Studies in Economic Development

Sunita C. S. Pitamber
Women in the Informal Sector in Khartoum
Between Poverty, Entrepreneurship and Empowerment
vol. 13, 1999, 138 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4358-0

Stefanie Michels
Adaptations to Constraints in Smallholder Farming
Systems: Case Studies from Manyu Division,
Cameroon
vol. 14, 2001, 104 pp., 15,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4733-0

Economics

Bernhard Strohmeier
Cyclical Networks and Knowledge Integration
vol. 1, Fall 2002, ca. 96 pp., ca. 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3379-8

Angelina Topan
The European Integration Process
A Historical and Comparative Institutional Analysis
European Integration is analysed in a historical and in a comparative
perspective by applying New Institutional Economics. European Inte-
gration is shaped by rules being triggered for further Integration and
simultaneously giving integration direction. The analysis starts with
the European Coal and Steel Community and ends with the European
Union. The functions of rules explain institutionalisation as well as
non-institutionalisation of Europe. The influence of these functions
varies from country to country and from integration step to integra-
tion step. Additionally, these functions can be interrelated in different
ways.
vol. 5, 2001, 128 pp., 10,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5770-0

Business Studies
edited by Dr. Martin-Christian Barrmeyer

and Dr. Friedrich Wilhelm Caspers

Christoph von Basum
Making APL Readable
A New Direction for Design
vol. 70, 2., unv. Aufl. 1995, 280 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-443-4

International Economics

Carmen Zechner
Expanding NAFTA
Economic Effects on Chile of Free Trade with the United
States
The world economy has witnessed a sudden increase in free trade
agreements, generating a renewed debate on their economic impact.
In Expanding NAFTA,Carmen Zechner focuses on the economic ef-
fects on Chile of the potential free trade agreement with the United
States. The author creates a framework for analyzing the impact of
economic integration between a developed and a developing country
from the developing country’s perspective. This book goes beyond ear-
lier analyses of the static gains from free trade to examine the dynamic
and more intangible effects that are critical to the welfare evaluation
of trade agreements.Expanding NAFTAis an important contribution
to the research on preferential trade liberalization and to understanding
developing countries’ trade policy choices. This book will be indis-
pensable to anyone interested in trade policy making and the Chilean
economy.
vol. 1, 2002, 280 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5922-3

Market, Communication, Innovation
edited by Michael Schenk (Universität Hohenheim) and

Bruno Neibecker (Universität Karlsruhe)

Inga D. Schmidt; Thomas Döbler; Michael Schenk
E-Commerce: A Platform for Integrated Marketing
Case Study on U. S. Retailing
According to market forecasts, e-commerce will attain growing impor-
tance in the near future: Business transactions are changing. However,
until today, the subject lacks profound findings about possible chal-
lenges and advantages, as well as about success factors of acceptance.
The present book informs about the trends in business-to-consumer e-
commerce both from the retailer’s and the customer’s point of view.
Additionally, it contains a case study of a well known U.S. retailer and
a corresponding customer survey. Based on the results of this study,
customer profiles, market segments and strategies are derived.
The study shows that e-commerce is far more than a mere selling and
distributing channel. It is a platform for an integrated marketing that
takes customers’ needs into consideration while at the same time en-
forces customer focus.
While it may be too early to predict its ultimate impacts, e-commerce
is certainly a major source of business opportunity today. The greatest
threat may be the risk of not acting on this occasion.
vol. 4, 2002, 208 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4661-x

ANTHROPOLOGY

Royal Anthropological Institute (London)

Isaac Schapera�
Everyday Life in Old Botswana
A Photographic Record. With an introduction by John L.
Comaroff and Jean Comaroff
“Everyday Life in Old Botswana” presents for the first time selected
photographs Prof. Schapera took during his research in the 1930s.
Schapera’s pictures cover a wide range of daily work such as pot-
making, thatching, treshing and cattle herding. Traditional medicine,
rainmaking ceremonies and political meetings at the Kgotla are other
well illustrated topics. In addition the book includes pictures taken by
Rev. Reyneke of the boys’ initiation during the same period. Essays
on the historical background conclude the edition. The selection of the
photographs is supervised by Prof. Schapera. Thus the book stands as
an authentic addition to his well established and highly acclaimed work
on Botswana.
A joint publication with the Botswana Society, the National Museum,
Monuments and Art Gallery, Botswana, and the Royal Anthropological
Institute (London).
Fall 2002, ca. 200 pp., ca. 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3016-0
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Classics in African Anthropology
Edited by the International African Institute (London)

Series Editor: Murray Last

I. Schapera
A Handbook of Tswana Law and Custom
(1938 [second edition 1955], new impression 1959, 1970,
1977) New introduction by Simon Roberts, Professor of Law
at the London School of Economics.
1994, 349 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-880-4; 45,90€, hd.,
ISBN 3-89473-685-2

Derrick J. Stenning
Savannah Nomads
A study of the Wodaabe Pastoral Fulani of Western Bornu
Province Northern Region, Nigeria. (1959) New introduction
by Phil Burnham, Reader in Anthropology at University
College London.
1995, 316 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-878-2; 45,90€, hd.,
ISBN 3-89473-687-9

Audrey I. Richards
Land, Labour and Diet in Northern Rhodesia
(1939 [reprinted 1970]) New introduction by Henrietta Moore,
Lecturer in Anthropology at the London School of Economics.
1995, 445 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-876-6; 50,90€, hd.,
ISBN 3-89473-689-5

Otto F. Raum
Chaga Childhood
A Description of Indigenous Education in an East African
Tribe. (1939 [reprinted 1952, 1961]) New introduction by Sally
Falk Moore, Harvard University
1996, 436 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-874-x; 50,90€, hd.,
ISBN 3-89473-690-9

Polly Hill
Migrant Cocoa-Farmers of Southern Ghana
A study in rural capitalism (1963). New introduction by Gareth
Austin, Professor of Economic History at the London School of
Economics
Copublished with James Currey Publishers, Oxford
1998, 310 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3085-3; 45,90€, hd.,
ISBN 3-8258-3489-1

Ioan Lewis
A Pastoral Democracy
A study of pastoralism and politics among the Northern Somali
of the Horn of Africa (1961, reprinted with a new introduction
in 1982). New introduction by Said Samatar, Professor at
Rutgers University. Afterword by Professor I. M. Lewis,
Emeritus Professor of the Dept. of Anthropology, London
School of Economics
1999, 376 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3084-5; 45,90€, hc.,
ISBN 3-8258-3566-9
Daryll Forde (ed.)
African Worlds
Studies in the cosmological ideas and social values of African
peoples (1954). New introduction by Wendy James
1999, 288 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3086-1; 45,90€, hc.,
ISBN 3-8258-3567-7
John Middleton
Lugbara Religion
Ritual and authority among an East African People. (1960
[1964, 1969, 1971, 1987 with a new introduction by Ivan
Karp]) New introduction by Thomas Beidelman, Professor of
Anthropology at New York
1999, 344 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4033-6; 45,90€, hc.,
ISBN 3-8258-4034-4

Sally Falk Moore
Law As Process
An Anthropological Approach (1978). New introduction by
Professor Martin Chanock of La Trobe University, Australia
This study of the role of law in society has become a standard work
in the ethnology of law. The central theme of the book is that the
same social processes which prevent the total regulation of society also
reshape and transform efforts at partial regulation. In particular, the
making of rules and social and symbolic order is as often matched by
situational pressures to manipulate,circumvent, remake or replace the
same, as it is to uphold them.
Using both pre-industrial and modern settings, Professor Moore exam-
ines the basic tension between the idea that law constitutes a conscious
and rational attempt to direct society and most thought in the social
sciences, that there are underlying causes of social behaviour which are
not fully in the conscious control of the actors. Over a period of time
reglementary control can be only temporary, incomplete and its conse-
quences not fully predictable. The study of reglementation is, therefore,
one of partial orders and partial controls in the specific social contexts.
“All should welcome it as a stimulating contribution that will help keep
the ethnology of law a lively subject.” MAN
Fall 2002, 304 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4492-7; 45,90€, hc.,
ISBN 3-8258-4493-5

G. I. Jones
The Trading States of the Oil Rivers
A Study of Political Development in Eastern Nigeria (1963).
New introduction by John C. McCall, Dept of Anthropology at
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, ILL.
This vivid account of the rise of the remarkable slave and palm oil
trading states in the Niger delta in the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-
turies also analyses the relation of political development to economic

change. The author’s field studies among the Ijo, Ibibio, and Ibo peo-
ples have made possible an analysis of the essential processes of eco-
nomic and political transformation which lay behind the oral tradi-
tions. There are also detailed and often lively accounts of the European
traders.
2001, 288 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4777-2; hc., 45,90€,
ISBN 3-8258-4778-0

Aidan W. Southall
Alur Society
A Study in Processes and Types of Domination (1956). New
introduction by Professor Davin Parkin, Head of the Institute of
Social Anthropology, Oxford University
Alur Society became a classic for a number of reasons. Being much
more than a descriptive account of an African society, it was the first
intensive ethnography to adopt the ideas of Max Weber. It pioneered
the idea that religion and ritual could be the basis of political action.
It also showed how state systems could evolve not just on the basis
of conquest but as a result of societies without kings inviting those
with kings to govern them. Southall’s theory of the segmentary state
was adopted by political anthropologists throughout the subject and
also by political scientists, being applied not just to Africa but also
to India and other parts of the world. The book was able to arrive at
such long-lasting and imaginative conclusions through the use of ethno-
graphic material of a quality rarely surpassed. It is moreover arguably
the best book in social anthropology of a Nilotic-speaking people.
Southall’s own command of their language and his overall scholarly
knowledge of Nilotes is also unsurpassed.
Fall 2002, ca. 416 pp., ca. 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-6119-8;
70,90 EURofc, hd., ISBN 3-8258-6120-1

Monographs from the
International African Institute (London)

Benson Akutse Mojuetan
History and Underdevelopment in Morocco:
The Structural Roots of Conjuncture
1995, 240 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-697-6

Brian Morris
Chewa Medical Botany
A Study of Herbalism in Southern Malawi
Part 1: The Herbalist Tradition; Part 2: Medicinal Plants of
Malawi, co-author Jerome D. Msonthi
1996, 568 pp., 76,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-2637-6

S. M. Muniko; B. Muita oMagige; M. J. Ruel (eds.)
Kuria-English Dictionary
1996, 152 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2951-0

Effa Okupa
International Bibliography of African Customary Law
Ius non scriptum
This book makes life unusually easy for anyone who wants to know
about African indigenous laws, and seeks to encourage further research
into the laws that regulate the lives of millions of Africans. For, in
spite of colonialism, military decrees and the authoritative modernity of
state civil or common law, African indigenous laws have not fallen into
abeyance.
African indigenous laws, like Roman law before Justinian codification,
was mos maiorum, the path of the ancestors. Accordingly, Roman law,
English common law and African indigenous law are the great legal
creation of pagan human beings whereas other ancient systems of laws
such as Judaism, Sharia, Hindu, Adat laws, were religious in origin.
The Bibliography ranges widely over topics as diverse ascultural prop-
erty, coups d’étatand the plunder of antiquities,to formalities of mar-
riage, child betrothal, divorce, sororate marriage, levirate marriage,to
succession and inheritance, oral will,and administration of the estate.
‘Those of us with a common interest in possible new strategies for
successful management of heterosexual relationship and reproduction
will find Dr. Okupa’s book full of possible alternatives. Though, as
Dr. Okupa says, minds like parachutes should be open; there are other

ways of doing this and in defiance of persecution and prejudice, they
work.’ Dr Germaine Greer, University of Cambridge
‘This unusual bibliography crosses boundaries of countries and disci-
plines. It will be an invaluable aid to many different lines of research.’
Professor William Twining, University College London
1999, 280 pp., 65,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4009-3

Dennis G. Fowler
A Dictionary of Ila Usage
1860 – 1960
The book is based on material collected by missionaries at Kasenga
Mission in Zambia. Edwin Smith began in 1901 to note each new Ila
word, together with illustrative sentences dictated by his Ila informants.
Later missionaries continued this practice, so that in 1959 the author
found a mass of over 12,000 items already collected.
As the largest body of Ila ever assembled, the dictionary offers much
of interest in several fields. The language has a consistent agglutina-
tive structure of great sophistication, logical as Latin, flexible as Greek.
The speakers reveal not merely the preoccupations of daily existence
in Ila villages a century ago, but an outlook both sensitive and wryly
humourous.
Appendices list nearly 2,000 synonyms, 276 proverbs, l64 metaphors,
216 customs, 400 trees with their medicinal uses, 290 plants, 150 birds,
and grammatical tables.
“Without the dedication of Mr Fowler, none of the precious early notes
on which this work is based would have seen the light of day. This
work is outstanding in the way it brings together and adds value to
the work of many contributors – and always identifies its sources. The
work of Kayobe Syamatanga and his colleague at the beginning of this
century would have had little value without the later annotations, and
Mr Fowler has clearly harnessed the enthusiasm of his collaborator
Pearson Likukela to great effect. In between, he has captured and pre-
served the contributions of a series of observers with diverse interest
and a close sympathy for the culture.”
Michael Mann, formerly School of Oriental and African Studies, Lon-
don
2000, 896 pp., 101,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-4767-5
Friedrich Wilhelm Schwerdtfeger
Hausa Urban Art and Its Social Background
External House Decorations in a Northern Nigerian City
“When I started my investigation of decorated houses in the walled city
of Zaria in late 1976, it was above all to record the rapidly disappear-
ing external wall decorations. Hence, the survey was perceived as a
rescue operation to collect as many photographs and drawings as possi-
ble before these decorations disappeared altogether, and also to record
vital information about them from compound heads living in decorated
houses, and from the master craftsmen who created them.
During an introductory stock-taking survey we listed nearly one thou-
sand decorated houses. When I concluded the survey in 1985 the ma-
terial collected included 75 recorded life stories of craftsmen. When
I finally completed the manuscript of this book hardly any of the old
traditional external wall decorations had survived. It was obvious that
traditional wall decoration had become a thing of the past, no longer
relevant to the younger generation of compound heads in the city of
Zaria, and indeed in most other traditional towns in northern Nigeria.”
(From the introduction)
Contents:
PART I THE CLIENTELE: 1. The Client in Hausa Society, 2. The
Role of Compound Heads in House Decoration, 3. The Perception of
Decorations, 4. Decoration as a Status and Group Symbol;
PART II THE CRAFTSMEN: 1. Craftsmen in Hausa Society, 2. The
History of the Building Profession, 3. The Role of Decoration in the
Building Trade, 4. The Production and Perception of Decoration, 5.
The Training of Craftsmen, 6. Craftsmen and the Supernatural, 7. The
Use of Decorative Motifs by Craftsmen;
PART III THE DECORATION: 1. The History and Development of
Wall Decorations, 2. The Aesthetics of Wall Decorations, 3. The Influ-
ence of Islam on Wall Decoration, 4. Decoration in Hausa Society
Fall 2002, ca. 360 pp., ca. 45,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-5643-7

Dennis G. Fowler
The Ila Speaking
Records of a lost world
“The Ila Speaking” is a record of life in a Central African village
around a century ago. It originated in conversations recorded by
Methodist missionaries as they attempted to learn the language and
customs of the Ila people. Over the years 1906 to 1966 they collected
over 12000 items. What began as a vocabulary with examples ended as
the self-portrait of a people and a way of life.
The author worked with the Ila from 1958 to 1966, later producing a
“Dictionary of Ila Usage” (LIT Verlag 2000). The present book is a
series of extracts from the dictionary arranged by subject, with a com-
mentary. It is the author’s hope that ‘the voices come over loud and
clear to you the reader, and that you come away from this book with
a feel for Ila humour, Ila life, and Ila reflections on people and their
ways. I did, and I am sure you will too’ (Professor Graham Furniss,
School of Oriental and African Studies – London).
Fall 2002, ca. 232 pp., ca. 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-6115-5

Anthropology and Development
edited by

Thomas Bierschenk (Universität Mainz)
and Jean-Pierre Olivier de Sardan

(Ecoles de Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales,
Marseille) for APAD (Association Euro-Africaine pour

l’Anthropologie du Changement Social et du
Développement)

Christian Lund
Law, Power and Politics in Niger
Land Struggles and the Rural Code
vol. 1, 1998, 272 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3405-0

Roch L. Mongbo
The Appropriation and Dismembering
of Development Intervention
vol. 2, Fall 2002, ca. 304 pp., ca. 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3406-9
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Mark Breusers
On the Move
Mobility, Land Use and Livelihood Practices on the Central
Plateau in Burkina Faso
This book analyses the complex interplay between livelihood practices
in northern Burkina Faso and diverse processes of geographic mobility,
among which massive migration by Moose to the south and west of the
country and to the Ivory Coast. Supported by extensive ethnographic
data it is demonstrated how the flexibility of land tenure arrangements
allows for and is fuelled by actors geographic mobility, how the mean-
ing of migration and the way it is embedded in social organization
changed over the last century, and how differential accumulation of cat-
tle by migrants strains relations among Moose farmers and complicates
the latter relations with Fulbe herdsmen.
vol. 3, 1999, 456 pp., 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3941-9

Pernille Sørensen
“Money is the True Friend”
Economic Practice, Morality and Trust among the Iganga
Maize Traders in Uganda
The Ugandan economy was once solidly based on the export of cash
crops such as coffee and cotton. The economic crisis and the civil war
in the 1970s and 1980s however profoundly changed the agricultural
economy, and marketing of traditional cash crops was replaced by mar-
keting of commercialized food crops. “Money is the true friend” deals
with the emergence of de-regulated food markets for maize in Eastern
Uganda. The focus is not marketing as such, but rather a new social
and economic field for local traders demarcated by the involvement
in three maize markets: the relief market, the Kenyan market and the
domestic market. The central problem illuminated in the book is the
relationship between the liberalization of food marketing and the devel-
opment of a new social and cultural practice – a morality – for trading
which is both shaped by and shapes the marketing opportunities for the
participating traders.
vol. 4, 2000, 248 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4393-9

Research on African Languages and Cultures
edited by Prof. em. Dr. Rüdiger Schott

Franz Kröger
Buli-English Dictionary
With an Introductory Grammar and an Index English – Buli
vol. 1, 1992, 584 pp., 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-88660-821-2; 148,80€, hc.,
ISBN 3-88660-820-4

Rüdiger Schott
Bulsa Sunsuelima – Folktales of the Bulsa in Northern
Ghana
Series S: Folktales of the Supernatural
Vol. 1: Tales of the Sky-God (Wen, Naawen) Part I
vol. 2, 1993, 420 pp., 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-616-x; 148,80€, hc.,
ISBN 3-89473-971-1

Rüdiger Schott
Bulsa Sunsuelima – Folktales of the Bulsa in Northern
Ghana
Series S: Folktales of the Supernatural
Vol. 1: Tales of the Sky-God (Wen, Naawen), Part II–III
vol. 4, 1996, 566 pp., 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2499-3; 76,90€, hc.,
ISBN 3-8258-2500-0

Ronald P. Schaefer; Francis O. Egbokhare (eds.)
Oral Tradition Narratives of the Emai People
This collection of seventy prose of narrative samples represents the
only published record of the oral tradition of the Emai people of south-
ern Nigeria. The narratives are presented in both Emai orthography
and English translation. They tend to portray everyday cultural prac-
tices of the Emai with human characters or their animal personification.
As such, they provide an initial glimpse of Emai cosmology, cultural
values and social norms as well as a firm impression of how Emai
grammatical resources function in spontaneous narrative discourse.
vol. 5 (2 vols.), 1999, 1288 pp., 97,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4030-1

Getie Gelaye
Peasants and the Ethiopian State
Agricultural Producers’ Cooperatives and their Reflections in
Amharic Oral Poetry. A Case Study in Yetnora, East Gojjam,
1975- 1991
Composing, reciting and improvising poetry is a common practice in
the Ethiopian countryside where an Amharic-based political communi-
cation culture provides a sophisticated medium for expressing intricate
ideas. Among the most interesting features of the Amharic language,
which is known for its poetic encoding of dissent, is its ambiguity. The
passion for speculative allusions and double-talk can be seen as a cen-
tral characteristic of the Ethiopian peasant-culture which plays with
innuendo and hidden meanings, without transgressing the boundaries of
formal norms for polite communication. An investigation of Ethiopia’s
recent agrarian reforms as reflected in Amharic oral poetry represents
an innovative approach which has yielded fascinating insights. Tak-
ing Yetnora Agricultural Producers’ Cooperative as an example, Getie
Gelaye provides a most informed and convincing account of peasant
attitudes as reflected in oral poetry.
vol. 7, 2001, 232 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4683-0

Jan Jansen
The Griot’s Craft
An Essay on Oral Tradition and Diplomacy
Griots, the West African traditional bards, have attracted scholarly at-
tention for decades because of their apparently infinite knowledge of
history and their positions as social mediators. Academic research has
thus focused on their verbal skills, their memory, their music and the
meaning of their texts. Their diplomatic skills as mediators, however,
have never been the object of systematic analysis. This book aims to
fill that lacuna by examining how griots deal with both social relation-
ships and the transfer of knowledge, thus illustrating why griots play
such an important role in Mande societies. Griots are more than mere
‘storytellers’ or ‘entertainers’. The subtle art of diplomatic mediation
in integral to their craft. Jan Jansenelaborates his ideas on the basis of

observations made during two years of research conducted among the
prestigious bards of Kela (Mali). By using an interactionist approach,
he demonstrates how griots create – both physically and metaphori-
cally – a space to work in, and how they shape social relations – for
which the creation of alleged historial texts is a prerequisite – through
which conflicts are communicated and subsequently resolved.
“Jansen is the first scholar to provide us with extensive insight into
‘jelikan’ (griot speech) as social practice and function. Jansen’s ar-
guments attack many long-accepted views of Mande oral tradition and
will undoubtedly raise controversy, but they are soundly based on ex-
tensive and sensitive fieldwork.”(Ralph A. Austen, Professor of African
History, University of Chicago)
vol. 8, 2000, 120 pp., 15,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4352-1

Getie Gelaye
Amharic Oral Poems of the Peasantry in East Gojjam
Text, Classification, Translation and Commentary
This book deals with the poetic traditions and performance of the peas-
ants of East Gojjam in Northwest Ethiopia and presents the major
genres of Amharic oral poetry in original and translation and com-
mentary in English. The study provides fieldwork strategies, method-
ological issues and a critical review of the contributions of European
and Ethiopian scholars to the study of Amharic oral poetry. It also
describes major performance occasions such as agricultural work par-
ties, religious festivals, weddings, funeral ceremonies, cattle herding
and local public gatherings where Amharic poems and songs are com-
posed, recited, sung and improvised. The study presents a total of
260 Amharic poems and songs classified under ten major categories:
war songs, heroic recitals, grievance poems, cattle herders’ and chil-
dren’s songs, wedding songs, work songs, religious songs, funeral po-
ems, praise poems of the patriots, and contemporary and historical po-
ems. Explanations and commentaries are also provided on local and
cultural expressions based on the social, cultural, religious, historical
and communicative contexts of the rural people and the interviews and
discussions conducted with selected informants and singers.
vol. 9, 2001, 160 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5223-7

Studies in Social and Ritual Morphology
edited by Prof. Daniel de Coppet (Paris), Prof. Bruce

Kapferer (University College, London), Dr. Jarich Oosten
(Leiden State University, Leiden) and Prof. Josephus

D. M. Platenkamp (Universität Münster)

Klaus Peter Köpping (ed.)
The Games of Gods and Man
Essays in Play and Performance
The problems of games and play, abasic ontological category of
thought and action, have long occupied culture historians like Huizinga
and Caillois as well as mainstream modern philosophers from Heideg-
ger to Gadamer. The present volume traces the concept of the ludic
in its generative as well as in its violent and destructive potential, and
relates the traditional concepts developed in particular by Romantic
aesthetics in drama and poetry to those developed in modern times in
literary genres by Bakhtin with the emphasis on the tropes of the per-
forming body. In the present collection of essays, the great variety of
theoretical frameworks is grounded in and connected to empirical data
on ritual processes and mythic structures across a wide spectrum of
ethnographic evidence. The collected essays connect notions of the lu-
dic as framed performance (proposed by Bateson and Goffman) with
the ludic as “free play” with the potential to possess the player, cross-
ing disciplinary boundaries and discourses from theatre-studies to an-
thropology. Forms of ritual processes, of mythic games and of cultural
reflexivity, together with intriguing and universal tropes of myth and
literature such as the figures of the trickster and the fool, are treated
in cross-cultural perspectives. These include Indian, Greek and Ger-
manic mythologies, Indian ritual dance and prophetic theatre plays in
Ancient Israel, Bushmen syncretic religious services, the diverse forms
of self-reflexive play among Brazilian Kayapo Indians, and the plays
and games among the inmates of concentration camps. The volume
should appeal to students of anthropology, of theatre and cultural stud-
ies, as well as to culture historians and philosophers concerned with
the interface between ritual and play, or player and audience, and the

larger issue of the rules of games and the freedom of the hermeneutic
interpretation of text through performances.
vol. 2, 1998, 312 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3467-0

Performances
Intercultural Studies in Ritual, Play and Theatre

edited by Christopher Balme, Klaus-Peter Köpping, Michael
Prager and Christoph Wulf

Klaus-Peter Köpping (ed.)
Encountering the Divine
Ludic Transformation in Myth and Ritual
vol. 3, Fall 2002, ca. 264 pp., ca. 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5695-x

Martin Gaenszle
Ancestral Voices
Oral Ritual Texts and their Social Contexts among the
Mewahang Rai of East Nepal
vol. 4, Fall 2002, ca. 368 pp., ca. 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5891-x

History and Theory of Anthropology
edited by Prof. Dr. Klaus-Peter Köpping (Universität

Heidelberg)

Klaus-Peter Köpping
Adolf Bastian and the Psychic Unity of Mankind
The Foundations of Anthropology in Nineteenth Century
Germany
Adolf Bastian mapped a programme for anthropological research in the
nineteenth century which is still accepted in the international schol-
arly community today, without the figure of its founder being known.
This is the first time that seminal pieces of the work of this much-
neglected scholar have been translated into English. Bastian had an
impact, directly and indirectly, on geography, psychology, comparative
religious studies, and ethnology in the twentieth century. The transla-
tion is preceded by a scholarly introduction, exploring the complexities
of nineteenth century developments in the sciences and humanities in
Germany, and tracing the rise of anthropological thinking within this
framework. The foundations of ethnology and ethnography on the Eu-
ropean Continent are extensively discussed in the light of predecessors,
as well as the emergence of diverse schools of the social sciences up to
an including structuralism, with the focus on Bastian.
vol. 1, Fall 2002, ca. 248 pp., ca. 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3989-3

Christoph Wulf
Anthropology of Education
Educational anthropology constitutes a new and important field of ed-
ucation. It deals with central educational concepts from an anthropo-
logical perspective. As historical and cultural anthropology it takes into
account the historicity and culturality of education.
The book focuses on major issues of education:
The Problem of Human Perfectibility an the Difficulty of Human
Change – Mimesis in Education, Culture and Anthropology – Global
and Intercultural Education – Educational Anthropology: A New Per-
spective on Education.
vol. 2, 2002, 184 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5681-x

Göttingen Studies in Ethnology
edited by the Institute for Ethnology at the Universität

Göttingen
Editorial Staff: Prof. Dr. Ulrich Braukämper and

Prof. Dr. Brigitta Hauser-Schäublin

Ulrich Braukämper
Islamic History and Culture in Southern Ethiopia
Collected Essays
Studies on Islam in Ethiopia have long been neglected although Islam
is the religious confession of almost half of the Ethiopiean population.
The essays focus on the following topics:
Islamic principalities in Southeast Ethiopia between the 13th and the
16th Centuries;
Medieval Muslim Survival as a Stimulating Factor in the Re-
Islamization of Southeastern Ethiopia;
The Sanctuary of Shaykh Husayn and the Oromo-Somali Connections
in Bale;
Notes on the Islamization and the Muslim Shrines of the Härär
Plateau;
The Islamization of the Arsi-Oromo.
The essays are based on the study of written records and on field re-
search in southern parts of the country carrid out during the first half
of the 1970s.
vol. 9, Fall 2002, ca. 208 pp., ca. 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5671-2

Contributions to African Studies
edited by the Institute for African Studies at the

Universität Bayreuth

Josef Gugler; Hans-Jürgen Lüsebrink; Jürgen Martini (eds.)
African Literature and Literary Theory
vol. 3, 1994, 192 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-693-3

John W. Curtis
Opportunity and Obligation in Nairobi
Social Networks and Differentiation in the Political Economy
of Kenya
vol. 6, 1995, 176 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-858-8

Chuma N. Himonga
Family and Succession Law in Zambia
vol. 7, 1995, 350 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2192-7

Mechthild Reh; Gudrun Ludwar-Ene (eds.)
Gender and Identity in Africa
vol. 8, 1995, 240 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2199-4
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Doris Schmied (ed.)
Changing Rural Structures in Tanzania
vol. 11, 1996, 260 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2407-1

Interethnic Relations and Cultural Change
Anthropological Contributions
to Socio-Cultural Dynamics

edited by Prof. Dr. Jürgen Jensen (Universität Hamburg)

Richard-Michael Diedrich
The Dragon Has Many Faces
Conceptualizations of Rural Communities in North Wales and
the Development of “Anthropology at Home” in Britain
vol. 4, 1993, 184 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-646-1

Saskia Wilhelms
Haitian and Dominican Sugarcane Workers in
Dominican Bateyes
Patterns and Effects of Prejudice, Stereotypes, and
Discrimination
vol. 19, 1994, 141 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2196-x

Maximilian Martin
Operation Cooperation
Discourses on Joint Ventures and Development
This book is an important contribution to our understanding of the
present process of globalization, the new geographies of power in the
making, and their academic representations. Operation Cooperation will
be indispensable to anyone interested in a poststructuralist approach to
economic anthropology.
vol. 28, 1997, 240 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3239-2

ASA Studies
Arbeits- und Studienaufenthalte in Afrika, Asien und

Lateinamerika
edited by Dr. Peter Müller-Rockstroh (ASA-Programm der Carl

Duisberg Gesellschaft e. V.

Denis Dressel; Jochen Neumann
The Long Road to Peace
Constructive Conflict Transformation in South Africa
Political dominance of the white minority in South Africa has been
abolished since the early nineties. But the road leading to a more
just society with equal chances for all, confronted with still existing
racism and harsh differences between rich and poor, still will be a
long one. Within the poles of societal transformation numerous con-
flicts occurr which can only be addressed in a comprehensive and long
term peace process. Denis Dressel and Jochen Neumann, sponsored
by ASA programme in 1997 for a three months field study term in
South Africa, explain in this book actual meaning and relevance of the
conflict topic and the different methods of conflict transformation, de-
veloped in South Africa by many actors of civil society and put into
practice by, amongst others, the National Commission on Truth and
Reconciliation, within youth education and schools, and in local com-
munities. In a case study the work of the ‘ Centre for Conflict Reso-
lution’ is described. The authors point out that agreements on national
level can not easily be transmitted to local actors. Those who are in-
volved directly in conflicts, have to develop themselves the ability of
reconciliation and the willingness for cooperation, in day-today local
contexts of their own.
vol. 35, 2001, 168 pp., 15,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4663-6

Medical Cultures in Comparison
edited by

Prof. Dr. Beatrix Pfleiderer (University of Hawai’i)
and Prof. Dr. Rolf Wirsing (Hochschule für Technik,

Wirtschaft und Sozialwesen Zittau/Görlitz)

Renate Schukies
Red Hat
Cheyenne Blue Sky Maker and Keeper of the Sacred Arrows
vol. 10, 1993, 452 pp., 22,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-585-6

APAD Bulletin
Editor:

Euro-African Association for the Anthropology
of Social Change and Development

Thomas Bierschenk; Pierre-Yves Le Meur (éds.)
Le développement négocié: courtiers, savoirs,
technologies / Negotiated Development: Brokers,
Knowledge, Technologies
vol. 12, 1997, 176 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3234-1

Geert Diemer (éd.)
Le développement négocié: courtiers, savoirs,
technologies (II) / Negotiated Development: Brokers,
Knowledge, Technologies (II)
vol. 13, 1997, 192 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3026-8

Bréhima Kassibo (éd.)
La décentralisation au
Mali: état des lieux / Decentralization in Mali: Current
Situation and Perspectives
vol. 14, 1998, 160 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3460-3

Nassirou Bako-Arifari; Pierre-Joseph Laurent (éds.)
Les dimensions sociales et économiques du
développement local et la décentralisation en Afrique
au Sud du Sahara / Social and Economic Dimensions
of Local Development and Decentralization in Sub-
Saharan Africa
vol. 15, 1998, 176 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3960-5

Giorgio Blundo; Roch Mongbo (éds.)
Décentralisation, pouvoirs sociaux et réseaux
sociaux / Decentralization, local-level politics, and social
networks
vol. 16, 1999, 216 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3972-9

Jean-Pierre Olivier de Sardan (ed.)
Anthropologie de la santé / Medical Anthropology
vol. 17, 1999, 184 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3973-7

Cornelius Bayie Kamanda (ed.)
Itinéraires de “déflatés” au Cameroun/Trajectories of
Cameroonian Laid-off Civil Servants
vol. 18, 2000, 136 pp., 12,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4796-9
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Abdou Salam Fall; Cheikh Guèye; Ibrahim Dia (eds.)
Les interactions rural-urbain: circulation et
mobilisation des ressources/Rural-urban interactions:
resources circulation and mobilisation
vol. 19, 2001, 160 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4797-7

Danielle de Lame (ed.)
Genre et développement/Gender and development
vol. 20, 2002, 208 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4798-5

Anthropology

Brigitta Benzing; Bernd Herrmann (Eds.)
Exploitation and Overexploitation in Societies Past
and Present
IUAES-Intercongress 2001 Goettingen
Human impact on landscape can be conceptualised in terms of socially
governed ecological systems. In the past the adaptive capacity of hu-
man cultural systems has been emphasised. Nowadays, a shift can be
recognised towards modified views. Resources are discussed as prereq-
uisites for establishing complex human societies. This includes also a
more biologically minded view from the standpoint of the humanities.
In such a view, human societal complexes can be understood as sys-
tems that manage energy and matters. The concept of social-metabolic
regimes has developed in such a context. Cultures, as seen within this
paradigm, are not undestood merely as autopoietic symbolic entities
but as results of an interaction of material prerequisites and emerging
social structures. One might dismiss this as an epistemiological shift,
part of the play of science with itself. But it remains unsolved so far
in terms of evolutionary theory if the ultimate goal of evolution is re-
productive sucess or accessibility to and optimising of energy resources.
It becomes increasingly evident that man-nature-relationships which
are strongly expressed in exploitation strategies will turn into the most
decisive issue for the forthcoming century.
vol. 4, Fall 2002, ca. 504 pp., ca. 45,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5654"2

Christoph Staewen
Ifa – African Gods Speak
The Oracle of the Yoruba in Nigeria
vol. 5, 1996, 280 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2813-1
Günther Schlee
Identities on the Move
Clanship and pastoralism in Northern Kenya (second edition
1994, first published in 1989). This is a title distributed by LIT
Verlag. The book was first published by Manchester University

Press in 1989. The distributed version is part of the second
edition published by GIDEON S. WERE PRESS, Nairobi,
Kenya in 1994.
vol. 7, 2000, 288 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4800-0

Matthias Mohr
Negotiating the Boundary
The Response of Kwa Mashu Zionists to a Volatile Political
Climate
During 22 months of fieldwork, the author observed how Zulu Zion-
ists in the township of Kwa Mashu, Durban, “walked the tightrope” in
order to maintain their identity as apolitical and peace loving christians.
“I consider it an original and extremely good account of most difficult
and indeed dangerous field research.” ...”... it is work of considerable
distinction ...” John Middleton, Professor of Anthropology and Reli-
gious Studies Emeritus, Yale University
“The thesis is an excellent account based upon able, meticulous and
very difficult field research and upon deep scholarly knowledges in
every chapter”J P Kiernan – Professor of Social Anthropology, Univer-
sity of Natal, Durban / South Africa.
vol. 8, 1997, 280 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3015-2

Anthropological Journal on European Cultures
Edited by Christian Giordano (Université de Fribourg);

Ina-Maria Greverus (Universität Frankfurt a. M.); Regina
Römhild (Frankfurt a. M.)

Ina-Maria Greverus; Christian Giordano; Regina Römhild (eds.)
Co-Editor: Arnd Schneider
Europe and Latin America
Contents:
Editorial Note; Eduardo P. ARCHETTI, The Hybridisation of Euro-
peans in the Worlds of Football and Polo in Argentina; Arnd SCHNEI-
DER, Refracted Identities: Argentine Images of Europe; Kristi Anne
ST LEN, Honour and Shame in the New World: Gender Relations
among Argentine Farmers; Gladys JOZAMI, Daniel BARGMAN &
Mirta BIALOGORSKI, Arabs, Jews and Koreans in Argentina: A Con-
temporary Perspective of Different Types of Social and Symbolic In-
sertion; Roberto GRÜN, Becoming White: Jews and Armenians in the
Brazilian Ethnic Mosaic; Giralda SEYFERTH, German Immigration and
the Formation of German-Brazilian Ethnicity; Massimo CANEVACCI,
The Euro-America The European Hybrid Codes in the City of São
Paulo
ISSN 0960-0604; Subscription Rates (for two issues a year): Institu-
tions 55 Sfr., Individuals 37 Sfr.
vol. 7 (1998) No. 2, 1999, 170 pp., 39,80€, pb., ISSN 0960-0604,
ISBN 3-8258-4163-4

Christian Giordano; Ina-Maria Greverus; Regina Römhild (eds.)
The Politics of Anthropology at Home I
Contents:
Editorial; Reginald BYRON, Ethnicity at the Limit: Ancestry and the
Politics of Multiculturalism in the United States; Ron CROCOMBE,
Bases for Belonging in Polynesia; Gheorghita GEANA, Enlarging the
Classical Paradigm. Romanian Experience in Doing Anthropology at
Home; Orvar LÖFGREN, Feeling at Home: The Politics and Practices
of National Belonging; Regina RÖMHILD, Home-Made Cleavages:
Ethnonational Discourse, Diasporization, and the Politics of German-
ness.
vol. 8 (1999) No. 1, 1999, 124 pp., 39,80€, pb., ISSN 0960-0604,
ISBN 3-8258-4324-6

Christian Giordano; Ina-Maria Greverus; Regina Römhild (eds.)
The Politics of Anthropology at Home II
Ina-Maria GREVERUS,Poetics within Politics – Towards an Anthro-
pology of the Own;Laënnec HURBON,Haitian Vodou, Church, State
and Anthropology;Slobodan NAUMOVIC,Identity Creator in Iden-
tity Crisis: Reflections on the Politics of Serbian Ethnology;Harriet
NGUBANE, Current Politics, Development Aims, and Anthropology in
Southern Africa;Valery A. TISHKOV, The Anthropology of Russian
Transformations;Iveta TODOROVA-PIRGOVA,“Native” Anthropol-
ogist – On the Bridge or at the Border;Ina-Maria GREVERUS &
Regina RÖMHILDThe Politics of Anthropology at Home – Some Final
Reflections
vol. 8 (1999) No. 2, 2000, 202 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISSN 0960-0604,
ISBN 3-8258-4336-x

Christian Giordano; Ina-Maria Greverus; Regina Römhild (eds.)
Britain Today
New Anthropological Perspectives. Guest Editor: Adrian Peace
Table of Contents:
Adrian Peace,Introduction; Michael Allen, From Ecstasy to Power:
Marian Apparitions in Contemporary Irish Catholicism; Andrew Daw-
son,The Poetics of Self-Depreciation: Images of Womanhood amongst
Elderly Women in an English Former Coal Mining Town; John Gray,
Rural Space in Scotland: From Rural Fundamentalism to Rural Devel-
opment; Charmaine McEachern,Representations of Rural Community at
the End of the Twentieth Century; Nigel Rapport,Signs of the Zodiac,
‘Biology’, Family History, Habitual Behaviour and Body Language:
Ways of Knowing Children in the English Village of Wanet, and Their
Liberal Implications.
vol. 9 (2000) No. 1, 2000, 144 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISSN 0960-0604,
ISBN 3-8258-5070-6

Ina-Maria Greverus; Regina Römhild (editors); Gisela Welz
(co-editor)
The Mediterraneans I
Transborder Movements and Diasporas
From the contents:
Dieter Haller (Comparative Social and Cultural Anthropology, Viadrina
University Frankfurt/Oder),Transcending Locality. The Diasporic Net-
work of Sephardic Jews in the Western Mediterranean;Eleftheria Delt-
sou (Social Anthropology, American College Thessaloniki),“Tourists”,
“Russian-Pontics” and “Native Greeks”: Identity Politics in a Vil-
lage in Northern Greece;Ruba Salih (Political Science, University of
Bologna),Transmigrants in Italy and Senegal; Bruno Riccio (Political
Science, University of Bologna),The Italian Construction of Immi-
gration: Sedentarist and Corporatist Narratives Facing Transnational
Migration in Emilia Romagna;Yiannis Papadakis (Social Anthropology,
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University of Cyprus),The Social Mapping of the Unknown: Managing
Uncertainty in a Mixed Borderline Cypriot Village.
vol. 9 (2000) No. 2, 2001, 120 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISSN 0960-0604,
ISBN 3-8258-5524-4
Ina-Maria Greverus; Regina Römhild (editors); Gisela Welz (co-
editor)
The Mediterraneans
Reworking the Past, Shaping the Present, Considering the Future
This collection of articles supplements the previous issue on “The
Mediterraneans. Transborder Movements and Diasporas” (vol. 9 (2000)
no. 2). Both publications resonate with a shift in how Mediterranean
cultures and societies are constructed in anthropological research and
discourse today. Anthropology finds itself challenged by forms of so-
cial life and experience that are neither wholly traditional nor unam-
biguously modern, by social actors who in their own practices and
attitudes are breaking down the divide between tradition and moder-
nity. We are studying cultures that we can no longer mistake for those
traditional communities whose invention anthropology was complicit
with. In dealing with this challenge, a potentially transnational dialogue
between anthropologists of various backgrounds has emerged - a dia-
logue that we especially hope to foster and support with this edition of
AJEC.
vol. 10, Fall 2002, 120 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISSN 0960-0604,
ISBN 3-8258-6114-7

Ina-Maria Greverus; Sharon Macdonald; Regina Römhild;
Gisela Welz; Helena Wulff (editors)
Shifting Grounds
Experiments in Doing Ethnography
vol. 11, Fall 2002, 208 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISSN 0960-0604,
ISBN 3-8258-6113-9

GEOGRAPHY

Economic Geography
edited by Prof. Dr. Wolf Gaebe, Prof. Dr. R. Grotz,
Prof. Dr. Helmuth Nuhn, Prof. Dr. Ludwig Schätzl

and Prof.̇Dr. Eike W. Schamp

Wolf Gaebe; Eike W. Schamp (Ed.)
Gateways to the European market: Case studies from
the Netherlands and Germany
vol. 4, 2., unv. Aufl. 1995, 150 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-986-x

Rolf Schlunze
Japanese Investment in Germany: a spatial perspective
vol. 11, 1996, 176 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3149-3

GEOARCHAEORHEIN
Editor: Wolfgang Schirmer

Wolfgang Schirmer (Editor)
Dunes and fossil soils
Dunes grow, change their shape and fade away. This book demon-
strates that the evolution of eolian sand and dunes is under control of
climatic change, permafrost, vegetational growth, soil formation and
human interference. The European sand belt spreads from the Nether-
lands through Germany and Poland into Russia as inland dune fields
up to a hight of several meters as well as large carpets of thin eolian
sand, the so-called coversand. This book illuminates the origin of this
enormous sand masses from their first traces during the Saalian glacia-
tion through the Weichselian glaciation up to present times. Periods of
strong eolian activity change with periods of dune stability. The inte-
rior of the dunes exhibits striking interruptions of eolian activity by a
large variety of fossil soils. The individual character of these soils al-
lows to interprete the eolian sand movements period by period through
the history of the last 150.000 years. All in all the book offers details
of modern research on dune sand as well as comprehensive chapters of
the recent state of knowledge on dune formation.
vol. 3, 2000, 200 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4606 7

Culture, Society, Environment
South Asian and Southeast Asian Studies

edited by Prof. Dr. Ulrike Müller-Böker &
Dr. Samuel Wälty

Thomas Meier
Mini Hydropower for Rural Development
A New Market-Oriented Approach to Maximize Electrification
Benefits. With Special Focus on Indonesia
Rural electrification enjoys high priority on Indonesia’s development
agenda. In remote villages located beyond the reach of national elec-
tricity grids, mini hydropower offers an environmentally friendly al-
ternative to decentralized electricity generation. Technical assistance
programs have successfully introduced mini hydro technology in de-
veloping countries but have often failed to attain sustainable plant op-
eration. Mini Hydropower for Rural Development - A New Market-
Oriented Approach to Maximize Electrification Benefits. With Special
Focus on Indonesiaprovides insight into the multifaceted conditions un-
der which village communities are struggling to keep systems running.
A new approach linking productive electricity use and mini hydro op-
eration is developed which incorporates experiences of market-oriented
approaches in small enterprise development. Village communities are
no longer left alone after the commissioning of the plants but are con-
tinuously provided need-oriented services. The study is exceptional in
that the approach is experimentally applied in an actual project involv-
ing a village-owned coffee roastery. It is shown that the new approach
not only contributes to a sustainable electricity supply but also to vil-
lage development.
vol. 4, 2001, 344 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5560-0

Rural Development in Africa, Asia, and Latin
America

edited by Prof. Dr. Heinz-Ulrich Thimm (Universität
Gießen)

Johnny Mugisha
The Impact of Structural Adjustment Policies and
External Market Effects on Ugandan Agricultural
Economy: A Computable General Equilibrium
Analysis
vol. 61, 1999, 206 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3779-3

Milan Adhikary
Resource Allocation in the Agricultural Sector in
Nepal: Analysis and Impact of Policies
vol. 63, Fall 2002, ca. 267 pp., ca. 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3781-5

Geography

Tesfaye Tafesse
The Nile Question: Hydropolitics, Legal Wrangling,
Modus Vivendi and Perspectives
I recommend Dr. Tafesse’s book to all readers who wish to understand
the hydropolitical intricacies, legal debates and cooperative endeav-
ors that have enveloped the Nile Basin. His comparative analysis with
some other transboundary river basins in the Third World also makes
the book relevant and worth reading to others who have an interest in
water geopolitics.
Prof. Dr. H.-J. Wenzel, Director, Institute for Migration Research and
Intercultural Studies (IMIS) and staff member of the Department of
Geography at the University of Osnabrück.
vol. 11, 2001, 176 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5630-5

HISTORY

WORLD HISTORY

Periplus Parerga
edited by Dietmar Rothermund

Jap de Moor; Dietmar Rothermund (Eds.)
Land Laws and Land Use in Modern Colonial Societies
vol. 2, 1995, 200 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2097-1

Henriette Bugge; Joan Pau Rubiés (Eds.)
Shifting Cultures
Interaction and Discourse in the Expansion of Europe
vol. 4, 1995, 232 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2614-7

Pius Malekandathil
The Germans, the Portuguese and India
German merchants emerged as influential commercial partners of the
Portuguese in the 16th Century. The trade in spices and precious met-
als was not the only line pursued by them in India, they also collected
precious stones and ventured far into the interior of the country. The
present study illustrates these activities which have so far not received
adequate attention. Moreover, not all of the Germans coming to India
were merchants, there were also many soldiers, among them artillerists
(bombardeiros) who had skills to offer which had obviously not yet
been acquired by the Portuguese military. The news about India which

German merchants and soldiers conveyed to their home country con-
tributed to the increase of German knowledge of the world.
vol. 6, 1999, 148 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4350-5

The GDR and the Third World
edited by Ulrich van der Heyden

Brigitte H. Schulz
Development Policy in the Cold War Era
The Two Germanies and Sub-Saharan Africa, 1960 – 1985
vol. 3, 1995, 250 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2148-x

Studies in North American History,
Politics and Society

edited by
Willi Paul Adams and Knud Krakau

(Freie Universität Berlin),
Norbert Finzsch (Universität Hamburg)
and Rolf Meyn (Universität Rostock)

Knud Krakau (Ed.)
The American Nation – National Identity –
Nationalism
vol. 1, 1997, 352 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2857-3

Fabienne C. Quennet
Where ‘Indians’ Fear to Tread?
A Postmodern Reading of Louise Erdrich’s North Dakota
Quartet
The two fields of contemporary Native American literature and cul-
ture exist in the tension between two literary traditions: the Native oral
and literary tradition and the modern Western mainstream literary in-
fluence. In her North Dakota quartetLove Medicine(1984),The Beet
Queen(1986), Tracks(1988), The Bingo Palace(1994), Native Amer-
ican mixedblood author, Louise Erdrich (b. 1954) exemplifies where
and how these traditions meet and interact. A postmodern reading of
the quartet shows that Native American authors and literary critics alike
need not be afraid to tread into postmodernism, since an interpretation
from this perspective opens up the possibility of freeing Native Amer-
ican literature from the limiting label of “ethnic or minority literature”
and of establishing it as a vital part of American literature.
This postmodern interpretation of Louise Erdrich’s quartet offers a dis-
cussion of the theoretical issues involved in the context of ethnic writ-
ing and its relation to postmodernism, as well as an analysis of her
intricate narrative strategies, in particular, her use of multiple perspec-
tives and of intertextual techniques. The main part of the interpretation
consists of a reading of postmodernconcepts such as magical realism,
carnivalesque humor, the relationship between reader and text, gen-
der roles and sexual identities, history and textuality, the trickster fig-
ure, and games and chance as can be found in Louise Erdrich’s North
Dakota quartet.
vol. 18, 2001, 256 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5598-8

Jörg Behrendt
Homosexuality in the Work of Gore Vidal
Since his first novel with a homosexual topic,The City and the Pillar,
appeared in 1948, Gore Vidal has been seen as anenfant terribleof
American letters. Through his ongoing writing career, he has examined
(homo)sexuality in the context of cultural, religious and socio- political
developments, so that it is fascinating to revisit his critical, sometimes
cynical and always wittily presented ideas which were formed at a
time when Gay Liberation, Gay Literature and Gay Identity were still
unheard of and to discover the meaning these ideas still hold for us
today.
vol. 19, Fall 2002, ca. 200 pp., ca. 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5646-1

North American Studies
edited by Norbert Finzsch (Universität Hamburg) and

Rolf Meyn (Universität Rostock)

Maria Moss
We’ve Been Here Before
Women in Creation Myths and Contemporary Literature of the
Native American Southwest
vol. 1, 1993, 344 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-928-2

Thomas Goebel
The Children of Athena
Chicago Professionals and the Creation of a Credentialed
Society, 1870 – 1920
vol. 7, 1996, 384 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2787-9

Contributions to the Studies in Culture and
Society of the USA, Canada and the Caribbean

edited by Prof. Dr. Berndt Ostendorf
(Universität München)

Götz-Dietrich Opitz
The Haitian Refugee Crisis, 1991 – 1994:
Transnationalism and State Politics
vol. 2, Fall 2002, ca. 240 pp., ca. 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4544-3
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Studies in African History
edited by

Helmut Bley, Leonhard Harding and Albert Wirz

Helmut Bley
Namibia under German Rule
This is the first paperback edition of the book which originally
appeared under the title “South-West Africa Under German
Rule”. With a new introduction by the author
vol. 5, 1997, 352 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-225-3

Achim von Oppen
Terms of Trade and Terms of Trust
The history and contexts of pre-colonial market production
around the Upper Zambezi and Kasai
vol. 6, 1993, 488 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-246-6

Sybille Küster
Neither Cultural Imperialism Nor Precious Gift of
Civilization
African Education in Colonial Zimbabwe 1890 – 1962
vol. 8, 1994, 248 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-837-5

Juhani Koponen
Development for Exploitation
German Colonial Policies in Mainland Tanzania, 1884 – 1914
vol. 10, 1995, 752 pp., 45,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2006-8

Gwyn Campbell
The Rise and Fall of the Merina Empire
An economic history of Imperial Madagascar, 1750 – 1895
This is the first economic history of Madagascar, the “Great African Is-
land”, larger than France, Belgium and the Netherlands together. Based
on pioneering research in European, American and African archives,
the work analyses the economic basis for the rise and fall of the in-
digenous Merina empire, 1750–1895. The Merina rejected French and
British influence and adopted autarkic policies central to which were an
industrial experiment unique in Africa and comtemporaneous (1826–61)
with many western industrial projects, and the subjection of other peo-
ples of the island to Merina imperial sway. The book examines why
such policies failed and how this contributed to the French takeover in
1895. It also examines the importance of Madagascar in regional trade.
Of particular note is the role of island, again unique in Africa, as a
major importer as well as exporter of slaves. The first work to em-
phasise Madagascar’s importance to the regional economy of East and
South East Africa, this volume will be of major interest to historians of
that region, as well as to Africanists in general.
vol. 12, Fall 2002, ca. 420 pp., ca. 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2128-5

Axel Harneit-Sievers; Jones O. Ahazuem;
Sydney Emezue (eds.)
A Social History of the Nigerian Civil War
Perspectives from Below
vol. 17, 1998, 256 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3018-7

Sybille Küster
African Education in Colonial Zimbabwe, Zambia
and Malawi
Government Control, Settler Antagonism and African Agency,
1890–1964
vol. 23, 1999, 384 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3970-2

Kirsten Rüther
The Power Beyond
Mission Strategies, African Conversion and the Development of
a Christian Culture in the Transvaal
During the nineteenth century pietistic missionaries from the Hermanns-
burg and Berlin Mission Societies established more than fifty mission
stations among the Sotho and the Tswana throughout the Transvaal.
These mission stations became centres of social and religious interac-
tion. On the mission stations Christianity and the world views compat-
ible with it gradually took root among a growing number of converts
while, at the same time, missionaries’ families adapted to settler soci-
ety.
For most of the period under review, formal conversions to Christianity
remained small in number, yet Christian values and institutions became
prevalent features among African societies long before Christianity
emerged as a majority belief in its new surroundings. Missionary evan-
gelical strategies and African conversions to Christianity were tested
in the context of South African colonial politics and economic trans-
formations. While in the Transvaal Christianity offered little scope for
explicit political opposition, it opened up major fields of cultural in-
novation which, in due time, became the basis for new articulations of
African social aspirations.
This study explores a mine of unpublished information Hermannsburg
and Berlin mission archives provide. It attempts to prove that the detail
we can build on Africans’ experiences with Christianity is considerable
if we carefully browse the riches of the mission archives.
vol. 26, 2001, 344 pp., 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4773-x

Ludger Wimmelbücker
Kilimanjaro – A Regional History
Vol 1 – Production and Living Conditions: c. 1800 – 1920
This socio-economic history focuses on the agricultural population of
an East African region characterized by a high environmental diversity.
It demonstrates the crucial importance of the local agency in the shap-
ing of living conditions during the transition from the upswing of the
trans-regional trade in the late precolonial period to the beginnings of
colonial development.
Winner of the Walter Markov Award for Historical Studies 2001 of the
Institute for Cultural and World History in Leipzig.
vol. 29, Fall 2002, ca. 536 pp., ca. 41,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-5846-4

Giacomo Macola
The Kingdom of Kazembe
History and Politics in North-Eastern Zambia and Katanga to
1950
This is the first full-length history of the kingdom of Kazembe, one of
the principal and most enduring component of the Lunda ‘common-
wealth’. Unlike many kindred monographs, the book examines both the
pre-colonial and the colonial trajectories of the eastern Lunda kingdom.
This innovative approach reflects awareness of the pliability of histor-
ical consciousness and the extent to which oral sources were moulded
by the colonial context.
vol. 30, 2002, 328 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5997-5

EUROPEAN HISTORY

Medieval History

Vita regularis
edited by Prof. Dr. Gert Melville
(Technische Universität Dresden)

Anette Kehnel
Clonmacnois – the Church and Lands of St. Ciarán
Change and Continuity in an Irish Monastic Foundation (6th to
16th Century)
Clonmacnois was one of the main ecclesiastical centres in early Chris-
tian Ireland. Yet no comprehensive work has hitherto been published
which examines its history as an institution of religious, social and
economic life. This book undertakes a detailed analysis of Clonmac-
nois before and during the age of reform and assesses possible rea-
sons for its subsequent decline as an ecclesiastical centre. It traces the
history of the former lay-ecclesiastical aristocracy down to the later
Middle Ages, and, using previously neglected evidence surviving in
seventeenth-century transcripts, sets out to reconstruct the extent of the
former monastic lands.
vol. 8, 1998, 368 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3442-5

European Research on the Middle Ages
edited by Prof. Dr. Natalie Fryde (TU Darmstadt) and
Prof. Dr. Michael Gelting (Universität Kopenhagen)

Natalie Fryde
Why Magna Carta?
Angevin England revisited
This book suggests that Magna Carta was not simply the product of the
evil rule of King John but the culmination of unease with the Angevin
government which went back to the reign of Henry II. It analyses the
reasons for this unease, the expressions of discontent and the ways
which the Angevins dealt with them. Royal opponents who, early on,
began looking favourably to the Capetian court are also discussed as
are the methods which the Capetian kings of France used to exploit the
situation to their best advantage.
vol. 1, 2001, 272 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5657-7

Modern History

Research on Modern History
edited by Prof. Dr. Peter Krüger and Prof. Dr. Dr. h. c.

Klaus Malettke

Peter Krüger; Paul W. Schröder (Eds.) in cooperation with
Katja Wüstenbecker�
“The Transformation of European Politics,
1763 – 1848”

Episode or Model in Modern History?
This book takes up a question raised about the nature of the European
international system in the late eighteenth-early nineteenth centuries
by Paul W. Schroeder’s pathbreaking and controversial work, “The
Transformation of European Politics, 1763 – 1848” (1994). Schroeder’s
central claim was that the European states system underwent a fun-
damental transformation in the revolutionary, Napoleonic, and Vienna
eras from a system of competitive, conflictual power politics based
purely on a shifting balance of power to a more consensual, stable, and
peaceful set of relations based on legality, acknowledged rights and
obligations, and shared norms. The contributors to this volume, while
examining this claim, primarily extend the debate to the entire history
of European and world international politics from the early seventeenth
century to the present.
If this transformation was real, they ask, was it only a temporary
episode, or does it represent an example of other transformations or
structural changes in international politics over the centuries down to
the present day, and a possible model for change in the future?
vol. 5, Fall 2002, ca. 408 pp., ca. 35,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-6121-x

Studies in East European History
edited by Prof. Dr. Hans Hecker (Düsseldorf), Prof. Dr.
Frank Kämpfer and Prof. Dr. Lothar Maier (Münster)

Hans Georg Peyerle
Journey to Moscow
Beschreibung der moßcouitterischen Rayß, Welche ich Hanns
Georg Peyerle von Augspurg mit herrn Andreasen Nathan und
Matheo Bernhardt Manlichen dem Jüngern, Ady 19 Marty Ao
1606 von Crachaw aus, angefangen, und was wir wahrhafftiges
gehört, gesehen, und erfahren, alles aufs khürzest beschriben,
bis zue unserer Gott lob wider dahin ankunft den 15 Decembris
Anno 1608. Edited, translated and annotated by G. Edward
Orchard
Hans Georg Peyerle was an Augsburg jewel merchant allured to
Moscow by the prospect of handsome profits on the occasion of the
False Dmitry’s marriage to Maryna Mniszech in May 1606. Instead he
was caught up in the bloody events following the overthrow of the pre-
tender and spent the next nineteen months as a virtual prisoner in the
compound of the Polish ambassadors.
Peyerle has left us a detailed account of his ordeal, including rare re-
portage of the diplomatic exchanges between the ambassadors and the
new government of Tsar Vasily Ivanovich Shuisky.
vol. 5, 1997, 184 pp., 24,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-3415-8

Manfred Hildermeier�
The Russian Socialist Revolutionary Party Before the
First World War
The Socialist Revolutionary Party played an important role in the his-
tory of the Russian revolutionary movement. The author seeks to ex-
plain why this party—which continued the tradition of the 1870s—did
not ultimately prevail in an agrarian country like the Tsarist empire.
Using a wealth of printed sources and, for the first time, drawing upon
materials from the archive of the Central Committee of the PSR, this
study provides a detailed analysis of the theoretical foundations of the
party as well as its organisational structure and political practice during
the first Russian Revolution.
vol. 7, 2000, 392 pp., 65,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-4259-2

Christian Raitz von Frentz�
A Lesson Forgotten
Minority Protection under the League of Nations. The Case of
the German Minority in Poland, 1920 – 1934
“The problem of how to protect minorities is an old one which has
lost none of its relevance. This impressive study of the [MPS] of the
League of Nations in relation to the German minority in Poland illu-
minates a classic example of the problem: the conflict between a new
nation state and a previously powerful minority supported by an outside
power, and at another level the conflict between a sovereign state and
an international organization charged with upholding minority rights.
Dr. Frentz has made use of the extensive collection of minority petitions
from the League of Nations’ archive to produce an account that is both
balanced and absorbing.”
Jonathan R. C. Wright, Christ Church, University of Oxford
“With Europe once again seeing a revival of intense ethnic conflict, this
is a very timely and welcome book. Based on very thorough research,
it addresses many of the key issues raised by minority problems today
and provides a shrewd assessment of the complexities involved in solv-
ing them. It ought to be required reading for members of international
agencies involved in the Balkan crisis.
Jeremy D. Noakes, University of Exeter
vol. 8, 2000, 312 pp., 40,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-4472-2

Studies in Intelligence History
edited by Wolfgang Krieger, Shlomo Shpiro and Michael

Wala

Cees Wiebes
Intelligence and the War in Bosnia
1992 – 1995
In 1993 a combination of humanitarian motivation and political am-
bitions led the Dutch cabinet to make an Air Mobile Battalion avail-
able for the UNPROFOR mission in Bosnia. This took place amid
wide political and media support and without a proper analysis of the
far-reaching consequences beforehand. These were among the factors
which led to Dutchbat being destined for Srebrenica, which had been
turned down by other countries with arguments to back up their re-
fusal, and being given the task of keeping the peace in a so-called
’safe’ area where there was no peace. By playing down the possible
risks of the behavior of the warring parties so much, a large circle of
those involved in this policy, and in particular its advocates, took on a
large responsibility for an ill-conceived and virtually impossible mis-
sion. This is the conclusion reached by the Netherlands Institute for
War Documentation (NIOD) in the report which forms the basis for
this book.
vol. 1, Fall 2002, ca. 488 pp., ca. 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-6347-6
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Journal of Intelligence History
(formerly IIHSG Newsletter)

published by the International Intelligence History Study Group
Editor: Michael Wala (Universität zu Köln/St. Olaf College)

vol. 1, Fall 2002, 488 pp., 2 vols/year, ca. 104 pp each, single copy ca.
20,90€, subscription: 25,00€/2 vol€, pb., ISSN 3-8258-6347-6

Accomodation – Self-Assertion – Resistance

Helmuth Stoecker
Socialism with Deficits
An academic life in the German Democratic Republic. Edited
from the private papers by Holger Stoecker
Helmuth Stoecker was born in 1920 into a communist family in Berlin.
In 1933 he had to emigrate to Great Britain after his father’s arrest-
ment by the Nazis. After his return in 1947 he started an academic
career as historian at the Humboldt University in East Berlin. In the
following years he became an important authority in the fields of Ger-
man colonial history and African history. After German reunification
and shortly before his death in 1994, Stoecker wrote down his impres-
sions on academia. He attempted to explain his point of view of the
rise and fall of socialism in the GDR. The book offers an insight view
of the academic life as well as private thoughts on everyday life in the
GDR.
vol. 14, 2000, 136 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3990-7

History

Christian Gellinek
Northwest Germany in Northeast America
Immigration Waves from Central Europe and their
Reverberations until Today. Essays in preparation of the 400
Year Celebration in A. D. 2007
vol. 13, 1997, 168 pp., 20,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-3265-1

Peter Banaschak
Worthy Ancestors and Succession to the Throne
On the Office Ranks of the King’s Ancestors in Early Silla
Society
vol. 19, 1998, 80 pp., 12,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3453-0

Abdel-Rahman Abdalla
Sudan
Integration or Disintegration?
This is an authoritative book about Sudan’s politics of conflict and gov-
ernance, conveying a clear picture of the challenges facing the country
and its people. But, in the long absence of conflict resolution, the au-
thor offers the insights of an experienced civil servant, politician and
development practitioner. His account is remarkable in that it deals
with the important issues of peace, administration and development.
The book is essential reading for anyone who wants to understand Su-
dan’s background, potential and problems, as well as its desperate need
for reconciliation and progress.
vol. 35, 2001, 202 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5467-1

Edmund Spevack
Allied Control and German Freedom
American Political and Ideological Influences on the Framing
of the West German Basic Law (Grundgesetz)
Although there is a virtual consensus among historians, political scien-
tists, and legal scholars that the West German Basic Law (Grundgesetz)
has been one of the great successes of recent European constitutional
history, providing many decades of stability and the rule of law, a pub-
lic myth, in effect ever since 1949, holds that it was a totally indige-
nous German achievement. Although attention has been paid to the
overall role of the Allies in Germany between the end of World War II
in 1945 and the ratification of the Basic Law in 1949, the present study
is the first book-length attempt to describe and evaluate the specific
political and ideological influences, direct and indirect, of the United
States on the origins, development, and implementation of the Basic
Law. It presents and analyzes American and German policies and per-
sonalities, parties and programs, and their interplay in the intriguing
and subtle process of constitution-making.
vol. 36, 2001, 592 pp., 40,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-5534-1

Monographs

G. Jan Colijn; Marcia Sachs Littell (Hrsg.)
From Prejudice to Destruction
Western Civilization in the Shadow of Auschwitz. Selected
Papers of the 1994 Conference “Remembering for the Future
II”, Berlin: 13 – 17 March 1994. English language volume
1996, 250 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2700-3

School of Slavonic and East European Studies
University of London

Peter J. S. Duncan; Martyn Rady (Eds.)
Towards a New Community
Culture and Politics in Post-Totalitarian Europe
1993, 220 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-39473-590-2

CULTURAL STUDIES

History of Fine Arts

Alexander Peter Bell
Didactic Narration: Jataka Iconography in Dunhuang
with a Catalogue of Jataka Representations in China
vol. 69, 2002, 168 pp., 25,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-5134-6

Discursive Productions
Text, Culture, Society

edited by Prof. Dr. Bernd-Peter Lange and Prof. Dr. Fritz
Schütze (Universität Magdeburg)

Johannes Angermüller; Katharina Bunzmann ;
Christina Rauch (Ed.)
Hybrid Spaces
Theory, Culture, Economy
The contributions to this volume reflect the growing exchange between
the humanities and the social sciences regarding issues of space and
hybridity. The recent emphasis on theory in the humanities has trans-
formed the world into a text. Meanwhile, social and political concerns
have increasing influence on how we interpret meaning. The topics
discussed in this volume include theories of space and politics, global
transformations in the realms of culture, society, and economy, and the
changing landscapes of l iterature, the mass media and popular cul-
ture.
vol. 2, 2000, 208 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4903-1

Martin Nonhoff; Katharina Bunzmann;
Johannes Angermüller (Eds)
PostModern Productions
This collection of essays interrogates the processes of production and
commodification. Writing from a diverse range of perspectives, the au-
thors explore issues of political, cultural and academic production in a
postmodern context. These essays trace the ways in which we produce
our material life, culture, literature and architecture. The authors ex-
plore how these link up to questions of collective image and identity.
vol. 3, 2001, 176 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5762-x

African Studies Centre
(Leiden, The Netherlands)

Piet Konings
Unilever Estates in Crisis and the Power of
Organizations in Cameroon
1998, 160 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3530-8

E. Adriaan B. van Rouveroy van Nieuwaal;
Rijk van Dijk (eds.)
African Chieftaincy in a New Socio-Political Landscape
Contents:Chieftancy in Africa: Three Facets of a Hybrid Role,
E.Adriaan B. van Rouveroy van Nieuwaal;The Elusive Chief: Author-
ity and Leadership in Surma Society (Ethiopia),Jan Abbink;Modern
Local Administration and Traditional Authority in Zaire. Duality or
unity? An inquiry in the Kuvu,Dirk Beke; Nkoya Royal Chiefs and the
Kazanga Cultural Association in Western Central Zambia today – Re-
silience, Decline or Folklorisation?,Wim van Binsbergen;Traditional
Chiefs and Modern Land Tenure Law in Niger,Christian Lund/Gerti
Hesseling;“One Chief, One Vote”: The Revival of Traditional Author-
ities in Post-Apartheid South Africa,Ineke van Kessel/Barbara Oomen;
The “Anglophone Problem” and Chieftaincy in Anglophone Cameroon,
Piet Konings;Primus Inter Pares: Ideology or Praxis? A historical
analysis of chieftaincy in Jamaican Maroon societies,Werner Zips.
1999, 256 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3549-9

Jan Hoorweg; Dick Foeken; R. A. Obudho (eds.)
Kenya Coast Handbook
Culture, resources and development in the East African littoral.
With a Preface by Prof. Ali A. Mazrui
The Kenya Coast poses a development enigma in more than one way.
Historically it was part of the Indian Ocean world and its economy.
With the coming of colonial rule and later nationhood, the political and
economic allegiances inevitably changed. Economic and political power
shifted to the centre of Kenya.
The coastal region is not richly endowed in natural resources but it has
economic lynchpins in the port of Mombasa which serves Kenya and
other East African countries, the tourism industry which has great po-
tential and which flourished in previous decades but has recently shown
a steep decline, and agriculture which so far serves mainly as a means

of subsistence for large parts of the local population. Despite this po-
tential the region finds itself in a marginal position.
This book traces the causes behind this situation and analyses it from
different angles - political, economical and social. Authors from very
different disciplines review resources, economy, people and history as
well as the development potential and existing development limitations.
The latter consist not only of infrastructural and human constraints but
also of fragile coastal ecosystems, such as coral reefs, beaches and
mangrove forests, that easily suffer from environmental degradation.
This handbook, with a preface by Ali A. Mazrui, is an indispensable
tool for anyone with a professional interest in the East African Coast.
The book contains 26 chapters divided over 6 sections: Introduction,
General background, People and history, Economic resources, Human
resources, and Development issues. The book also contains a large
bibliography and statistical information.
2000, 560 pp., 51,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-3937-0

Aberra Jembere
An Introduction to the Legal History of Ethiopia
1434 – 1974
The book is the first English-language overview of the history of
Ethiopian law and describes the main features of its unique develop-
ment on the basis of indigenous customary law and Roman-Byzantine
law traditions. The study also pays attention to the processes of cod-
ification of laws and modernization of the judicial system, undertaken
in the reign of Emperor Haile Sellassie (1930 – 1974), and to matters of
procedural and court justice. Throughout the book, topics and domains
for further research are identified.
2001, 336 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4776-4

Thera Rasing
The Bush Burnt, the Stones Remain
Female initiation rites in urban Zambia
Female initiation rites appear to be at odds with westernized urban so-
ciety in present-day Zambia. This book offers an interpretation of the
relevance of female initiation rites in an urban setting among today’s
‘modern’ Christian women.
Female initiation rites are linked to gender relations. In this book
changes in gender relations during the last few centuries and decades
are examined on a socio-economic, religious and political level. De-
spite these changes, initiation rites remain of remarkable significance to
women.
2001, 358 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5611-9

BUNKA
Tuebingen intercultural and linguistic studies on Japan

edited by Klaus Antoni and Viktoria Eschbach-Szabo
(Universität Tübingen)

Michael Wachutka
Historical Reality or Metaphoric Expression?
Culturally formed contrasts in Karl Florenz’ and lida Takesato’s
interpretations of Japanese mythology
Historical Reality or Metaphoric Expression?elucidates the differing
interpretations on Japanese mythology by the German philologist and
historian Karl Florenz (1865 – 1939) and the JapanesekokugakushaIida
Takesato (1828 – 1900) at the end of the 19th century.
Iida in his Nihonshoki-ts¯ushakuand Florenz in hisJapanische Mytholo-
gie approached a comparable endeavor from very different vantage
points. It is shown how their distinct cultural formation, their education
and upbringing within unlike academic discourses, and their life within
a variety of intellectual, social and political milieus formed their differ-
ent scholarly outlook and methodology in interpreting and commenting
on theNihongi-myths.
Comparing both scholars, their work and their mutual relation, we can
find a very interesting interaction of cultural and scholarly traditions.
Based on translations of both works, this study juxtaposes Iida’s ‘emic’
inner view on Japanese mythology with the ‘etic’ outside view of Flo-
renz, and at the same time provides the first portrayal of life and work
of these two eminent scholars in English.
vol. 1, 2001, 224 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5239-3

Klaus Antoni; Hiroshi Kubota; Johann Nawrocki;
Michael Wachutka (eds.)
Religion and National Identity in the Japanese Context
The subject ofReligion and National Identity in the Japanese Context
focuses upon the relationship between religion and socio-cultural or
socio-political aspects in the history of religions in Japan.
Religious and ideological justifications in the course of forming a po-
litical and national identity, and the mutual relation between political,
national and cultural issues can be noticed in every region of the world
before the onset of secularization processes, but also in modern nation-
states today. In Japan as well, just like in most modern societies, po-
litical, cultural and religious elements are closely interrelated. In a
comparative approach the sixteen papers in this volume elucidate the
intellectual undercurrent in Japanese history of putting positive perspec-
tives on national achievements and cultural-religious uniqueness into
service of establishing and refurbishing a national identity.
vol. 5, 2002, 304 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-6043-4

THEOLOGY

Religion – History – Society
edited by Johann Baptist Metz (Münster/Wien),

Johann Reikerstorfer (Wien)
and Jürgen Werbick (Münster)

Maureen Junker-Kenny (ed.)
Memory, Narrativity, Self and the Challenge to Think
God
The Reception within Theology of the Recent Work of Paul
Ricoeur
The focus of his theological reception is in Christian Ethics where his
categories are seen as most fruitful in conceptualizing relationships
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between biographical, moral and religious identity. The concept of nar-
rativity as mediating between the normative ethics of the Kantian tra-
dition and the ethics of striving or virtue ethics of the Neoaristotelians,
Hille Haker’s contribution explores this theme. In Systematic Theology,
Werner Jeanrond and Janet Soskice discuss Ricoeur in the context of
the hermeneutics of revelation and of prior attempts of “naming God”
by Christian thinkers such as Augustine. Christoph Mandry shows from
the perspective of Philosophical or Foundational Theology how Ricoeur
is inclined to deny the challenge not simply to proclaim God but also
to think the concept of God in the history of the dialectic between the
human self and God within Continental European philosophy. In Prac-
tical Theology, John van den Hengel outlines Ricoeur’s contribution to
a theory of Christian praxis.
vol. 17, Fall 2002, ca. 200 pp., ca. 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4930-9

K. Hannah Holtschneider
German Protestants Remember the Holocaust
Theology and the Construction of Collective Memory
Drawing on the methodology of collective memory this dissertation
analyses representations of the Holocaust and Jews in three Ger-
man Protestant theological texts (Rheinischer Synodalbeschluss 1980,
F.-W. Marquardt’s Von Elend und Heimsuchung der Theologie and
B. Jüngst’s Auf der Seite des Todes das Leben). The analysis of these
texts is informed by the development of narratives of collective mem-
ory of the Holocaust in German society in the 1980s and 1990s (the
miniseries Holocaust and Heimat, the Bitburg Controversy, the His-
torikerstreit and the Goldhagen Controversy) and by the study of gen-
erational transmission of Holocaust memory in the third generation of
non-Jewish Germans. In particular, the paradigms generated by Chris-
tian reflection on the Holocaust and Jews and their consequences for
current Christian-Jewish relations in Germany are addressed. The the-
ological narrative of this study becomes increasingly complex through
the inclusion of social and generational issues of Holocaust remem-
brance in Germany.
vol. 24, 2001, 232 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5539-2

Heyendaal Institute Edition.
Interdisciplinary Research on Religion, Science

and Culture
Section A – Humanities

edited by Prof. Dr. Hermann Häring (Universität Nijmegen)

Jonneke Bekkenkamp; Sander van Maas; Desirée Majoor;
Markha Valenta (eds.)
Missing Links
Arts, Religion and Reality
Are there “missing links”, links that are “easy to miss” between art and
religion and between the ways in which they respond to or partake of
reality? The hypothesis of this anthology is that these in fact do ex-
ist and its authors explore these links on the basis of a specific text
or oeuvre, a specific artwork or exhibition. Following an introductory
essay exploring the discussion on relating art and religion, there are
artides on Jannis Kounellis and Andrew Forster, on plays by William
Shakespeare, Gerard Jan Rijnders and Anny van Hoof, on an exhibition
curated by Julia Kristeva. There is an analysis of a novel by Frederic
Buechner and one of the autobiographical writings of Dorothy Day.
Poems of M. Vasalis and Judith Herzberg are considered, along with the
music of Olivier Messiaen and Plato’s dialogue ‘Sophist’.
vol. 1, 2000, 208 pp., 15,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5014-5

Tillich Studies
edited by Prof. Dr. Dr. Werner Schüßler (Trier) and

Prof. Dr. Erdmann Sturm (Münster) in cooperation with
the Deutsche Paul-Tillich-Gesellschaft

A. James Reimer
Paul Tillich: Theologian of Nature, Culture and
Politics
vol. 6, Fall 2002, ca. 248 pp., ca. 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5264-4

Studies in Tradition Theory
edited by Prof. Dr. Siegfried Wiedenhofer (Universität

Frankfurt)

Siegfried Wiedenhofer (Editor)
Tradition and Theories of Tradition
An International Discussion
vol. 2, Fall 2002, ca. 540 pp., ca. 45,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5183-4

Theological Gender-Studies in Europe
edited by Prof. Dr. Hedwig Meyer-Wilmes (Nijmegen)

and Prof. Dr. Marie-Theres Wacker (Münster)

Maaike de Haardt; Anne-Marie Korte (eds.)
Common Bodies
Everyday Practices, Gender and Religion
The gendered body in its common, everyday activities and references is
the central focus of this book. Recognizing the highly abstract and of-
ten ‘disembodied’ character of contemporary discussions on ‘the body’
in relation to gender, subjectivity and discourse, the authors of this an-
thology start their inquiries at a more mundane level by studying ‘com-
mon bodies’: human bodies and bodily practices in daily situations of
(domestic) work and care, of sex, love and violence, and of prayer and
ritual. From this angle of ‘corporeal agency’ they discuss the meaning
of religion, religiosity, transcendence and/or Divinity.
vol. 6, Fall 2002, ca. 192 pp., ca. 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5578-3

Perspectives in Pastoral Theology
edited by Ottmar Fuchs, Albert Biesinger, Reinhold

Boschki

Clemens Mendonca
Dynamics of Symbol and Dialogue: Interreligious
Education in India
The Relevance of Raimon Panikkar’s Intercultural Challenge
To remain relevant religious traditions have to come in touch with one
another’s symbolic world of meaning. For this interreligious education
is necessary because it leads to the discovery of the interrelationship
of traditions, promotes collaboration on projects of universal welfare
and gives direction and content to interreligious dialogue. The aim is
to realize unity in difference and to work for the transformation of so-
ciety and the cosmos (which holds the human family together) through
commitment to justice and peace. This could make traditions concretize
their vision of the Infinite.
vol. 13, Fall 2002, ca. 304 pp., ca. 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5565-1

Empirical Theology
edited by Prof. Dr. Dr. h. c. Johannes A. van der Ven

(Katholische Universität Nijmegen), Prof. Dr. Dr.
Hans-Georg Ziebertz (Universität Würzburg) and
Prof. Dr. Anton A. Bucher (Universität Salzburg)

Hans-Georg Ziebertz et al.
Religious Individualization and Christian Religious
Semantics
In the western world, there is a change in religion. Some researchers
speak of a general secularisation in the sense of a decline of religion in
general. Other researchers claim that religion, represented by the dom-
inant churches in particular, are losing importance. A third group are
discovering religious vitality to be an inherent dimension of modernity.
The analytical profit might be the greatest if empirical researchers suc-
ceed in achieving some sort of balance between functional and substan-
tial dimensions of religion. This is what the authors of this book want
to do. It is in this balance that the task of practical theology lies: to
reflect on the tension between traditional Christian religion and actual
religious practice and to open up perspectives for action in the pastoral
practice and teaching.
Authors: Anton A. Bucher (Austria), Leslie J. Francis (Great Britain),
Michael Krüggeler (Switzerland), Bert Roebben (The Netherlands), Jo-
hannes A. van der Ven (The Netherlands) and Hans-Georg Ziebertz
(Germany)
vol. 8, 2001, 144 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4960-0

Hans-Georg Ziebertz (Ed.)
Imagining God
Empirical Explorations from an international perspective
Is the question of God still relevant for our time? Empirical studies
from an international perspective show the fact that there are both indi-
cations of God’s importance and disappearance. The articles deal with
questions related to the content, structure and function of images of
God. The studies document the actual variety and forms of religious
practice and highlight the issues of God present – out of necessity
from an ecumenical and interdisciplinary point of view. If and how
the question of God is aske d is not only of denominational interest,
but is also of a cultural importance for the individual and public life in
Europe. The empirical studies in this collection were discussed at the
“Würzburg Research Days – Practical Theology” in December 2000.
Contributors: R.Campiche (Lausanne/CH), J.Dreyer (Pretoria/SA),
M.Engelbrecht (Bayreuth/D), U.Feeser (Bonn/D), L.J.Francis (Ban-
gor/UK), Z.Gross (Ramat Gan/IL), B.Kalbheim (Würzburg/D),
Y.Katz (Ramat Gan/IL), T.Kläden (Bonn/D), E.Klinger (Würzburg/D),
E.Pace (Padua/I), W.Pasierbek (Krakow/PL), H.Pieterse (Pretoria/SA),
A.Prokopf (Würzburg/D), U.Riegel (Würzburg/D), F.Schweitzer (Tübin-
gen/D), M.Tomka (Budapest/H), J.A.van der Ven (Nijmegen/NL), H.-G.
Ziebertz (Würzburg/D).
vol. 9, 2001, 288 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5425-6

Publications of the Comenius Institute
edited by Christoph Th. Scheilke (Münster)

Hans-Günter Heimbrock; Christoph Th. Scheilke;
Peter Schreiner (ed.)
Towards Religious Competence
Diversity as a Challenge for Education in Europe
Contributors
Cok Bakker (Netherlands), Judith Everington (England), Leslie
J. Francis (England), Elisabet Haakedal (Norway), Hans-Günter Heim-
brock (Germany), Robert Jackson (England), William K. Kay (Wales),
Heid Leganger-Krogstad (Norway), Thomas A. Lotz (Germany), Siebren
Miedema (Netherlands), Eleanor Nesbitt (England), Sissel Østberg
(Norway), Christoph Th. Scheilke (Germany), Peter Schreiner (Ger-
many), Pat Sikes (England), Geir Skeie (Norway), Heinz Streib (Ger-
many), Willem L. Wardekker (Netherlands)
vol. 3, 2001, 296 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5015-3

Studies in Oriental Church History
edited by Martin Tamcke

Mathunny John Panicker
The Person of Jesus Christ in the Writings of Juhanon
Gregorius Abu’l Faraj Commonly Called Bar Ebraya
Panicker’s book about the Christology of the Bar Ebraya, a work he
completed while living in Rome, provides a comprehensive overview of
the great Middle Age theologians of the Syrian renaissance with a view
to considering key Christological questions. Panicker, who is now a
lecturer at the Orthodox seminar in Kottayam, has specific ecumenical
aims in mind when he discusses the themes of his book. Hence, Pan-
icker is able to make significant contributions to modern ecumenism.
vol. 4, Fall 2002, ca. 240 pp., ca. 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3390-9

Ecumenical Studies
edited by Prof. Dr. Ulrich Becker (Universität Hannover),
Prof. Dr. Erich Geldbach (Universität Bochum), Prof. Dr.

Gottfried Orth (Technische Universität Braunschweig,
Ernst Lange-Institut Rothenburg) and Prof. Dr. Konrad

Raiser (Ökumenischer Rat der Kirchen, Genf) in
cooperation with the Ernst Lange-Institut Rothenburg

Nkem Hyginus M. V. Chigere
Foreign missionary background and indigenous
evangelization in Igboland
“Profoundly the author analyses the Christian spheres of tension be-
tween indigenization, ecumenism, inculturation and evangelization in
Igboland (Nigeria). Based on his own ingenious researches he bril-
liantly and vividly describes in a most detailed manner the multifarious
aspects of postcolonial Christian life and provides us with new exten-
sive views on hope and vitality of contemporary Christian life in West
Africa”.
Prof. Dr. theol. Reimund Haas
(Archbishopric of Cologne, PTH Münster)
vol. 15, 2001, 640 pp., 45,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4964-3

Hans Ucko
The People and the People of God
Minjung and Dalit Theology in Interaction with Jewish-
Christian Dialogue
vol. 17, 2002, 224 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5564-3

Contributions to Mission Studies and
Intercultural Theology

edited by Dieter Becker and Theo Sundermeier

Theo Sundermeier
The Individual and Community in African Religions
“This book treats the subject of African religions in a creative and in-
teresting way emphasizing that these religions are genuine, authentic
expressions of religiosity on a par with other religions including the so-
called world religions. The author provides an excellent account of the
nature interdependence between individual, community, society and the
natural order, an interdependence which these religions symbolize and
express in ritual and belief. Likewise the essentially personal nature of
power as conceived in African culture is thoughfully and interestingly
analysed.
There are many other thought provoking ideas and interpretations in
this volume including the deconstruction of the commonly held notions
of the distinction between witchcraft and magic. This is a most worth-
while contribution to the study of Africa’s traditional religions and I
am convinced all those with an interest in Africa who read it will gain
much therefrom”.Professor Peter B Clarke, Professor of the History
and Sociology of Religion in the University of London at King’s Col-
lege, and formerly Professor of African History at the University of
Ibadan, Nigeria.
vol. 6, 1998, 264 pp., 15,90€, pb., ISBN 3-89473-937-1

Manfred Ernst
The Role of Social Change in the Rise and
Development of New Religious Groups in the Pacific
Islands
vol. 8, 1996, 384 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2822-0

Ulrich Luig
Conversion as a Social Process
A History of Missionary Christianity among the Valley Tonga,
Zambia
vol. 9, 1997, 320 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3047-0
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Fabien Eboussi Boulaga
Christianity without Fetishes
An African critique and recapture of Christianity (1984). With
an additional comment by V. Y. Mudimbe and a new postscript
by the author
vol. 13, 2002, 264 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5077-3

Friedrich Stenger
White Fathers in Colonial Central Africa
A Critical Examination of V. Y. Mudimbe’s Theories on
Missionary Discourse in Africa
“It is a remarkable work. Probably the most focussed on a critical
examination of my theories on missionary discourse in Africa. Your
rendering of my ideas is almost perfect.”
Prof. V. Y. Mudimbe, Duke University
“This study of V. Y. Mudimbe’s theories of missionary discourse in
Africa makes an important contribution to research in the area of mis-
sion and colonial studies. Theauthor not only successfully demytholo-
gises the missionary project but also provides the conceptual tools for
the construction of the content of a post-missionary Christianity.”
Prof. Peter B. Clarke, King’s College, University of London
vol. 14, 2001, 240 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5129-x

Religion and Theology in Asian Pacific Context
edited by John May (Dublin) and Theodor Ahrens

(Hamburg)

John D’Arcy May
After Pluralism
Towards an Interreligious Ethic
Do the religions cause war, or is their tendency to intensify violence
outweighed by their potential for peace? Are multicultural societies,
as Huntington thinks, condemned to ethnic conflict, or is a specifically
interreligious ethic emerging from their new patterns of relationships?
This book examines the liberal agenda of dialogue and pluralism and
finds that we need a more radical approach involving indigenous peo-
ples, women and the poor if we are to find solutions – together – to
the problems of economic injustice and the threat of ecological degra-
dation. It contains the Ethel Hayton Lectures delivered at the Univer-
sity of Wollongong, Australia, in 1994.
vol. 1, 2000, 168 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4527-3

AMATECA
International Manuals of Catholic Theology

edited by Christoph Kardinal Schönborn (Wien), Prof. Dr.
Libero Gerosa (Lugano) and Prof. Dr. Michael Kunzler

(Paderborn)

Guy Bedouelle� �
The History of the Church
The aim of this book is as modest as it is ambitious. It sees itself
booth as a manual of the history of the church, and as an essay. The
manual is of service to the students of theology and at the same time
lays open to them the problems linked to the subject of their studies.
The first and foremost aim of the book however is to offer an over-
all view of the 2000 years of the history of the Catholic Church and
the other Christian denominations. It is the history of hights and fail-
ures, of incidents an devents as reactions to the different challanges
to the faith and the church. It is the story of breakdowns leading to
new starts, of conversions and continous building up, and this gives the
story ist particular rhythm, against which the believer always tries to
separate the wheat from the chaff, as a means to discover the finger of
God, who writes in the sand of history. From that point of view the
book is an essay in the true sense of the word.
vol. 1, Fall 2002, ca. 360 pp., ca. 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4853-1

Michael Kunzler� �
The Church’s Liturgy
Throughout all changes of time and across all cultural differences,
the liturgy of the Church is only possible as a response to the ser-
vice which God has always rendered. The Divine Service is first of
all an expression of God’s service to the Church, of his work for his
own son’s many sisters and brothers; only then is the capable of cel-
ebrating the liturgy as a response to God’s action. The idea of life-
creating, even deifying communication, between God and man is the
central theme of the book. The first part deals with God’s descent to-
wards man, the catabatic dimension of the liturgy as God’s invitation
to man to enter the divine fullness of life. The second part ist con-
cerned with man’s acceptance of this invitation, with man’s ascent to
God, the anabatic dimension of the liturgy. Those two parts from the
general liturgiology, the following four parts are dedicated to special
liturgical subjects: the celebration of the Eucharist, the sacraments and
the benedictions, the liturgy of the Hours and other common services,
the ecclesiastical year. The object of this publication, beyond a simple
transfer of information, is to arouse and confirm the love of the liturgy,
of God’s service to the multitude, and the service of the many believers
for the greater glory of God.
vol. 2, 2002, 520 pp., 45,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4854-x

Romanus Cessario, O. P.� �
The Virtues, or the Examined Life
The characteristic feature of the Christian moral life remains the very
person of Jesus Christ. As the Eternal Word of the Father, Christ sup-
plies the universal, personal, and concrete norm for all moral comport-
ment. When human action flows from the agent’s union with Christ,
human freedom meets up with its own graced source of energy. From
the moment that a human creature encounters the triune God, the crea-
ture discovers who he is: For when God chooses a person to share in
the blessed communion of his own life, the individual achieves a qual-
ity of personal being that only God can bestow. The more authentic
our relationship with the Persons of the blessed Trinity becomes, the
more the divine life takes hold of us and, through the virtues, shapes
our daily actions. This new book treats the virtues of the Christian life
from a Trinitarian perspective. The chapters pursue a common theme:
To show believers how they can decide what is morally good and, by
embracing the moral good, grow to the full statue of Christ’s own lov-
ing kindness. To achieve this aim, the text treats in an innovative and
fresh manner both the theological virtues, faith, hope, and charity, as

well as the cardinal moral virtues, prudence, justice, fortitude, and tem-
perance. The author also reflects on allied questions of moral theology
and so provides a significant commentary on the third part of theCate-
chism of the Catholic Church.
vol. 3, Fall 2002, ca. 216 pp., ca. 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4855-8

Libero Gerosa� �
Canon Law
One of the main demands of Vatican II Council with respect to Canon
Law was to always focus on the mystery of the Church. This clear
and distinct position led to a renewal of the methodology applied to
the discipline of Canon Law in almost all post-conciliar “schools”. The
canonistic demand however, similarly to change the didactic tools, the
teaching material, in this new context has proved to be less significant.
Knowing the importance and the urgency of this initiative has been a
strong source of motivation to the author.
The leading and inspiring idea behind this initiative is the conviction
that the formal principles of Canon Law, both as the inner structure
of the Church community as well as a proper scientific method, are
the three fundamental elements of the constitution of the Church: the
Word, the Sacrament and Charisma.
vol. 5, 2002, 288 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4857-4

Theology

Eugene Dike
The Role of Mass Media for the Pastoral Development
of the Catholic Church in Nigeria
vol. 40, 2001, 344 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5367-5

PHILOSOPHY

The Dialogue
Yearbook of Philosophical Hermeneutics

Editorial Board: Riccardo Dottori, Paul Boghossian,
Giovanni Boniolo, Robert Brandom, Noel Carroll,

Aldo G. Gargani, Giacomo Marramao, Sebastiano Maffettone,
Thomas Pogge, Gianni Vattimo, Reiner Wiehl,

Giuseppe Zaccaria

Riccardo Dottori (Ed.)
Normativity and Legitimacy
Proceedings of the II Meeting Italian-American Philosophy –
New York 1999
This volume contains the Proceedings of the Second Meeting Italian-
American Philosophy, that took place in New York from 12 to 15
October 1999, together with two contributions given during the
First Meeting. It is the first volume of a Yearbook for Philosophical
Hermeneutics, The Dialogue, actually aiming to promote the dialogue
between analytic and hermeneutic philosophy.
Normativity and legitimacy are the two key concepts which have been
at the base of the confrontation between the thought of the Frankfurt
School and most of the American philosophy. They can offer the pos-
sibility for further discussions and developments within the fields of
aesthetics, logic, and language philosophy, epistemology, ethics, philos-
ophy of law and politics. They also represent the ground on which
the two different aspects of contemporary philosophy, that one of
hermeneutic dealing with historical legitimacy, and the one of analytics
dealing with rational determination of norms, could together establish a
productive dialogue.
vol. 1, 2001, 352 pp., 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5017-x

Practical Ethics
Controversies

edited by Prof. Dr. Hans-Martin Sass (Ruhr-Universität
Bochum/Georgetown University Washington)

Antje Gimmler; Christian Lenk; Gerhard Aumüller (Ed.)
Health and Quality of Life
Philosophical, Medical, and Cultural Aspects
How could one define health and disease? On what presuppositions,
and ought we look for such definitions? Does quality of life inherit
a subjective or objective evaluation? Are health and quality of life
culture dependent concepts? Under the conditions of technologically
advanced medicine and the common tendency towards a hedonistic
lifestyle such questions come into focus. Hence, one question is of
special relevance: which role does health play in our quality of life?
The contributions of this interdisciplinary volume aim at the clarifica-
tion of the various concepts in use. Internationally well-known scholars
and scientists such as Alfred Musschenga, Alfons Labisch, Lennart
Nordenfeit, Peter Janich, Henrik Wulff and several others outline the
framework for a more comprehensive and demanding concept of health
and quality of life including philosophical and cultural aspects as well
as medical and psychological dimensions.
vol. 9, Fall 2002, ca. 224 pp., ca. 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5739-5

Philosophy of Technology
edited by Prof. Dr. Klaus Kornwachs (Universität

Cottbus)

Hans Lenk; Matthias Maring (eds.)
Advances and Problems in the Philosophy of
Technology
The Proceedings of the Karlsruhe Academic Session (1997) of the In-
ternational Academy of the Philosophy of the Sciences cover the topic
of philosophy of technology. Half a dozen of other pertinent topical
papers have been added in order to extend the topics dealt with and
to reach a rather comprehensive overview of this multi-ramified field.
Nowadays philosophy of technology is not only confronted with new,
anthropological and social as well as political problems to deal with,
but also with methodological problems of the mutual interactions be-
tween science and technology, with problems of reliability and viability
of technology assessment, e. g. with risks, environmental and social
impact assessments. The importance and necessity of a philosophy and
a practice-oriented ethics of technology will drastically rise and grow in
the near future.
vol. 5, 2001, 472 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5149-4

Münster Lectures on Philosophy
edited by Prof. Dr. Kurt Bayertz, Prof. Dr. Ludwig Siep,
Prof. Dr. Thomas Leinkauf, Dr. Michael Quante and PD

Dr. Marcus Willaschek (Universität Münster)

Marcus Willaschek (ed.)
John McDowell: Reason and Nature
Lecture and Colloquium in Münster 1999
John McDowell is one of the most influential philosophers writing to-
day. His work, ranging from interpretations of Plato and Aristotle to
Davidsonian semantics, from ethics to epistemology and the philosophy
of mind, has set the agenda for many recent philosophical debates.
This volume contains the proceedings of the thirdMünsteraner Vor-
lesungen zur Philosophiewhich McDowell delivered in 1999: A lec-
ture, entitled “Experiencing the World”, introduces into the set of ideas
McDowell developed in his groundbreaking bookMind and World. The
lecture is followed by ten brief essays,both interpretative and critical,
in which students and faculty from the Department of Philosophy at the
University of Münster discuss various aspects of McDowell’s philoso-
phy. The volume ends with responses by John McDowell.
vol. 3, 2000, 128 pp., 12,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4414-5

Angela Kallhof (ed.)
Martha C. Nußbaum: Ethics and Political Philosophy
Lecture and Colloquium in Münster 2000
The philosophical writings of Martha C. Nussbaum, Professor of Law
at the University of Chicago, are distinguished by their synthesis of
different research areas and by their treatment of current, socially con-
troversial issues. In her ethical and political philosophy, Nussbaum
gives detailed readings of works from ancient Greece and Rome, inter-
preting classical texts with a view to their relevance for contemporary
questions. Her “capabilities-approach”, developed through her work on
Aristotle, has become an established part of political philosophy and
of the ethics of the good life. Spurred by her involvement with inter-
national organizations, Nussbaum has also employed her philosophical
program to confront and investigate ways of solving problems of social
justice. In this volume, Nussbaum’s work is examined in the context
of current philosophical debates, with discussions other thinking on
the relationship of literature and ethics, on feminism, on the politics of
international development, and on the idea of cosmopolitanism.
vol. 4, 2001, 168 pp., 12,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4881-7

MEDICINE

Brain Dynamics
edited by Bernd Lütkenhöner and Christo Pantev

(Universität Münster)

Almut Engelien
Central Auditory Deficits
Two Case Reports including PET Activation Studies on
Recovery Phenomena
Higher-order functions of auditory perception such as the recognition
of complex acosutic signals can be disturbed after brain lesions, as e. g.
after suffering from a stroke. Patients suffering from these disoders,
such as cortical deafness, auditory agnosia, and word deafness, were
examined with neuropsychological and neurophysiological technqiues
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(EEG and PET). New hearing tests were developed to understand the
funtional deficits in more detail and monitor the clinical course longitu-
dinally. With the functional neuroimaging technique of positron emis-
sion tomography (PET), the cerebral mechanisms underlying recovery
of auditory perceptual functions are demonstrated.
vol. 5, 2001, 112 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5040-4

EDUCATION

Contributions to the Theory and History of
Education

edited by Friedhelm Brüggen (Universität Münster),
Karl-Franz Göstemeyer (Humboldt Universität Berlin)
and Petra Korte (Technische Universität Braunschweig)

Reinhard Golz; Wolfgang Mayrhofer (ed.)
Luther and Melanchthon in the Educational Thought
of Central and Eastern Europe
vol. 10, 1998, 232 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3490-5

Publications of the Bavarian American Academy

Helmbrecht Breinig; Jürgen Gebhardt; Berndt Ostendorf (Ed.)
German and American Higher Education
Educational Philosophies and Political Systems
In the current debate about educational reform, this volume tries to
correct misconceptions about the university systems on both sides of
the Atlantic. Leading experts from both countries – university presi-
dents, high-ranking administrators and university professors from sev-
eral fields – address basic differences between the egalitarian German
and the diversified and hierarchical American system and discuss the
following topics:
structure and governance of universities: the role of legislatures and
governments, boards, university administrations, and faculties;
models of costs and funding, including the question of tuition;
functions, rights and duties of professors and teaching staff;
diversity and minority representation among faculty and students;
student access, expectations and performance;
teaching vs. research, with a glance at the role of research-supporting
endowments.
vol. 2, 2001, 200 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4943-0

Arts – Creativity – Therapies
edited by Prof. Dr. Line Kossolapow (Universität

Münster)

Line Kossolapow; Sarah Scoble; Diane Waller (eds.)
Arts – Therapies – Communication
On the Way to a Communicative European Arts Therapy.
Volume I
The publicationARTS – THERAPIES – COMMUNICATION is designed
as two volumes, the first of which is on hand here. It deals with art
therapy studies from Great Britain and the non-European countries, the
authors are academics and practitioners. A second volume will offer
topic-related contributions from other European regions and countries.
Under the auspices of the European Consortium for Art Therapies Ed-
ucation (ECArTE) a European art therapy, which is concerned with the
development of a European-oriented discipline with training and foster-
ing of successors at universities, is articulating itself. This publication
is aimed at art therapists, music therapists, drama and dance thera-
pists but also at psychotherapists and clinical psychologists, teachers,
sociologists and doctors. With regard to method and theory different
directions and psychoanalytical approaches are represented and it also
addresses a wide spectrum of clinical and non-clinical contexts and ill-
nesses. In this way diverse interests in art therapy can be satisfied.
vol. 3, 2001, 488 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5728-x

Line Kossolapow; Sarah Scoble; Diane Waller (eds.)
Arts – Therapies – Communication
On the Way to a Communicative European Arts Therapy.
Volume II
vol. 4, Fall 2002, ca. 520 pp., ca. 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5729-8

Arts – Creativity – Therapies
Materials

edited by Prof. Dr. Line Kossolapow (Universität Münster)

Line Kossolapow (Ed.)
Arts Therapies 2000
Abstract Book of the 5th Europaen Arts Therapies Conference
vol. 1, 1999, 224 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4477-3

Line Kossolapow (ed.)
Exposing Difference
Abstract Book of the 6th European Arts Therapies Conference
The publicationARTS – THERAPIES – COMMUNICATION is designed
as two volumes, the first of which is on hand here. It deals with art
therapy studies from Great Britain and the non-European countries and
the authors are academics and practitioners. A second volume will
offer topic-related contributions from other European regions and coun-
tries. Under the auspices of the European Consortium for Art Thera-
pies Education (ECArTE) a European art therapy which is concerned
with the development of a European-oriented discipline with training
and fostering of successors at universities is articulating itself. This is
aimed at art therapists, music therapists, drama and dance therapists but
also at psychotherapists and clinical psychologists, teachers, sociologists
and doctors. With regard to method and theory different directions and
psychoanalytical approaches are represented and it also addresses a
wide spectrum of clinical and non-clinical contexts and illnesses. In
this way diverse interests in art therapy can be satisfied.
vol. 2, 2001, 80 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5727-1

Work, Learning and Innovation
Editors: Karen Evans (Institute of Edication, London);

Oriol Homs (CIREM, Barcelona), Wilfried Kruse
(Sozialforschungsstelle, Dortmund); Robert Lerman
(Urban Institute, Washington); Felix Rauner (Institut

Technik und Bildung, Bremen)

Philipp Grollmann; Felix Rauner (Eds.)
Professionals in Vocational and Technical Education –
International Perspectives
Professional Situation and Life-long Learning of Teachers and
Instructors in Technical and Vocational Education
In the context of knowledge-intensive international competition and
trade with high-quality products the education and training of the work-
force is widely acknowledged to play major role in the strive for com-
petitive advantages. Indisputably, the education and training and the
professional competence of the staff involved in vocational education
and training and human resource develepmont is a major factor for
the success of learning processes. An internationally accessible and
up-to-date publication on the state of the art and perspectives of profes-
sionalisation of teachers, lecturers and trainers involved in vocational
and technical education, training and human resources devlopment
serves two purposes. First, it provides a helpful informational basis
for stakeholders, researchers and practitioners engaged in the field of
international and national vocational education and training. Secondly,
it contributes to the further development of the profession itself and
enhances the exchange of qualified personnel.
On ca. 350 pages scholars from 13 different countries (Brazil, China,
Denmark, Germany, Greece, France, Hungary, Japan, Korea, Russia,
Switzerland, UK and USA) present their countries’ professional tradi-
tions and future perspectives with regard to the specific occupational
groups involved in the professional organisation of learning processes.
The Volume will be opened with a chapter embedding it into the in-
ternational discourse on Vocational Education and Training and Human
Resource Development and will be closed with a comparative chapter
pointing out national and transnational development perspectives.
vol. 1, 2002, ca. 300 pp., ca. 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-6297-5

Bochum Studies in International Adult
Education

edited by Agnieszka Bron and Michael Schemmann

Agnieszka Bron; Michael Schemmann (eds.)
Language – Mobility – Identity
Contemporary Issues for Adult Education in Europe
vol. 1, 2000, 240 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4364-5

Agnieszka Bron; Michael Schemmann (Eds.)
Civil Society, Citizenship and Learning
Writing the story of democracy might seem like writing a story of suc-
cess. In more and more countries all over the world democracy has
been established as the leading form of government.
However, democracy also has a less positive and optimistic side. Po-
litical scandals and corruption continue to shatter people’s trust in its
promises and institutions. This brings us to the topic of active demo-
cratic citizenship and civil society. Since the late 1980s these topics
have continued to rise in importance in the fields of social and political
sciences, and their influence has yet to reach a peak.
In comparison, civil society and citizenship remain relatively new top-
ics for adult education, dating to the beginning of the 1990s. We also
see that the respective national discourses within the different European
countries differ immensely. Whereas the discourse on adult education
and active democratic citizenship is quite lively in Great Britain or in
Poland, in Germany there is only very little interest.
“Civil Society, Citizenship and Learning”, the second volume of the
Bochum Studies in International Adult Education, presents a variety of
different perspectives on the topicsof citizenship and civil society. The
goal of this book is to give an overview of the European discourse on
citizenship and civil society as well as on the discourse in some se-
lected countries. Writing the story of democracy might seem like

writing a story of success. In more and more countries all over the
world democracy has been established as the leading form of govern-
ment.
However, democracy also has a less positive and optimistic side. Po-
litical scandals and corruption continue to shatter people’s trust in its
promises and institutions. This brings us to the topic of active demo-
cratic citizenship and civil society. Since the late 1980s these topics
have continued to rise in importance in the fields of social and political
sciences, and their influence has yet to reach a peak.
In comparison, civil society and citizenship remain relatively new top-
ics for adult education, dating to the beginning of the 1990s. We also
see that the respective national discourses within the different European
countries differ immensely. Whereas the discourse on adult education
and active democratic citizenship is quite lively in Great Britain or in
Poland, in Germany there is only very little interest.
vol. 2, 2001, 320 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5324-1
Agnieszka Bron; Michael Schemmann (Eds.)
Social Science Theories in Adult Education Research
The relationship between adult education research and theory is one of
tension. On the one hand, there are several empirical studies carried
out without any theoretical guidance. On the other hand, there is theo-
rising and theory building taking place without any empirical support.
“Social Science Theories in Adult Education Research”, the third vol-
ume of the Bochum Studies in International Adult Education pleads for
the importance of the combination of empirical and theoretical work
in a symbiotic way. Good empirical studies need theoretical guid-
ance and good theory building needs a solid empirical basis. Thus
the book explores and displays the most often used theories and theo-
retical perspectives in adult education research in the last decade within
the European discourse and analyses their potentials for adult education
research.
The articles presented in this volume have a more or less similar un-
derlying structure. They display the most important contours of the
theory or perspective in question; they analyse and discuss the relation
to adult education research, focussing on examples of other researcher’s
work and own research; and they give an outlook of what can be ex-
pected of the respective paradigm in the future.
vol. 3, 2002, 344 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5787-5

LITERARY SCIENCE AND
LINGUISTICS

Studies in English Literature
edited by Prof. Dr. Dieter Mehl (Universität Bonn)

Anne-Julia Zwierlein
Majestick Milton
British Imperial Expansion and Transformations ofParadise
Lost, 1667 – 1837
This study investigates how Milton’s texts, above allParadise Lost,
were read in the context of eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century
British empire building. Milton’s epic was implicated in the articulation
and criticism of early modem colonialist discourse; it also lent itself
easily to later imperial and anti-imperial appropriations. Milton the ‘na-
tional poet’ emerged from the strife between Whigs and Tories for his
legacy; this book analyses Milton’s presence in a number of discourses
that are characteristic of the Whig model of secular history: the dis-
courses about empire, language and literary criticism, travelling and
astronomy, agriculture, commerce andPax Britannica,as well as the
slave-trade. The temporal frame extends from the Restoration through
the loss of the American colonies to the Second British Empire and
‘Milton in India’. Eighteenth-century British national epics, commented
Milton editions and poetic Milton recreations invented a tradition for
the British Empire and reintroduced the Virgilian concept oftranslatio
imperii, transforming Milton’s allegories of divine power into descrip-
tions of secular authority. This study contextualizes traditional stories
about ‘Milton and Romanticism’ by examining mostly ‘minor’ writ-
ers; still, Dryden, Johnson, Pope and Blake feature in some detail. The
epilogue shows that even postcolonial rewritings of Milton make more
sense in the light of the eighteenth-century Milton and his presence in
the nineteenth-century British colonial education syllabus.
vol. 13, 2001, 512 pp., 65,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-5432-9

Aldous Huxley Annual
A Journal of Twentieth-Century Thought and Beyond

Editors
Jerome Meckier (University of Kentucky),

Bernfried Nugel(University of Münster), Christoph Bode
(University of Bamberg), David Bradshaw (Oxford University),

David Dunaway (University of New Mexico), Lothar Fietz
(University of Tübingen), Peter E. Firchow (University of

Minnesota), Kulwant S. Gill (Punjab University,
Ludhiana/India), Sanford E. Marovitz (Kent State University),

Matej Muzina (University of Zagreb), Guinevera Nance
(Auburn University at Montgomery), James Sexton (Camuson

College, Victoria, B. C.), Pierre Vitoux (University of
Montpellier)

Jerome Meckier; Bernfried Nugel (eds.)
Volume I (2001)
Aldous Huxley Annual is the official organ of the Aldous Huxley
Society at the Centre for Aldous Huxley Studies in Münster, Ger-
many (see AHS homepage on the Internet via <www. anglistik.uni-
muenster.de/Huxley>). It publishes essays on the life, times, and inter-
ests of Aldous Huxley and his circle. It aspires to be the sort of peri-
odical that Huxley would have wanted to read and to which he might
have contributed.
2001, 300 pp., 34,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4370-x
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Halle Studies in English and American
Literature

edited at the Institute für Anglistik und Amerikanistik
(Universität Halle-Wittenberg)

Pamela Winchester
Indian Myth and White History
vol. 3, 1997, 240 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3446-8

Martina Ghosh-Schellhorn (ed.)
Writing Women Across Borders and Categories
Generally held to be rigid, borders and categories are nonetheless ex-
panded when those bounded by the demarcations of hegemony, chal-
lenge its strictures. Significant instances of this constructive transgres-
sion can be found in the women’s writing with which this collection
of essays by international critics engages. Whereas in travel writing
by women (Sarah Hobson, Dervla Murphy, Jan Morris) ‘transgres-
sion’ is seen to have settled into a familiar strategy, in autobiography
(Ann Fanshawe. Margaret Cavendish, Christine Brooke-Rose), cul-
tural analysis (Virginia Woolf, Marianna Torgovnick, Donna Haraway),
and fiction (Michelle Cliff, Jeanette Winterson, Ellen Galford, Fiona
Cooper), women have succeeded in creating an innovative space for
themselves.
vol. 6, 2000, 176 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4639-3

Claudia Franken
Gertrude Stein, Writer and Thinker
Gertrude Stein, Writer and Thinker, “presents the first sensible
overview which includes a demonstration of the ‘content’ which may
be found in each of Stein’s presumably ‘abstract’ key works” (Robert
Bartlett Haas, Foreword).
vol. 7, 2000, 400 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4761-6

Wolf Kindermann; Gisela Hermann-Brennecke (eds.)
Echoes in a Mirror: The English Institute after
125 Years
This volume presents current research at the Institute in a collection
of essays onBeowulf, “Elizabethan Parliaments”, “Black Vernacular
English”, “Denotational Incongruencies”, “Newspaper English”, “Inter-
rogating Whiteness”, Edgar Allan Poe, Charlotte Lennox, T. S. Eliot,
Salman Rushdie, David Lodge, and on empirical issues related to for-
eign language acquisition research and to teacher training programs.
vol. 9, 2001, 264 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5675-5

Erlangen Studies in English and American
Literature

edited by Rudolf Freiburg and Dieter Meindl

Rudolf Freiburg; Jan Schnitker (Ed.)
“Do you consider yourself a postmodern author?”
Interviews with Contemporary English Writers
This book presents a collection of twelve interviews with eminent En-
glish contemporary writers held during a period of four years. The
book allows an illuminating insight into a very lively and thought-
provoking literary culture, stirred not only by recent ideas of post-
modernism but also by the manifold issues of nationality, culture, and
gender subjected to permanent redefinitions towards the end of the
twentieth century. The interviews with Peter Ackroyd, John Banville,
Julian Barnes, Alain de Botton, Mau reen Duffy, Tibor Fischer, John
Fowles, Romesh Gunesekera, Tim Parks, Terry Pratchett, Jane Rogers,
and Adam Thorpe cover topics such as the relationship between writer
and public, the role of the literary tradition, the relevance of contem-
porary literary theory for the production of literature, images of na-
tionality, intertextuality, changes in the attitude towards language and
meaning, and the reception of literary texts by critical reviewers and
literary critics.
All the interviewers have worked for theECCEL (Erlangen Centre for
Contemporary English Literature).
vol. 1, 1999, 248 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4395-5

Anglophone Literatures
Hamburg Studies in the New Literatures in English

Editor: Gerd Dose

Gerd Dose; Bettina Keil (Eds.)
Writing in Australia
Perceptions of Australian Literature in Its Historical and
Cultural Context
A Series of Lectures Given at Hamburg University on the
Occasion of the 1st Festival of Australian Literature in
Hamburg 1995
vol. 1, 2000, 232 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2796-8

FORECAAST
(Forum for European Contributions to African American

Studies)
edited by Maria Diedrich, Alessandro Portelli and Justine Tally

Maria Diedrich; Carl Pedersen; Justine Tally (eds.)
Mapping African America
History, Narrative Formation, and the Production of Knowledge
The world of African America extends throughout the northern, central,
southern and insular parts of the American continent. The essays in-
cluded in this volume take the creation of that world as a single object
of study, tracing significant routes and contacts, building comparisons
and contrasts. They thus participate in the reworking of traditional
approaches to the study of history, the critique of literature and cul-
ture, and the production of knowledge. All are engaged in an effort
to locate the African American experience within a wider pan-African
vision that links the colonial with the postcolonial, the past with the
present, the African with the Western.
vol. 1, 1999, 256 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3328-3

Stefanie Sievers
Liberating Narratives
The Authorization of Black Female Voices in African American
Women Writers’ Novels of Slavery
Three contemporary novels of slavery – Margaret Walker’sJubilee
(1966), Sherley Anne Williams’sDessa Rose(1986) and Toni Mor-
rison’s Beloved(1987) – are the central focus ofLiberating Narra-
tives. In significantly different ways that reflect their individual and
socio-political contexts of origin, these three novels can all be read as
critiques of historical representation and as alternative spaces for re-
membrance – ‘sites of memory’ – that attempt to shift the conceptual
ground on which our knowledge of the past is based.
vol. 2, 1999, 232 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3919-2

Justine Tally
Paradise Reconsidered
Toni Morrison’s (Hi)stories and Truths
Toni Morison’s Paradise(1998) arrived on the scene amid vocifer-
ous acclaim and much consternation. Third in the trilogy begun with
Belovedand Jazz,this fascinating yet complicated the novel has sown
as much confusion as admiration. How does it work? How does the
novel close the trilogy? Indeed, a major complaint among reviewers,
why does Morrison overload us with so many characters and stories?
In this first book-length study ofParadise,Justin Tally securely links
the work to Morrison’s entire oeuvre and effectively argues that while
all of the novels of the trilogy are deeply analytical of the relationship
of memory, story and history, the historical narrative: memory is fickle,
story is unreliable, and history is subject to manipulation. A master
narrative of the past is again dictated by the dominant discourse, but
this time the control exerted is black und male, not white and male.
Though this stranglehold threatens to deaden life and put the future on
hold, Morrison’s narrative disruptions challenge the very nature of this
“paradise” on earth.
vol. 3, 1999, 112 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4204-5

Dorothea Fischer-Hornung; Alison D. Goeller (eds.)
EmBODYing Liberation
The Black Body in American Dance
A collection of essays concerning the black body in American dance,
EmBODYing Liberationserves as an important contribution to the
growing field of scholarship in African American dance, in particular
the strategies used by individual artists to contest and liberate racialized
stagings of the black body. The collection features special essays by
Thomas DeFrantz and Brenda Dixon Gottschild, as well as an inter-
view with Isaac Julien.
vol. 4, 2001, 152 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4473-0

Patrick B. Miller; Therese Frey Steffen; Elisabeth Schäfer-
Wünsche (eds.)
The Civil Rights Movement Revisited
Critical Perspectives on the Struggle for Racial Equality in the
United States
The crusade for civil rights was a defining episode of 20th century
U.S. history, reshaping the constitutional, political, social, and economic
life of the nation. This collection of original essays by both European
and American scholars includes close analyses of literature and film,
historical studies of significant themes and events from the turn-of-the
century to the movement years, and assessments of the movement’s
legacies. Ultimately, the articles help examine the ways civil rights
activism, often grounded in the political work of women, has shaped
American consciousness and culture until the outset of the 21st cen-
tury.
vol. 5, 2001, 224 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4486-2

Fritz Gysin; Christopher Mulvey (Eds.)
Black Liberation in the Americas
The recognition that Africans in the Americas have also been subjects
of their destiny rather than merely passive objects of European oppres-
sion represents one of the major shifts in twentieth-century mainstream
historiography. Yet even in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
slave narratives and abolitionist tracts offered testimony to various ways
in which Africans struggled against slavery, from outright revolt to day-
to-day resistance. In the first decades of the twentieth century, African
American historians like Carter G. Woodson and W. E. B. Du Bois

started to articulate a vision of African American history that empha-
sized survival and resistance rather than victimization and oppression.
This volume seeks to address these and other issues in black liberation
from interdisciplinary and comparative perspectives, focusing on such
issues as slave revolts, day-to-day resistance, abolitionist movements,
maroon societies, the historiography of resistance, the literature of re-
sistance, black liberation movements in the twentieth century, and black
liberation and post colonial theory. The chapters span the disciplines of
history, literature, anthropology, folklore, film, music, architecture, and
art, drawing on the black experience of liberation in the United States,
the Caribbean, and Latin America.
vol. 6, 2001, 280 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5137-0

Justine Tally
The Story of Jazz
Toni Morrison’s Dialogic Imagination
Ever since its publication in 1992,Jazz, probably Toni Morrison’s most
difficult novel to date, has elicited a wide array of critical response.
Many of these analyses, while both thoughtful and thought-provoking,
have provided only partial or inherently inconclusive interpretations.
The title, and certain of the author’s own pronouncements, have led
other critics to focus on the music itself, both as medium and aesthetic
support for the narration.
vol. 7, 2001, 168 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5364-0

Mar Gallego
Passing Novels in the Harlem Renaissance
An Alternative Concept of African American Identity
This book offers an analysis of the unique and significant contribution
of “passing” novels to the literary and intellectual debate of the Harlem
Renaissance, especially to the search for a definition of a concept of
African American identity. The analysis reveals the presence of a sub-
versive component in these novels, turning them into useful tools to
explore the “passing” phenomenon in all its richness and complexity.
The present study intends to contribute to the ongoing revision of the
parameters conventionally employed to analyze “passing” novels by
drawing attention to the enormous significance this subgenre entails for
the establishment of a coherent and more inclusive African American
literary canon.
vol. 8, Fall 2002, ca. 224 pp., ca. 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5842-1

Contributions to Asian American Literary
Studies

edited by Rocío G. Davis (University of Navarre) and
Sämi Ludwig (Universität Bern)

Rocío G. Davis; Sämi Ludwig (Eds.)
Asian American Literature in the International Context
Readings on Fiction, Poetry, and Performance
In their different and yet complementary perspectives, all of the essays
in Asian American Literature in the International Context: Readings
on Fiction, Poetry, and Performancereiterate the universal lesson of
pluralism. They are divided into sections that deal with biraciality and
biculturality, interethnic negotiations, poetic creations, narrative ex-
periments, and (re)constructing self. The wide variety of approaches
reflects the contributors’ training indifferent cultures and across cul-
tures. It showcases refreshing new perspectives in reading that combine
the views of literary scholars from three different continents. This col-
lection creates a space for discussion and commentary, of heightened
appreciation and increased creativity, a forum that turns the discipline
of Asian American Studies into a truly intercultural debate.
vol. 1, 2002, 272 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5710-7

English and American Language and Literature

Jörg Rademacher
James Joyce’s Other Image
Essays in Joyce Criticism
vol. 2, 1996, 144 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2079-3

Jörg Rademacher (Ed.)
Modernism and the Individual Talent/Moderne und
besondere Begabung
Re-Canonizing Ford Madox Ford (Hueffer)/Zur Re-
Kanonisierung von Ford Madox Ford (Hüffer). Symposium
Münster June/Juni 1999
Following their first gathering in Münster, Westphalia, the city of
Ford’s ancestors, Fordians present a multi-faceted image of this Anglo-
German and francophile English Modernist. International interest in
the Hueffers’ German background will be triggered by two articles on
Franz Hüffer and the references to Münster and Westphalia in Ford’s
writings. Excursions in politics and poetry and Ford in context provide
a framework for “Aspects ofParade’s End”, the edition and simultane-
ous translation of which into major European languages forms the most
important project for the new Millennium.
vol. 6, Fall 2002, ca. 220 pp., ca. 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4311-4

Ulrike Ernst
From Anti-Apartheid to African Renaissance
Interviews with South African Writers and Critics on Cultural
Politics Beyond the Cultural Struggle
The focus of this collection is the cultural and literary policy of the
tripartite alliance (ANC, SACP, COSATU) after its denouncement of
‘culture as a weapon’. Three shifts are noted between 1990 – 2000: the
end of apartheid, the alliance’s accession to power, and the change of
presidency from Nelson Mandela to Thabo Mbeki, including the adop-
tion of a neo-liberal macro-economic policy.
The investigation stresses the importance of the role of writers and in-
tellectuals in political and societal transformation processes that have
a tendency to destroy the agency that initially set them in motion.
Startling revelations are being made, which highlight the emptiness
of much Rainbow Nation sloganeering.
vol. 7, 2002, 208 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5804-9
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Law

German Language and Literature

Shelley Laura Frisch
The dialectic of signs
The origin of language debate in German Romanticism
vol. 16, Fall 2002, ca. 272 pp., ca. 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4305-x

Münster Contributions to Classic Philology

Shirley Werner
The Transmission and Scholia to Lucan’s Bellum civile
vol. 5, 1998, 200 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3918-4

Contributions to African Languages
edited by Prof. Dr. H. Ekkehard Wolff (Leipzig) and

Hilke Meyer-Bahlburg (Hamburg)

Jan J. de Wolf (Ed.)
Bukusu Tales
Collected by assistants of Günter Wagner
vol. 5, 1995, 100 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2399-7

Rose-Juliet Anyanwu
Aspects of Igbo Grammar
Phonetics, Phonology, Morphology and the Tonology of Nou
vol. 9, 1998, 216 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3233-3

Abel Yamwaka Mreta
An Analysis of Tense and Aspect in Chasu
Their Form and Meaning in the Affirmative Constructions
vol. 10, 1998, 208 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3719-x

Gerald Heusing
Aspects of the Morphology-Syntax Interface in Four
Nigerian Languages
A Cross-Linguistic Study of Fulfulde, Igbo, Lamang,
and Mupun
vol. 11, 1999, 176 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3917-6

Ayo Bamgbose
Language and Exclusion
The Consequences of Language Politics in Africa
Ayo. Bamgbos.e’s new book focuses on the problem of language exclu-
sion arising from language policies, particularly in countries in Sub-
Saharan Africa. The collection is based on a set of lectures given in
South Africa in March 1998. The individual chapters largely preserve
the style of presentation. This makes it a very readable book and an
easy-to-read introduction to some of the salient points of African so-
ciolinguistics. Because of the original audience for which the lectures
were intended, special references to the South African language sit-
uation will be found. In its Appendices, the book offers access to
some of the most important documents on language policies such as
the OAU’s Language Plan of Action For Africa (1986), the language
provisions in the Constitution of the Federal Republic of South Africa
(1996), and from the Barcelona Universal Declaration on Linguistics
Rights.
vol. 12, 2000, 160 pp., 19,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4775-6

Studies on Text and Communication
edited by von Claire Kramsch (Berkeley)

and Claus Luttermann (München, Münster)

Clark D. Cunningham; Charles J. Fillmore;
Karin Luttermann (Eds.)
Language and Law – Contemporary Research in the
United States of America
vol. 2, Fall 2002, ca. 250 pp., ca. 22,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-3020-9

Claire Kramsch; Claus Luttermann (Eds.)
The Power of Language in the Law
vol. 3, Fall 2002, ca. 480 pp., ca. 35,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-3033-0

Linguistics

Alexander Raymond Makasa Kasonde
Language Law and Development in the Third World
Countries
A comparative and historical analysis of the use and abuse of
linguistic rights in South Korea and Zambia
vol. 7, 2000, 328 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4961-9

Boniface E. Nwigwe
Naming and Being – A Philosophical Investigation
on Names and objects, with special reference to Igbo
anthroponyms
vol. 8, 2001, 96 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5257-1

PSYCHOLOGY

Psychology

Morton Herskowitz
Emotional Armoring
An Introduction to Psychiatric Orgone Therapy
vol. 36, 1997, 176 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3555-3

LAW

IUS VIVENS
edited by Dr. Wolf-Dieter Barz (Karlsruhe),

Prof. Dr. Andreas Roth (Mainz) and Dr. Stefan Chr. Saar
(Potsdam)

Siegfried Moses
Jewish Post-War Claims (Tel Aviv 1944)
With an introduction by Professor Dr. Paul Kirchhof and a bio-
bibliographic annotation by Rachel Heuberger. Edited by Wolf-
Dieter Barz. Introductory part and appendix translated by Eli
Moses
It has been only recently that the long drawn out international negoti-
ations conducted in the U.S. on the subject of the finalization of repa-
rations to be paid by Germany to the, mainly Jewish, forced laborers
of the National Socialist regime were concluded. The American-Jewish
aspect of the broader subject of involvement with the aftermath of the
Holocaust has already evoked an echo of wide-ranging discussions in
the recently published works of Wolf Calebow, Peter Novick and Nor-
man Finkelstein.
vol. 6, 2001, 184 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5024-2

Ars Interpretandi
Journal of Legal Hermeneutics

Giuseppe Zaccaria (ed.)
Hermeneutics and Application
vol. 1/1996, 1998, 200 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3757-2

Giuseppe Zaccaria (ed.)
Text and Law
vol. 2/1997, 1998, 264 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3758-0

Giuseppe Zaccaria (ed.)
Intention and Interpretation
CONTRIBUTORS: Hans Albert; Taylor Carman; Arthur J. Jacobsen,
Luigi Lombardi Vallauri; Pier Giuseppe Monateri; salvatore Natoli;
Christóbal Orrego; Stanley L. Paulson; Dominique Roussean; John R.
Searle; Amartya Sen; Vittorio Villa
vol. 3/1998, 1998, 216 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3725-4

Giuseppe Zaccaria (Ed.)
Interpretation of the Sacred – Interpretation of Law
The hermeneutic path involved in the interpretation of law as well as
in the Interpretation of sacred texts, though peculiar, seems – as Emilio
Betti pointed out – to share several things, most importantly the “nor-
mative” nature of interpretation. The 1999 issue of the Yearbook “Ars
Interpretandi” accounts for the several and disparate relationships be-
tween these two important “regional hermeneutics”.
Contributors: Manuel Atienza; Mauro Barberis; Lucia Corso; Jacques
Derrida; John Fletcher; Giuseppe Fornari; René Girard; Arthur J. Jacob-
son; Vittorio Mathieu; Eckart Otto; Mario Ruggenini; Angelo Tosato;
Luigi Lombardi Vallauri.
vol. 4, 2000, 384 pp., 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3 8258-3459-x

Giuseppe Zaccaria (Ed.)
Translation in Law
The 2000 issue of the Yearbook deals with the concept of translation.
From the perspectives of philosophy of language, theology, comparative
law and jurisprudence, such a notion is here addressed both in itself
and in its many-sided relationships with the concept of interpretation.
Contributors: Giovanna Borradori; Donald Davidson; Gerard Rene de
Groot; Winfried Hassemer; Domenico Jervolino; Tecia Mazzarese; Gi-
anfranco Ravasi; Paul Ricoeur; Rodolfo Sacco; John R. Searle; Michael
Walzer; Jerzy Wroblewski
vol. 5, 2000, 240 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4862-0

Giuseppe Zaccaria (Ed.)
International Justice and Interpretation
Contributors: H. G. Gadamer, H. Küng, F. Viola et al.
vol. 6, Fall 2002, ca. 384 pp., ca. 35,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5766-2

Law and Ethics
edited by Prof. Dr. jur. Alexander Roßnagel

(Universität-Gesamthochschule Kassel)

John Burroughs
The Legality of Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons
A Guide to the Historic Opinion of the International Court
of Justice. Foreword by Phon van den Biesen (International
Association of Lawyers against Nuclear Arms)
vol. 3, 1997, 184 pp., 30,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3516-2

Introduction to Law

Thomas Lundmark
Common Law Tort & Contract
vol. 1, 1998, 232 pp., 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3739-4

Thomas Lundmark; Wayne J. Carroll
Business Associations in the Common Law World
Written by Anglo-American lawyers with decades of practical experi-
ence between them, this book introduces students and practitioners to
the economic objectives, legal principles, and practical considerations
that characterize the partnerships, corporations, and other business as-
sociations who control a major part of the wealth in the “Anglosphere”
of the United States, United Kingdom, Ireland, and the Commonwealth
countries. Having no physical existence as such, these entities are nev-
ertheless treated as legal “persons” by the law. This book brings these
businesses in their various forms to life, revealing how they are formed,
operated, regulated, taxed, sued, and dissolved.
vol. 3, 2001, 152 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4994-5

Thomas Lundmark (Ed.)
California Civil and Commercial Codes Abstracted
vol. 4, Fall 2002, ca. 208 pp., ca. 17,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-4995-3

Criminology and Psychology of Law
Erträge interdisziplinärer Forschung

Reimer Hinrichs
Chronic Crime Victims
A German-American Comparative Study on Theory and
Practice of Psychoanalytic Victimology
vol. 3, 1997, 248 pp., 25,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3220-1

Münster Studies in Comparative Law
edited by Prof. Dr. Otto Sandrock,
Prof. Dr. Bernhard Großfeld and

Prof. Dr. Claus Luttermann

Otto Sandrock
Internationales Wirtschaftsrecht in Theorie und
Praxis / International Business Law in Theory and
Practice
vol. 1, 1994, 650 pp., 45,90€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-2253-2

Publications on Maritime Law
edited by Rainer Lagoni (Universität Hamburg)

Aggrey K. L. J. Mlimuka
The Eastern African States and the Exclusive
Economic Zone
The Case of EEZ Proclamations, Maritime Boundaries and
Fisheries
vol. 2, 1998, 272 pp., 40,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3582-0

Rainer Lagoni
Legal Aspects of Submarine High Voltage Direct
Current (HVDC) Cables
vol. 4, 1998, 104 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3888-9

Publications on Information, Telecommunication
and Media Law

edited by Thomas Hoeren and Bernd Holznagel
(Universität Münster)

Thomas Hoeren; Jochen Stauder (Eds.)
International Sources of Electronic Commerce
Regulation
European Legislation: Trademark Directive, Software Directive, Satel-
lite and Cable Directive, Data Protection Directive, Database Directive,
Distance Selling Directive, Data Protection in the Telecommunications
Sector Directive, Transparency Directive, Conditional Access Direc-
tive, Electronic Signatures Directive, E-Commerce Directive, Electronic
Money Institutions Directive, Regulation on Jurisdiction, Recognition
and Enforcement, Copyright in the Information Society Directive (Com-
mon Position with the approved amendments), Distance Marketing of
Consumer Financial Services Directive (Amended Proposal).
International Legislation: ICANN Private Uniform Domain Name
Dispute Resolution Policy and UDRP Rules, WIPO Copyright Treaty,
WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty, UNCITRAL Model Law
on Electronic Commerce.
US Legislation: Child Online Protection Act, Digital Millennium Copy-
right Act, Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act.
vol. 8, Fall 2002, 296 pp., 20,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-5514-7
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Academic Series

Studies in Law

Harrison George Mwakyembe
Tanzania’s Eighth Constitutional Amendment and Its
Implications on Constitutionalism, Democracy and the
Union Question
vol. 58, 1995, 272 pp., 24,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-2424-1

VARIA
Oscar Lenius
A Well-Dressed Gentleman’s Pocket Guide
1996, 248 pp., 24,80€, hc., ISBN 3-8258-2876-x

Thomas Lundmark
Niccolò Machiavelli: The Return of the Prince
(Il Ritorno del Principe)

God created woman for man’s pleasure, so man should enjoy her. If
she no longer pleases him, he should discard her. That is the kernel
of the creed of the apostle of power, Niccolò Machiavelli, revealed in
this hitherto unpublished manuscript, which has been religiously trans-
lated, and cautiously updated, by Prof. Thomas Lundmark to preserve
the puissance of the original. In this book Machiavelli leaves the world
of geopolitics behind, and enters the era of biopolitics. He satirizes our
times and offers frank observations on winning strategies in the battle
of the sexes.
1998, 144 pp., 15,90€, pb., ISBN 3-8258-3745-9
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